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Abstract 

Ionic complexes havc long been studied by mass spcctrometry while leisurely 

spectroscopic studies of neutral complexcs can be studied using matrix isolation 

spectroscopy. Experimental rcsuJts aiming to elucidatc the structures o f neutral and ionic 

complexes are often complemented by electronic structure calculations as has been done 

in th is work. 

Comple.\:es of divalent metal ions and uracil have been investigated using FTICR 

mass spectrometry. Positive ion electrospray mass spectra show that [M(Ura-H)(Ura)]', 

where M is formally a divalent metal ion, are the most abundant ions evcn al low 

concentrations of uracil. MS/M S experiments show that the lowest energy dt:eomposi tion 

pathway for [M(Ura-H)(Ura»)' complexes is loss of HNCO for all metals studied with 

the exception OfST, Ba and Pb which do lose a molecule of uracil. The computed binding 

energies between neutral uracil and rM(Ura-H)(, M'" Zn, Cu, Ni, Fe, Cd, Pd , Mg, Ca, 

Sr, Ba, and Pb have also been ca1culalt:-d and aTe consistent with the experimentally

observed differences in fragmentation pathways. The potential energy surfaces 

associated with the fragmentation pathways ofrCu(Ura-H)(Um)r were computed to help 

explain the collision induced dissociation spectra 

Complexes of uracil and Pb l +, as well the water-solvated complexes have been 

studied by infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy in the N-H and 

0-1-1 stretching region. The computed IR spectra for the lowest energy structures arc 

consistent with the experimental IRMPD spectrum_ The experimental spectra for 

!l'b(Ura-H)(H20)nr (n"' I-2) revealed that the first water molecule binds to the lead ion 



and indicates the presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding to a carbonyl of uracil. 

The second molecule of water also attaches directly to the lead ion, but does not 

participate in any hydrogen bonding. 

The infrared absorption spectra of hydrogen-bonded complexes of propylene oxide 

with either ethanol or 2-nuoroethanol have been recorded in neon matrices, The results 

indicate that hydrogen-bonded complexes were formed with propylene oxide as the 

hydrogen bond acceptor and either ethanol or 2-nuoroethanol as the hydrogen bond 

donors. The features assigned to the O-H stretch were red-shifted by 175 em' I and 193 

cm'l for ethanol and 2-ftuoroethanol containing complexes. From the peak shifts and the 

comparison with the calculations, a 1:1 propylene oxide/ethanol and propylene oxidel2-

fluorocthanol complexes arc fonnl"1l. 
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Chapter 1 

rntroduction 

1.1 General In troduction 

Mo!ewlar compicxes are vital components of many biological processes and play 

essential roles in these processes. Certain ionic molecular complexes result from non

covalent interactions such as the interaction between metal ions and DNA nucleobascs. 

Some of the biological processes impacted by these complexes include DNA and RNA 

synthesis and stabiliz.ation. Gas phase interactions provide chemists and biochemists with 

valuable information that aids in the understanding of the behavior of many biochemical 

and biological processes. Determining the gaSl"OUS ion structure of molecular complexes 

can provide a comprehensive understanding of\he chemical properties of the mok:cules. 

Also, neutral molecular eomple.l{es are fonned through hydrogen bonding like C-H 0 

or 0-11 O. These types are of particular interest because they playa very significant 

role in delennining the shapes and confonnations of molecules in the gas phase 

Weakly bound complexes can be observed in many chemical and biological 

stud ies; therefore, it is important to understand the nature of the intermolecular 

interactions involved in a wide range of molecular complexes. Studying these weak 

interactions in the gas phase is very important to investigate and identify the 

intermolecular interactions in the absence of solvents. 

lon-trapping mass spectrometry and matrix isolation are two main methods used 

fo r generating and isolating the complexes described in this dissertation. A large part of 



this thesis describes studies of the interactions between uracil and divalent metal ions 

using mass spectrometry. This study is divided into three subparts. The first part is a 

study of the interaction between copper (II) ions with uracil using various fragmentation 

methods such as SORIIC ID and IRMPD in combination with the theoretical calculations 

The second part is a comparison of the interaction of uracil with different divalent metal 

ions using var ious fragmentation methods. The third part is elucidation of the structures 

of the complexes between uracil and Pb (II) ions, as well as singly and doubly water 

solvated complexes using infrared multiple photon dissociation (lRMPD) spectroscopy. 

In addition, we present an experimental observation of very weakly bound comple:-;es in 

the fonn of thc hydrogcn-bondcd complexes between propylene oxide and cthanol and 

between propylene oxide and 2-fluorocthanol in cryogcnic nron-matrices. Density 

functional thcory (DFT) calculations for the gcometry optimizations and frcquencies 

werc also carried oul. 

1.2 Mass Spectrometric Techniques for Studying the Structures of 

Gaseo us Ions 

Mass spectrometry has played an important role in the life sciences during the past 

decade and has become particularly useful for identification and characteriza tion of 

biological molecules. In general. analyte molecules arc ionized and arc separated in the 

gas phase, according to thcir mass-to-chargc ratio (mlz). Mass spectrometry techniques 

diffcr in the types of ion sources, mass analyzers, and detectors. Fourier transfonn ion 

cyclotron resonance (n:'ICR) is one type of mass spectrometry and was used in many of 

the experiments described in this thesis. 'lbe following sections explain how the FT ICR 



sJX--.:ilic to the present work operates. Techniques, such as those which initiate 

fragmentation processes which arc available to us for the identification o f the gas phase 

ions are also described. 

1.2.1 Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT·ICR) Mass 

Spectrometry 

Fourier transfonn ion cyclotron resonance is a t)'pe of mass spectrometry used to 

detennine the ratio of mass-to-charge by measurement of the cyclotron frequency of the 

ions orbiting in a magnetic field. l This technique is considered very high resolution 

because it allows masses o f ions to be resolved wi th great accuracy and provides 

accurdte mass measurements.1.l High resolution allows single compounds to be 

characterized from complex mixtures. The advantages of us ing high magnetic fields are 

improved mass resolut ion, signal-to-noise ratio. and mass accuracy. Ions are trdpped in 

the radial dimension by a magnetic field (7.0T) and under high vncuum (1 0-10 torr). 

The ions experience a magnetic Lorentz force (Fu) perpendicu lar to the magnetic 

fie ld as illustrated in Figure 1.1. This Lometz force is counterbalanced by the centrifugal 

force when entering the magnetic field. The cyclotron frequency, j, , and the angular 

velocily.w.: ,depend on the mass to charge rmio (mlz) and are independent of the kinetic 

energy of the ions (velocity), as seen in the following equations (Eq.I.1 and Eq.I.2.) 

Eq.1.1 

Eq.l.2 



These equations can be rearranged to obtain an expression for the m/z in terms of the 

magnetic field strength (8) and the cyclotron frequency, as seen in Eq.I.3. 

m B 
q ~ 2'!f; &t.1.3 

where m is mass of ions and q is charge of ions. 

The type of cells used for FT-ICR can have a number of different geometries 

however the most commonly used is the cylinder design. This cell consists of a pair of 

end cap trapping plates, pair of excitation plates and detection plates. 

Figure 1.1: Cyclotron motion of positively charged ion moving in the magnetic field. 

A small potential voltage is applied across two trapping plates at either the end of 

the cell, in the axial direction to kccp ions trapped in this dimension. [t is the magnetic 

field, B, which causes the ions to orbit the axis of the cell in a cyclic motion. The 

trapping voltage produces a radial force which is in an opposite direction ofthe Lorentz 



force and this keeps the ions from drifting out of the B field. The use o f a cell to trap the 

ions enhances the time to do experiments such as, kinetic studies, spectroscopy, and ion

molecule reactions. 

To detect a signal from the ion cyclotron motion, the ions need to be excited to 

larger orbits. An application of a sinusoidal voltage to the excitation plates is used to 

excite the ions. The steps of the detection of Ions are depicted in Figure 1.2. The ions arc 

excited as a coherent ion packet and the cyc lotron frequencies of these packets arc mlz 

dependent. These ions absorb energy while maintaining a constant cyclotron frequency 

leading to an increase in their radii of cyclotron orbil.As the ions pass close to the plates 

they produce an image current on the two delector plates. When ions (positively charged) 

approach a detection plate, eleelrons are attracted 10 thai plale. When the ions approach 

the opposite detection plate, electrons arc allracted to that plate and drawn from the first 

plate. This results in an oscillation of current that allows the cyclotron frequency of the 

ions to be detected and measured. By applying a fast Fourier transform, the time domain 

signal is transfonned to the frequency domain which is converted to mass spectrum 

through equat ion 1.2. 



Figure 1.2: Steps in ion excitation and detection in a FTICR MS. 

Electrospray ionization (ESI) was used to generate gaseous ions from a solution of 

dissolved ions. The generation of ions occurs in a number of steps. In this process a high 

voltage (kV) electric field is applied to a steel capillary containing the sample solution at 

atmospheric pressure. This voltage results in the accumulation of charges at the capillary 

tip that eventually break off and disperse into space forming a highly charged droplet. 

Evaporation of the solvent causes the droplet to shrink. As the droplet becomes smaller 

the electrostatic repulsion of the charges increases and fission occurs. Therefore, the 

process of fission leads to the formation of charged positive ions in the gas phase through 

evaporation of the solvent. The evaporation process and fission produces small droplets 

until it contains only one ion in each droplet,l as seen in Figure 1.3. 



Figure 1.3: Electrospray ionization process. 

The ESI process occurs at atmospheric pressure. while the ICR cell is at ultra high 

vacuum. Thus, differential pumping is required to drop from atmospheric pressure in the 

source to 10.10 mbar in the ICR cell,· as seen in Figure 1.4. A gate valve separates the 

region containing the high vacuum fium the rest of the instrument. After producing the 

ions, they are then injected into the ICR cell. 

Figure 1.4: Schematic of 7.0 T FT-ICR mass spectrometer. Figure reproduced fium J. 

Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 2009, 20, 411 with permission fium Elsevier. 



1.2.2 Fragmentation Processes in the FrICR 

There arc a number of activation methods that can be used to fragment precursor 

ions producing MSiMS spectra. Through fragmentation it is possible to obtain structural 

information by investigating the ionic fragments. One of the most commonly lIsed 

methods for ion activation is collision induced dissociation (ClD). Ion-traps allow easy 

implementation of other methods such as infrared multiple photon dissociation (lRMPD) 

and electron eaptllrc dissociation (ECD), as well. 

1.2.2.1 Collision-Induced Dissociation (ClD) method 

Collision-induced dissociation (CID) is a technique that is lIsed to fragment 

moleelilar ions in the gas phase in order to obtain ionic fragments. In general. this 

technique is used 10 achieve structural infonnation of the analyte ion by looking at the 

fragments ion,5.7 

The principle of CID is that the moleelilar ions are accelerated using an electrical 

potential to reach high kinetic energies and then coll ide with neutral gas moleeliles 

(collision gas). During the collision. some of the kinetic energy of the ion is converted to 

internal energy (vibrational /rotational). The excited precursor ion will then fragment into 

smaller ions. which can be observed using the mass spectrometer. The C1D process 

depends on the conditions of the experiment such as the nature of the collision gas, the 

kinetic energy, the parent ion. lind the number of collisions. Depending on the type of 

mass spectrometer in use, there are two main colli sion regimes. Low energy CID is used 

with a collision energy below 100 eV, while in high energy CID kinetic energies of 

several thousands of eleclronvolts arc commonly used for fragmentation. High-energy 



CID is typically perfonned in sector mass spectrometers, where keV accelerations are 

required for mass and energy analysis. Since in FrICR. and most other mass 

spectrometers, C ID is done at low energy that is discussed in more detail here. 

1.2.2 .1.1 cm Ex ter na l to ICR cell 

In low energy CID, in the FT ICR instrument used in this work, a precursor ion is 

first isolated in a quadrupole mass filter then accelerated intoa region of high pressure in 

the storage/collision hexapole, which has 10.2 mbarAr (see Figure 1.4). Ions leaving the 

quadrupole arc accelerated by less than 100 eV into the collision gas. With these low 

energy collisions. the excitation energy imparted to the ion is typically consistent with 

vibrational excitation. ' The law of conservation of momentum states that kinetic energy 

of a fast particle that collides with a stationary target is not entirely converted into 

internal energy, therefore this implies that only a fraction of the translational energy is 

converted into internal energy. Through multiple collisions, the ion gains enough energy 

for bond cleavage. 

Eq.1.4 

where M, is the ion mass. MI is the target mass ( i.e the collision gas), E1•b is the ion 

kinetic energy in the laboratory frame, and E""" is the maximum energy fraction 

converted into internal energy for the fragmentation. For e.xample, when using Ar 

collision gas, co ll ision of a singly-charged ion Wilh a mass of 300 Da, the maximum 

energy that can be converted to internal energy of the ion at 10 eV (laboratory frame) is 

1.2eV 



rhe cm techniquc has becn used in many fields for detcnnination and 

characterization of the structures of biological molecules. For examplc, singly protonated 

aromatic amino acids have been examined using FT-ICR MS defined previously.9 Low 

energy collision induced dissociation (CIO) for protonated tryptophan was compared 

with the electron-induced dissociation (EIO) or simply e lectron ionization. In the CIO 

spectrum of proton at cd tryptophan, the primary fragmentation pathway is the loss of Nl lJ 

and then a very minor 1055 o f (1-1,0 + CO) as in Figure 1.5a. In contrast the EIO spectrum 

shows that the dominate fragmentat ion is loss of tllc side chain benzyl cations at mh 130 

as in Figure 1.5b. The mechanism for loosing NH) has been proposed to occur through 

formation of a spirocyc1opropane ion by attacking tllc C-3 of the indole aromatic side 

chain, while the formation of the tryptophan radical via hydrogen atom loss has been 

shown to fragmcnt to give two stable fragments, as scen in Schcmc 1. 1. These types of 

experiments are bencficial and help to gain insight into the structure of simple peptide 

molecules. 

Figure 1.5: Fragme111ation of [M+Hf of tryptophan under conditions a) collision 

induced dissociation (ClO) and (b) electron-induced dissociation (EIO) 23 eV. Figure 

reproduced from Anal. Bioanal. Chern. 2007, 389, 1429 with permission frOIll Springer 
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Scheme 1.1 : Likely mcchunism for the formmion o f the fragment ions in the collision 

induced dissociation (C ID) and electron-induced dissociat ion (E1D) spectra of pro Ion at cd 

tryptophan. Figure modified from Anal. Elioanal. Chern. 2007, 389, 1429 with permission 

from Springer. 

Nelson and McCloskcylO have studied the structure of protoJlil tcd uracil using 

collision induced dissociation. The prolonalion of uracil may occur at either the 02 or 

04 positions. However, uracil is predominantly protonated at the 04 position which 

corresponds to the keto form taulomer. II . 1l The CID spectrum of proto nat cd uracil (mil 

113) is shown in Figure 1.6. The dissoc iation of protonllted uracil fonned three main 

dissociation product ions (mlz 96. 95, 70). The first pathway is the Joss of NI-IJ (mlz 96) 

followed by el imination o fa molecule of CO (m/z 68). The second pathway is the loss of 

1-1<0 (m/z 95) followed by elimination of CO (m/z 67) or HNCO (m/z 52). The spectrum 

shows that the major dissociation pathway is loss of HNCO (m lz 70) with funher losses 



ofNH1, co, HCN, C2H20, and ClUNO to produce ions at mlz 53, 42. 43. 28 and 15, 

respectively, as seen in Scheme 1.2. 

The loss of HNCO is the major decomposition pathway which is nonexistent in the 

El mass spectrum ofuracil. 14 l3y using isotopically labeled uracil, the major e limination 

pathway was shown to invo lve loss of C2 and N3 through a rctro-Dic ls-Alder 

mechanism, as in Scheme 1.3 
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Figure 1.6: CID spectrum of protonatcd uracil. Figure reproduced from J. Am. Soc. 

Mass Spcrlrom. 1994, 5, 339 with permission from Elsevier. 



Scheme 1.2: CID pathways of protonated uracil, determined from isotopic labeling 

patterns and by mass selection and activation of fragment ions, m/z 70 and 96. Figurc 

modified from J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 1994, S. 339 with pennission from Elsevier. 
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Scheme 1.3: Initial reaction of protonaled uracil following collisional activation. 
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1.2.2.1.2 SORUC ID 

[on activation and fragmentation via ofT-resonance irradiation (SOR[) collision 

induced dissociation is commonly used in FT[CR MS and is essentially a special name 

given to CID performcd in the FT· ICR cell. In this technique, the collision gas is 

introduced into the cell through a pulse valve at a pressure of about 10.8 mbar. The 

fragmentation in the ICR cell is affected by applying a short radio frequency (RF) pulse 

to kinetically excite the ion. The ions arc accelerated and their translational energy is 

converted to intcrnal cnergy by collisions with thc neutral collision gas resulting in 

fragmentation. The mean laboratory frame collision cnergy in SORIICID is calculated 

according to the method described in the literature, 1' ,10 as seen in Eq, 1.5. After obtaining 

the laboratory frame collision energy the maximum kinetic cnergy can be determined and 

used to describe the collision process, as seell in Eq. 1.4. In this equation. thc heavier of 

the collision gases arc preferred. which allows multiple collisions (tcns to hundreds) to 

{32q2VI'_I,2 

32;r2md2.6.v2 Eq.1.5. 

where P is the geomctrical factor of the ICR cell. q and m ar~ the charge and thc mass of 

the ion respectivcly, Vp·p is the peak-to·peak excitation voltage, d is the diameter of the 

ICR ccll, and 6v is the diffcrencc between the cyclotron and the RF excitation 

frequencies. 



1.2.2.2 Inrrared Multiple Pholon Dissocialion (IRMPD) 

Infrared multiple photon dissociation can be a very useful method to determine ion 

structures and it is possible to gain a vast amount of structural information with this 

tC\:hnique. In particular, it can be used to study the structures of proteins and other 

biological molecu les. [n this method, a laser with high intensity is used to obtain 

structural information of gaseous ions. This method depends on the absorption of several 

[R photons. The gaseous precursor ions arc trapped inside the leR cell and directly 

irrad iatcd with thc lascr through a window. The trapped ions arc heated through 

absorption of one or more photons. The absorption of subsequent photons increases the 

in ternal energy of the precursor ions to a point sufficient to cause the dissociation of the 

ion. Consequcntly, the number of photons depends on the wavelength of the incident 

radiation. 11 In addition to the CID method, this technique was used for fragmentation of 

the precursor ions in the rcsearch described in this thcs is. 

The mechan ism of IRM I'D has becn explored e:-;tensively in the literature. ls•21 An 

integral factor in the absorption of photons by an ion is resonance, particularly resonance 

between a vibrational mode and the laser source in the \= 0 to the \= 1 state. However, 

IRM I'D is not a single photon process, therefore it is important to ill ustrate three vital 

changes in energy levels that result in complete energy randomization and consequently 

the dissociat ion of ions. As seen in Figure 1.7, these levels can be categorized into a 

lower energy level, midd le level also known as quasicontinuum and an upper level where 

dissociation occurs. The lower level requires resonance between the laser and the 

molecule in order for absorption 10 occur. The energy absorbed gets transferred to other 



modes in the ion in a process called intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution 

(IVR). As the molecule absorbs more photons and the internal energy increases the 

density of states increases such that the middle energy level is reached. This middle level 

is called quasicon(inum and at this level the laser is absorbed through "accidental 

resonances" due to the anharmonicity of the virbational mode. The process of absorption 

will continue until the internal energy inside a molecule reaches the necessary energy 

requirement to surpass the dissociation threshold and dissociation occurs. Note that for 

dissociation to be observed on the time scale of the experiment, the internal energy must 

be in excess of the dissociation energy. 

Similar to CID, IRMPD is a valuable method that can be used to fragment ions and 

thus provide a comprehensive understanding of an ion's structure. Although both 

methods arc useful when attempting to obtain structural ill formation on a particul(lr ion, 

(10 docs have some limitations. CID requires a collision gas to excite the ions. This 

results in differing degrees of fragmentations due to the fact that all of the translational 

energy is not converted entirely into internal energy on collision. On the other hand, 

IRMPD uses a CO2 laser to irradiate the gaseous ions. This method has some advantages 

over other ion activation methods such as it is faster and more selective. 

i6 
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Figure 1.7: (a) Schematic representation of IRMPO mechanism and (b) vibrational state 

density ina molecular ion. 

Hergenrother et al.ll compared the effectiveness between using lRMPD and CIO 

in characterizing erythromycin A, (m/z 734), analogs in a quadruple ion trap. Both 

IRMPO and CIO show that the most prevalent fragment pathway includes dehydration 



and loss of cladinose sugar (mlz 576). as seen in Scheme IA. They found that the 

IRMPi) spectra identified a dominant fragment ion. which was the desosamine ion. 

However, when using CID, this ion was not observed because the mass is too low to be 

trapped efficiently under the conditions used. as ~een in Figure 1.8. lRMPD allows for 

selective dissociation based upon the wavelenb'ih of the incident radiation. In this method 

only ions that absorb at the wavelength can bcdissociated. 
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Figure 1.8 : (a) CID and (b) IRMPD of protonated erthromycin A. Figllre reproduced 

from J.Am. Soc. Mass Speetrom. 2002,13,630 with permission from Elsevier. 



Scheme 1.4: Dissoc iation of protonated enhromycin A. Figure reproduced from J. Am. 

Soc. Mass Speetrom. 2002.13,630 with permission from Elsevier. 

1.2.3 Infrared Multiple Photon Dissociation (IRMPD) Spectroscopy 

The abili ty to trap ions inside the lCR cell for extendcd periods permits the usc of 

diffcrcnt \!..'Chniques for studyi ng thc ions. One of thesc techniques is infrared 

multiphoton dissociation (IRM I'D) spectroscopy. A C02 laser which is high powered and 

is efli cicnt in affcct ing IRMPD is not broadly tunab le, so is not uscful for such a 

technique. Tunable sources of infra red radiation have becn recent ly developed to 

increase the ability of recording the infrarcd spectra of gaseous ions over a usable range. 



Free electron lasers (FELs/J·24 and the optical parametric oscillator/amplifer (OPO/A/l 

arc used as tunable sources for infrared radiation. The FELIX (Free-Electron Laser for 

Infrared eXperiments) in the Netherlands and CLIO (Centre Laser Infrared d'Or~y) in 

Franee are two facilities capable of pcrfonning IRMPD spectroscopy. Thus, they can be 

used to measure IR spcrtrn over a broad range of the mid-IR. Despite the LI se of a 

different laser, thc mcehaJlism of IRMPD spectroscopy is the same as for the IRMPD 

fragmeJlt mode explaiJled iJl thc previous section. IRMPD is an effective method for 

obtaining st ructural insight into ion structures. This technique allows gas phase molecule 

ions to bc slUdied over a widespcrtral range. 

1.3 The Matrix Isolation Tec hnique for Studying Weakly Bound 

Intermolecu lar Complexes 

1.3.1 Princip le of the Matrix Isolation Techniqu e 

Matrix isolation spectroscopy is an important tool in experimental chemistry and 

physics. It is a powerful method for gaining infonnation and detennining mechan istic 

data for transient specics. Matrix isolation is used for carrying out Icisurely spectroscopic 

studicsat low tcmpcraturc by trapping a transient spccies in Ii solidified rare-gas matrix. 

Solidified rare-gas matrices have many advantages such as chemical inertness and good 

transparency in the infrared (JR) region 

The matrix isolation technique was invented by George Pimentel (considered the 

father of matrix isolation). In 1954, the concept of matrix isolation was first published 

from Pimentel's group using a .... enon matrix at 66 K.26 In this technique, individual 

molecules or atoms arc trapped and isolated from one another by the rare gas matrix at 

20 



low temperature. The matr ix isolation technique was deyeloped to study highly reaetiYe 

molecules such as free radicals and other thennodynamiea lly unstable species. It also 

allows for the study of interact ions in weakly bound species such as hydrogen-bonded 

and van der Waal complexes that may be transient at room temperature. 

The main components in the matrix isolation technique arc the guest species and 

the host. In this technique, the trapped s(JC\:ies cannot undergo any bimolecular reactions 

with any species except perhaps wi th the host material. Figure 1.9 is a cartoon structure 

representi ng a matrix when some anal)1C is trapped in a rigid matr ix. 

Figure 1.9: Diagram representing, a guest species (in black circle) isolated in sol id host 

matrix (in open circie). 

In order to prepare a solid matrix, the species is depositcd with a large amount of 

host gas onto a cold substrate, which is cooled to a suitable temperature of 4.2 K (neon 

gas). All the cxperiments arc carricd out under high vacuum to prevent any 

contamination from unwanted gases that may freele on the cold window. In general, ra re 

gases arc uscd as common host materiab for matrix isolation; however, nitrogen, oxygen, 

21 



methane. hydrogen, and water have also been used as host materials. 

The main method of studying matrix isolation is by spectroscopic means. These 

experiments can also help 10 determine the structures of reactive species,27 and 

characterize molCi;ular eomple){es which have weak interactions between species."·,;o 

Since the main process in matrix isolation involves depositing the matrix gas and 

sample on a cold window, the species to be trapped in matrix must be somewhat volatile 

or it musl be able to be volatilized. There are two ways to mix the guest species with the 

host, which depends on the volatility of the guest. The vapour pressure must be easily 

measured in order for the guest and host gas to be capable of mixing and producing a gas 

mixture that is then deposited as a solid matrix. This mixing of a guest and a host is 

known as proportions; on the other hand, the ratio of the host to guest is known as the 

matrix ratio. If the guest species has low volatility. it evaporates from one side of the 

vacuum shroud in the cold cell. Simultaneously, as the guest species is being evaporated 

the host gas is also being deposited into the cold cell. 

1.3.2 The Matrix Isolation Technique 

The matrix isolation technique has been thoroughly discussed in the literatureJ 1•J6 

and a brief discussion of this experimental technique is outlined in this section, along 

with some examples relevant to the study described in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 

1.3.2.1 Sample Preparation 

To prepare the matrix at low temperature. it is essential to mix the host gas and the 

guest gas in the vapour phase. The sample is prepared in a stainless steel pipeline that 

uses high vacuum gauges and valves, which is separated from the matrix isolation 



apparatus, as seen in Figure 1.10 

R~all."'t D iff.uioll 
Li"uitl ..... "ple Pump 

Figure 1.1 0: Schematic of gas-handling apparatus used for preparation of gas samples 

for matrix isolation experiments 

A rotary pump is used to achieve a pressure of 10·l torr on the line. As a pressure of 

10') torr is reached a diffusion pump is opened and the pressure is reduced to lO·ij torr. 

During this process two dilTerent vacuum gauges are used to read the appropri(lte 

pressure. The first one is the Pirani sensor which is used 10 monilor the pressure down 10 

lO.l torr. The second gauge is a eold cathode gauge which monitors Ihe pressure to 

between 10.4_10" torr. Also, a series of Bamtron sensors is used to measure gas pressure 

up 10 1000 torr when mixing matri.1{ and sample gases. Needle valves are used to control 

gas nowing in and out of the line. A neon cyli nder is attached as the reagent sample to 

the lines by using a stainless sleel compression fitling 

In every experiment. the reservoir was evacualed for a few hours and the pressure 

II 



on it remained constant between 10-6_10.1 Torr prior to usc. Liquid samples were 

degassed th rough freeze·pump.thaw cycles. Accordingly, the panial pressure of the host 

gas (ncon) will be much larger than the panial pressure of the sample. As a result, the 

host gas is sealed after the sample. The sample gas is pumped from the reagent bulb to 

the gas reservoir until it reaches the appropriate pressure which is read by the Baratron 

sensor. After thai the sample in the reservoir is diluted with the host gas (neon) to the 

desired concentration. 

The mixture ralio between the host gas and sample be varied, so that the molecules 

of the sample gas are fully separated from one another. In all our experiments, the 

gaseous solutions were mixed in ratios of approximately 1/ 1-1 513000 between 

ethanol/propylene oxide/neon gases resp«tively. For e;«ftmple for a preparation of a 900 

Torr sample with a concentration of 11 1513000 of ethanol and propylene oxide to neon 

gas, OJ Torr of ethanol and 4.5 Torr of propylene oxide is prepared then diluted by 900 

Torr of neon. 

1.3.3.2 Closed-Cycle Refrigerator 

The development of closed cycle helium refrigerators provides an approach to 

utilize liquified gases as a coolant for all matTi;" experiments. The purpose of the 

refrigeration cycle is to use helium gas from a helium compressor to fonn low 

temperatures at the sample holder. When the system is evacuated to an approprime level. 

the closed helium refrigeration system is turned on to stan cooling the system. In this 

system, the expander head is supplied with the helium to expand and to cool Ihe area 

down to 4.2 K. Using a second hose, the helium gas returns to the compressor to close 



the cycle, so in this process no helium is consumed, As a result. continued cycles of 

pumping helium allow the spectroscopic window to cool down to 4.2 K. At this 

temperature the pressure is reduced further from 10.1 to around 10.9 torr. In our lab. a 

cryogenic system is used. which allows the temperature 10 reach 4.2 K. 

This system (refrigerator) needs only an electrical supply and cooling water to 

remove heat during the compression cycle. Some of the advantages for this refrigerator 

includc its ability to work for thousands of hours with little maintenance and the time 

needed to cool the spectroscopic window of matrix isolation to a low temperature of 4.2 

K takes less than an hour and a half. 

1.3.2.3 Sample Deposition 

Pure gases or mixture of gases can be deposited as low temperature matrices by 

using the slow spmy-on method. This method and the process of the gas mixture 

dcposition arc described in Chapter 5. 

1.3.3 Spectroscopic Techniques of Matrix Isolated Species 

Several spectroscopic techniques. such as infrarcd (IR). ESR. Raman. Ultraviolet 

and visible spectroscopy (UVlVis). can be used to characterize the appriorate species in 

matrix isolation. Although a variety oftechniqlles exist. infrared spectroscopy has been 

used for the identification of trapped species for the purpose of this thesis 



1.3.3.1 FTIR 

FTIR is one of the many spectroscopic techniques which can be used with low 

temperature matrices. Infrared spectroscopy can be used to identify compounds and 

investigate the structural components of the sample being used. When absorption occurs 

in a molecule, vibrational modes become excited. These vibrational modes in a molecule 

arc activated through infmred spectroscopy, and only the vibrational modes which result 

in a change in dipole moment of the molecule will be observed in the spectrum.J7 These 

modes arc classified as stretching of the bonds or non-stretching modes such as bending, 

torsion. wagging, rocking, and deformations. The vibrational modes produced arc 

dependent on the number of atoms in the molecules; there arc 3N-6 vibrational modes 

for a non linear polyatomic species. 

The positions of vibmtional bands for the stretching sites of molecules are 

determined depending on the oseillator between two adjacent nuclei while the motions of 

the other nuclei arc ignored as Eq. 1.6.31 These vibrational bands depend on the reduced 

mass,).I, and the force constant, k, which is a measure of the strength of the bond formed: 

Eq.I.6 

The positions of IR absorptions can be used as a tool for identifying a given 

molecule and for detemlining what functional groups arc present in the molecule. In 

order to assign particular molecules 10 their appropriate modes isotopic substitution can 

be used. For e.'(ample, the ralio between the vibrational wavenumber for an X-H stretch 



10 a X-O streIch depends on Ihe reduced masses, Il. of Ihe Hand 0 with any other alom 

X,asseen inthe following equation. 

Eq.1.7 

Equation 1.7ean be reduced to 

Eq.1.8 

Consequenlly. for many slretching motions the ratio between the vibrational 

wavenumber for hydrogen over deuterium is approximately 1.4. 

This approach is beneficial for detennining and characterizing the t)'pe of complex 

which is produced by interactions in matrix isolation. The ratio of an H-X over a O-X is 

around 1.4 because the deuterium mass is twicc thaI of the hydrogen. However. the rat io 

for a bending motion may be as low as 1.10. A 1.4 ralio indic(l!cs that a 1:1 binary 

complex is fanned. For example. Kim and HanJ9 have studied the interaction between 

dimethyl ether (OME) and methanol in a solid argon matrix at 9 K. When the samples of 

OME and methano l were depositcd. the OH strctching peak appeared at 3534.1 cm·l. In 

addition, when samples ofOME and mcthano l-d4 wcre deposited a new peak was seen at 

2610.9 cm·1 on the cold window which corresponds to the 0-0 stretching. In this case, 

the isotopic stretching frequenc)' ratio \"(OH)/v(OO) is computed to be 1.3516 which 

suggcstsa 1:1 binarycomplcx . 

Molecular aggregations fonn whcn the samples are used in high 
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concentrations. In th is case, unwanted complexes may fonn which make it difficult to 

characterize the desired spectrum. At high dilution, the trapped molecules should be 

isolated properly und aggregation via guest-guest interactions minimized. 

Using matrix isolation infrared spectroscopy has many advantages over gas phase 

studies. In the gas phase, the molecules can rotate which causes a broadening of the 

vibrational bands in the IR spectrum. The broadening in the gas phase infrared spectrum 

can make it difficult to identify the product by making it hard to dedpher some of the 

information contained within the spectrum. Comparatively in matrix isolation. the host 

material acts as a cage and clamp which eliminates the ability of the guest to rotate. 

Figure 1.11 , shows a comparison between the gas phase and matrix IR spectra for Ihe 

symmetric stretching vibration for sulfur dioxide, S02, molecule where the small 

bandwidth is very clear.~o The matrix isolation absorption is a nurrow band at 1151 em· I 

with a small sub-band at 1146 cm·1 instead ofa broad band compared to those seen in the 

gas phase. 



Figure 1.11 : [R spectra of the S02 (symmetric stretch) ncar 1150 cm-I (a) in the gas 

phase at room temperature, lind (b) matrix isolated in N~ at 12 K (N2: S02 = [00:1). 

Dunkin, I. R. MlIIrix iso/lIIiol! techniq/les: apraclica/ approach; Oxford University; New 

York. 1998. 

Chemical elTeets caused by the matrix itsclf may also cause changes in the IR 

spectrum and the noble gases and N2 gas arc used to limit this elTect. Neon matrices havc 

become the most widcly used choice for matrix experiments as they are expected to 

show the weakest host-guest interaction due to its small polarilubi1i ty.40 

There are a number of factors which can alTcrt vibrational spcrtroscopy and these 

fac tors can influence the spl'Ctrum by causing existing bands to move to a new location. 

Such elTeets on spectra can be seen when comparing the cffcct of the matTi." on the 

isolated species with a gas-phase spectrum. 

Comparison of a gas-phase spectrum with one from an isolated matri." species 

shows shifts in the band centre which depends on guest-host interactions. For example, 

Figure 1.12 depicts an infrared spectrum in the region of the CO stretching ofmcthanol 



isolated in N" Ar, Kr and Xe matrices.41 A blue shift is observed in N" in comparison 

with the gas-phase band which is indicated by the vertical line, and this suggests that a 

repulsive interaction between the matri.x cage and oscillator is in effect. An increase in 

the magnitude of the red shifts, Irom Arto Kr and Xe, is noted, and as the polarization of 

the host increases the shift should bccome more prom inent as seen i n Figure 1.12. 

vapour 

W avenumbe rs I e m -' 

Figure 1.12: Portion of the FT-infrarcd spectrum of methanol isolated in N2, Ar, Kr and 

Xe showing the effect of different environments on the CO stretching fundamcntal. The 

vertical line shows the position of the vapour-phase band centre. Figurc rcprodueed from, 

Travis D. Fridgen, PhD thesis; Quecn's University; Canada, 1999, with permission from 

the author. 
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1.3.3.2 Ann ea lin g Method 

Annealing is a method used in matrix isolation to sec if any changes occur in the 

spectrum. Annealing is performed by warming the matrix to a suitable point but not to 

evaporate the matrix, which enables the guest species to diffuse throughout the matrix. 

This method is achieved after the matrix has fonned and a spectrum has been taken. 

Throughout the process, a temperature controiler is monitored to control the temperature 

of the system that is located near the cold window. The maximum annealing 

temperatures depends on the type o f the gas (host) that is used. In our experiments. the 

matrix was annealed at 10 and 14 K each for an hour and IR spectra recorded after each 

annealing. 

The typical temperatures for the matrices are; 10-15 K for neon, 35 K for argon. 50 

K for krypton, and 6S K for xenon. The low temperature of matrix isolat ion prevents the 

spec ies from rotating. So. annealing the matrix allows the guest species to diffuse and 

removes the effect of the rigid cage that occurred by the host gas. After annealing the 

molecules arc able to obtain their themlodynamicaily stable ~tru ct ures in the matri., 

Thus, annealing can be used to identify bands due to the spl itting at the site of the matr!.\{. 

In particular, small atoms and molecules such as hydrogen, sulfur dioxide. may still 

rotate wi thin the matrix eage.42•43 

1.3.3.3 Mo lecula r Complexes in Inert Gas Matrices 

Many studies have been published exam ining weak molecular complexes in the 

gas phase44 and in matriees.4s Matrix isolation coupled with infrared spectroscopy 

provides useful infonnation that can be utilized when studying weak complexes that 
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occur between reactive molecules 

The vibrational spectra of weakly bound binary complexes provide insight into the 

changes in the strucll.lre of molecules and/or complexes. In ordcr to obtain meaningful 

results and explain the assignments of the infrared spectrum of a binary complex 

observed in matrix isolation experiments, an isotopmer of the target is required, In 

addition, theoretical calculations arc beneficial when attempting to explain the spectrum, 

Accurate predictions for the calculated frequencies can be used to make accurate 

comparisonswiththeexperimentalfrcquencies. 

Intermolecular interactions arc an important factor in many molecular and 

biological processes in chemistry and biology.~6 These interactions can be studied 

experimentally by using matrix isolation techniques. 26,41 In fact a weak molecular 

interaction like C·H- It in complexes plays a significant role in determining the shilpe of 

conformations of molecules in Ihe gas phase. 

One very important Iype of molecular complex is the hydrogen bonded complex. 

Hydrogen bonding is one type of strong intermolecu lar forces. It is a prominent 

interaction in many of life's processes and a vital component in the fields of chemistry, 

physics, and biology. 

The structure of a H-bond is of the type X-H Y, where X and Yare 

electronegative clements. These clements arc usually oxygen. nitrogen, and halogens but 

Y, which contains one or two non-bonding electron pairs. can be a region of excess 

e lectron density, such as a 1t-systcm. In matrix isolation, weak complexes between 

molecules have shown that in the majority of cases one molecule acts as proton donor 



(PDj wh ile the other molcrulc acts as proton acceptor (PAj . For cxamplc, matrix studies 

havc rcvealed that a lcohols act as proton donors and various bascs such as acetone,48 

acetonit rile;9 di methyl ether,SO and water~ 1 act as proton acceptors, 

Parnis et at, 52 have studied the hydrogen-bonded acetone-water complex by matrix 

isolation experiments as well as theoretical calculations, Spectra of the acetone-water 

complex in argon matr ices were recorded at 12 K in regions 3800-3450 em'] and 1640-

1560 cm- I as seen in Figure 1.13. Upon complexation, red shifts were observed for the 

O-H stretching modes of water and for the C"'O stretching mode of acetone. These shifts 

indicate that a 1: I complex is formed, in which water is hydrogen-bonded to the carbonyl 

oxygen of acetone 

Wav. "ym!>e, (cm- l ) 

Figure 1. 13: f~r-infrarcd spectra of argon matrices conta ining watcr( l : I oj l'bO/A r) and 

I : 103 (A), 1 :3xl02 (El), I : 102 C), I :50 (D) acetone/Ar, in the region 3800-3450 and 

1645-1560 em-I. Figure reproduced from J. Phys. Chern . 1993. 97, 4320 wi th permission 

from American Chemical Society, 
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Nctander!l has studied the infrared spectra of the formaldehyde.water complex in 

inert matrices. He found a blue shift in the water bending mode and a red shift in the 

carbonyl and OH stretching modes. The shifts were simi lar to those observed for the 

acetone·water complex.$Z These red shifts of the OH stretching, compared to the 

substantial blue shifts of the OH bending modes, indicate that water acts as a proton 

donor in forming these complexes. Johnson and AndrewS' observed red·shifts for the 

fundamental modes for 1: I complexes between HF or DF, and acetone or formaldehyde 

llt1d these shifts arc simil3r to the modes observed for the acetone·water eomplex.n 

The intermolecular hydrogen bond that exists between nucleic acid bases is very 

important in molecular biology. Therefore, the vibrational spcrtroscopy of the 

nucleobascs has been studied in low·temperature matriees.S$4) In particular. the FT1R 

spectra of uraci l, thymine, and of their derivatives have been performed in low 

temperature inert matrices. 61 •62 The interactions between uracil and models of proton 

donor molecules and their ability to form hydrogen bond complexes have been studied. 

In fact, the interaction of uracil and hydrogen chloride in argon matrices demonstrates 

that hydrogen bonds arc formed, Uracil has many sites to form a hydrogen bond with 

proton donor molcrules, the basic C=O site and the acidic N·H si les arc invo lved in H· 

bonding wilh other molecules. 

Maes el af,S! have studied a series of interactions between uracil derivatives and 

their hydrogen·bonded complexes with proton donor molecules such as 1-1,0 and HCl in 

argon matrices, Figure 1.14 shows the FTIR spectra o f uracil with HCIiAr in malrices 

When samples of uracil/HCI/Ar gas were deposited at 12 K, new features were found 
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that were not present in either of the uracil or hydrogen ch loride molecules. The presence 

of these ncw bands provides characteristic evidence that uracil/HCI complexes have been 

found. A new band is observed at 1685 cm'! which refers to red shift ofv (C4=0). and 

the v (C2=0) mode appears at 1775 em"! . Also, as in Figure 1.14(c). new absorptions are 

noted at 814. 764 and 676-673 em' ! which arc al1ributed to 1 (C4=0).1 (C2=O). and l' 

(N3-H), respectively. An additional band is observed at 3375 cm·1 due to shift ofv (N3-

1-1). These bands indicate that the ur'Jcil interacts with HCI at two different sites. the basic 

(C4=0) site to fonn C4=0 HCI I·I-bond, and N-H group to allow N-H CI-H 1-1-

bonds to be formed in the argon matrices as seen in Scheme 1.5. 

Figure 1.14: n"IR spectrum for llracil /Ar (A) and uracillHClIAr (B,C) at 12 K. (13, 

HCI/Ar = 11200; C annealed of B). Figure reproduced from J. Mol. Struc/. 1994,318,37 

with permission from Elsevier. 



Scheme \.5: Possible structures of the umcillHClIAr complexes. 

1.4 Py rim idil' Nucleobases 

1.4.1 Nucleic Acid Bases 

Nuck{)base molecules are one of the important macromolecules found in cells and 

obviously play an essential role in ce ll function and reproduction. The importance of 

these nuclcobases has become more apparent sinee the discovery of the double helix 

structure (DNA) by Watson and Crick.63 By using X-ray difrraction. they discovered thut 

the DNA molecule is constructed oftlVo strands to form a double helix . The two strands 

have a different order of nucleobascs and are bound to each other by hydrogen bonding 

The nucleobascs in DNA and RNA refer to two of the heterocyclic compounds, 

purine and pyrimidine.64-6t> The p)Timidine nucleobase is a ring contain ing nitrogen 

atoms and it is a sign ificant compound in biological processes. The monocyelic 

pyrimidines: such as uracil (Ura). thymine (Thy), and e)10sine (C)1). consist of six· 

membered rings which contains nitrogen and carbon atoms. On the other hand, the 
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purines adenine (Ade) and guanine (Gua) consist of two bicyclic rings, as sccn in Figure 

1.1 5. These nucleobascs contain oxygen, hydrogen, and at least one N-H site. Thus, these 

atoms may be attached to other molecules through hydrogen bonds. Consequently, the 

nucleobases may exist in different tautomeric forms which provide it with othcr possible 

functionalities 

Uracil Thymine Cytosine 

Adenine Guaninc 

Figure 1.1 5: Structures of \he common pyrimidine and purine bases of nuclei!; acids. 
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1.4.2 Hyd rogen Bonding in Base-Pairing 

Hydrogen oonding plays an important role in a varicty of scientific fields and 

occurs in inorganic moleeulcs and organic molccules as seen in DNA. This type ofoond 

is responsible for fonning the base.pair interactions in DNA which playa large part in 

the transfer of genetic infonnation. Basically, there arc different functional groups in the 

nucleobase which fonn the hydrogen oonds. The nitrogen bases N-H and amino group -

NH2 arc hydrogen oond donors. On the other hand, the nitrogen atom on the ring and the 

earoonyl group are hydrogen oond acceptors. 

Due to the hydrogen oonding of nucleic (lcid bases in DNA, one strand binds with 

the other strand to fonn a double helix which is known as Watson·Crick pairing. In this 

pairing, pyrimidines attach to the purines through hydrogcn oonds. Specifically. cytosine 

nuclcobase oonds 10 guanine through Ihn:e hydrogen oonds (C·G), while adenine oonds 

to thymine via two hydrogen oonds (T-A), Figure 1.1 6. 

The double helix in DNA is stabil ized via hydrogen oonds between these pairs and 

through the hydrophobic interactions between bases. Many theoretical stud ies have 

focuscd on studying the hydrogen-oonding of the base pairs in DNA.67.1Q In particular, 

studies oflhe imino-enol tautomers of bascs conc luded that these tautomers may form a 

spontaneousmutlllion. 
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Adenine Thymine 

Guanine Cytosine 

pairing for A-T and G-c. Figure 1.16: Watson-Crick base .. 



1.4.3 Uracil 

1.4.3.1 Chemical and Physical Properties 

Uracil is an important nuc leobase componcnt of nucleic acid. It is found in RNA 

and pairs with adenine through hydrogen bonding. In basc pairs, it behaves as a 

hydrogen bond acceptor and donor to fonn two hydrogen bonds with adeninc. Due to the 

imporlance of this componcnt. m!lny studies have investigatcd its reactivity. acidity,71.74 

basicity/l-7s hydrogen.bonding with DNA species,74 and interaction with metal ions 

Uraci l is a wcak acid with the acid ic pKa - 9.38. However, it has a number of sites 

which arc responsible for its acidic behavior, such as Nl and N3. The two NH bonds in 

uracil and their acidities have been studied.76.79 In the gas phase, the acidities of the Nl 

and N3 sites are difTerent, and the experiments indicate thaI theNl is more acidic than 

the N3 site by at least 42 kJ/mo1. 12 In contrast, the two sites are close in acidity in 

aqueous solution. However, the difference in acidity in the gas phase may be explained 

by the fact that the NI site iSlhe preferrcdglycosalation site in nature 

In addition, metalation can play an important role in stabilization of nucleic acids 

and structural organization of proteins. Thus, several papers have discussed the 

interaction of nucleic acid bases with metal cat ions including the metalated uraciL80-S1 

Uracil has many derivatives which can be used in the development of medicinal 

drugs. An cxample. 5·bromouracil and 5·fluorouracil arc biologically active and 5· 

flurour!lcil has been used as anticancer drug 



1.4.3.2 Tautomerization 

Tautomerization is a form of chemical reaction, isomerization, in which the same 

compounds differ by lhe position of a hydrogen atom and a pi bond. The tautomerization 

o f nucJeic acid bases is very imponant to the structure of nucleic acids and they have an 

ability to form spontaneous mutations during DNA replication.!) Several studies have 

been carried out on the tautomerism ofnucJeic acids including uracil. sH 9 So, uracil may 

exist in several tautomeric forms. The six possible tautomcrs of uraeil are shown in 

Figure 1.17, where U I is the 2,4-diketo tautomer, U2-US arc keto-enol tautomers, and 

U6 is the 2,4-dienol tautomer. 

Tsuchiya'lO found that the diketo tautomer was the most stable tautomer. The order 

of stability is UI > U2 > U3 > U4 > US > U6. For example, the U2 tautomcr is less stable 

than U I by 81.8 kJ /mol in the gas phase.S6 So, the predominant tautomer in the gas phase 

should be Ul, based on thermodynamics. 

Many studies have utilized theoretical calculations which can provide information 

about the possible structure for the interaction of metal cations with the stable tautomer 

o f uracil. Different tautomers of uracil show the possible positions (oxygen andlor 

nitrogen l1tom) of the metal-coordinating sites that lead to the formation of metal-base 

comple.x. In pl1rticular, the NI and 02 positions arc the preferred sites for interaction of 

copper ion with uracil. whereas N3 and 04 appear to be the favored positions for 

interactions of lead ion with uracil. The theoretical and chemical cxplanations of the 

structures of Cu2>/uracil and Pb2' /uracil as well as other M2+/urac il complexes are 

discussed in Chapter 2, 4 and 3, respectively. 



0 OH OH 

HN:J "~~ HN~ 
oAN oA/ H H 

UI U2 U3 

0 0 OH 

N:J HN:J ~~ HoAN HoAN HO N H 
U' US U. 

Figure 1.17: The six possible tautomers of uracil. 



1.5 Theoretical Methods 

Computational chemistry can be used to study the physical and chemical properties 

of molecular complcxcs such as weakly bound complexes and those involved in 

molecular biology. Computational methods arc an important tool for helping explain 

experimental results and to further characterize molecular com plex cs. 

Accordingly, computational methods have been developed to detcrminc and study 

the st ructure of molecules with more accuracy.91..... In particular, the levcl of theory 

(method) and a basis set are used 10 describe the molecular orbi tals. DitTerent methods 

are used in theoretical studies, but the most commonly used methods in our calcu lat ions 

arc the wallefunction theory (ab initio) and density functional theory (OFT). 

1.5.1 Ab initio 

r he most com mon methods used in ab initio calculations are the Hartree·Fock 

(HI') and post Hartree-Fock method. Hartree·Fock theory is the simplest approximation 

used to solve the Schrtldingercquation,9s.91 as in Eq.I.9. 

Eq.1.9 

where f l isa I-lamiltonian representing the tOlal energy, E is the total energy, and 'I' is the 

wavefunction. The HI' theory !lIkes into account the exchange between electrons with the 

same spin. while electrons with the oppos ite spin arc not correlated .9s So, the difference 

between the Hartree-Fock limit energy and the exact (experimental) is called the 

corre lation energy (E.,,,,,). as in Eq.I.IO 



Eq.l.lO 

where Eo is the e)(act non-relat ivistic energy and EIIF!. is the Hartree-Fock limit energy. 

Actually, the EIlFL would be higher than the e)(act energy. thus the correlation 

energy is always negative. However, to include electron corrclation in a calculation, the 

wavefunction can be written as a multi-determinal wavefunction. Therefore, many 

methods arc used to compute the corre lation energy. These methods provide more 

accurate results than HF due to inclusion of ell-.:t ron correlation. In fact, M611er-Plessct 

perturbation theory, MPn, is a common type of calculation for including correlation 

cnergy into the results. MIl2 thoory was used in our calculations and is the simpicst cost 

elTective perturbation theory. 11 is important to note that all these methods are ab initio, 

and do notdepcnd on empirical parameters 

1.5.2 Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

Density functional theory (DF1) is arlOther approach to calcu late molecular 

properties. The DFT theory depends on the electron density p (r) rather than the 

wavefunction. In this theory the electron density is non-negative. and integrates to the 

numbcrofeieclrons.93. IOO as inthc followingcquation. 

N [p(r)] ~ f p(r)dr ~N Eq.l.ll 

where p (r) is a function of three variables (.'/., y, z) and p (r)dr is the probability of 

finding an electron inthevolumeeicmentdratr. 

Electron density is observab le and can be measured by X-ray diffraction. OFT was 

introduced by theorems proven by Hohenberg and Kohn, lol which were uscd 10 establish 



the DFT. Then, Kohn and Sham 102 devised a method for finding ground state 

dens ities Po and ground state energies Eo. This method depends on non-interacting 

electrons and their orbitals. The energy density functional has the fonn as in Eq.I.12. 

Elp(r)] = T.[p(r)]+ Vn. [p(r)] + V ... [p(r)] + .:l71p(r)]+L\V ... [p(r)] Eq.l .12 

where T, is the kinetic energy for the system of non-interacting electrons, Y"" is the 

classical potential energy in tenus of the density, Yo< is the electrostatic eleetron-elcrtron 

repulsion functi onal. 6.T is the corrections to the kinetic energy from the interacting 

system orthe electrons, and6.Y", isthe non-classical cOTT(.""Ctions to the electron-electron 

repulsion. 

The Kohn-Sham equations arc appropriate for giving the ground state density that 

is taken into account by using an exchange-correlation functional. For example, IDLYP 

is the Becke three parameters exchange functional, 133. and Lee-Yang-Parr correlation 

functional, LYP. B3LYP is the most popular hybrid density functional that is used and 

yie lds good structural and thermochemical propcrties. l0J.l0S In particular, 133LYP is used 

exclusively as the method for optimizing structures and providing thennal contributions 

to energy in this thesis in our calculations. In general, DFT has advantages that include 

less computer time and efforts, an acceptable accuracy, and in most cases, better 

correlation with e.l{perimcntal results than those results obtained from the Hartrec-Fock 

theory. 



1.5.3 Basis Sct 

Choosing a good basis set is important aspect of computational calcu lations. Basis 

sets are used to creatc molecular orbi tals. Thc main basis scts uscd in this research were 

6-311++G(2d,2p) and 6-3 I +G(d.p). Thc numbers 6·311 and 6·31 represcnt thc Gaussian 

function that is used to approximate each atom's atomic orbital for dcscribing the core 

and valence e lectrons. On other hand, other common additions to thc basis sets are used 

to enhance and improve the approximation of atomic orbitals. 

As an example, diffuse functions, single plus (+) and double plus (++), describe the 

distance from the e lectrons to the nucleus. The single plus increases the diffuse funct ions 

for heavy metals, while the double plus uses diffuse functions on lighter atoms. Also, the 

(d,p) and (2d,2p) represent the polarizat ion fun ction which is used to provide flexibility 

for the wavefunction to change shape. These common additions arc essential to describe 

the equilibrium geometry. 

These basis sets are beneficial because they provide accurate geometries and 

vibrational frequencies. In addition, effective core potentials were used for the heavy 

elements. For example, the LANUDZ basis set was used for Pb, while for other atoms 

including C, 1-1, N. and 0 a 6·31+G(d,p) basis set was used to optimize the structures and 

calculate the vibrational frequencies. 

1.5.4 Computational Procedure 

Computational chemistry is an essential mcthod used to help detcrmine ion 

molecular comp lex structures and can even offer a useful alternative to experimental 

measurements if experiments are not possible. It can also be used to idcntify thc potential 



energy surface for a process and to help explain and characterize the structure of 

complexes. The computational method is used to anain geometry optim izution. 

vibrational frequency, and ionic thermochemistry. 

In addition, computational mcthods were used to simulate the IR spectra for 

gaseous molecules and 10 identify the structure of species containing divalent metals. 

The experimental FTIR in cryogenic matrices spectra were compared with the simuluted 

IR spectra. Actually, to compare the experimental lR spectrum with the calculated 

(theoretical) IR, the sealing factor is typically used. Since, the calculations of the 

computed IR frequencies arc done by using the hannonic approximation; the scaling 

factor is used to account for the anhannonicity in the calculated IR. 

Most of the structure calculations were performed with Gaussian (G03) 1()6 and 

Gaussian (G09). I07 First, the structures were optimized and vibrational frequencies 

calculated using B3LYP with a double-zeta basis set with additional polarization and 

diffuse func.tions. These structures were submitted to single point calculations at the MP2 

level of theory with triple-zeta quality basis sets, and added polarization and diffuse 

functions. These levels of theory are practical and give relative energetic results 

throughout this research. Accordingly, the thennal and Gibbs corrections were used to 

determine the enthalpy and Gibbs free energy values, as seen the following equations. 

6.1-1 Thoor '" Thennal correction + E .k<: 

L\G ·fh<oo- " Gibbs correction + E .,-< 



In addit ion, we have also used density functional theory B3LYP calculations to 

determine the potential energy surfaces for the fragmentations. lOS Also, we have carried 

OUI intrinsic reaction coordinates (IRC) analysis to characterize the optimized transition 

stales.IOS. IIO This method provides a picture for all the mechanisms proposed. 
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Chapter 2 

Structures and Fragmentation of 

(Cu(Uracil-H)(Uracil)t in the Gas Phase 

2.1. Introduction ' 

The nuclcobascs, adenine, c)1osinc, guanine, and thymine are obviously impor1ant 

components of DNA, as is thymine's substitute uraci l in the RNA. Many research efforts 

have been devoted 10 studying the structure and reactivity of the prolonalcd DNA and 

RNA bases or those complcxcd with metal calions.1.12 Some studies have focused on the 

ability of uracil and thymine to form hydrogen bonds with other nuclcobascs, lJ The 

presence of trace amounts of metal cations with nucleic acids plays an important role in 

dClcnnining the functionalities or many biological syslcms. I ~,IS The binding armclal ions 

with nuclcobascs may be onc Oul of a number of factors thaI arc responsible for 

stabilizing a panicular confonncr ofthc nucleic acid. In panicular, copper is one of the 

metals which interacts with nucleic acids and it has demonstrated the highcst aflinity for 

DNA compared to other divalent mctals. '6 It also can cause toxicity whcn its 

concentrat ion is over the optimal levels in cells. It has becn shown that the reduction of 

*11ris chapter 11m bee" acceptl!(/1O be published (IS 0. Y Ali. (lnd rD. Fridgen. Cirelli. 

Plrys. Cirelli. 2011. DOt 101002/q,hc:.201100661 
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hydrogen pero:-.:ide by a {:Opper ion in mitochondria can produce highly reactille hydroxyl 

radicals that can affect DNA and cause membrane damage, 17,1! 

The interactions of bases such as uracil and thyminc with lIarious mctal cations 

including K+, Li ', Mg" , Ca2', Zn2' and Pb2+ halle been studied using lIarious 

techniques, I~'2J Gillis el (/I?~ used IRMPD spectroscopy in the 2500-4000 cm,l region to 

study the structures of complexes of I3m-Li ~-(H20)" (n '" 0, 1,2; m '" 1,2), where 13 '" 

thymine or uracil. In all complexes the lithium cation was detennined to be bonded 10 Ihe 

04 oxygen atom in both thymine and uracil, and watcr bound directly to the lithium 

cation. Funhennore. Gillis 1'1 al.2S used the IRMPD technique to study the intcraction of 

lithium ions with the hydrated Li ' -bound mi:-.:ed adenine and thymine complexes. Based 

on the e:-.:perimental and theoretical results, the lithium cation was again bonded to the 

04 oxygen of thymine and the A 7 tautomer of adenine was attached to Lt through N3 

and N9. Water was also found to bind directly to Lt. 

Tautomerism of thymine has been inllestigated by looking at the structure of 

nucleobases when interacting wi th metal ions. As a result. many studies halle examined 

the energetics and stmctures of thymine and uracil with metals such as Mg2', Zn2• and 

CU2+?6 Through computational methods Lamsabhi el (//. 27 found that the lowest energy 

comple:-.: between Cu2+ and uracil is deprotonatcd at N I and that Cu2+ binds to the 

deprotonated nitrogen and the oxygen atom of the adjacent carbonyl group. These 

studies l consisted of detailed collision induced dissociaton (C ID) e:-.:perimel1ls of 

e!cctrosprayed rCu(Ura-I-I)t augment,,"(i by electronic structure calculations on the 

struct ures and potential energy surfaces for dissociation to the lIarious fragments. Low 



energy CID of ICu(Ura-I-I)r showed primary losses of I-INCa and NCO radicals with 

co loss being a minor decomposition route. By using different isotopically labeled 

uraeils. the spectra indicated that both the loss of HNCO and NCO radical correspond to 

the N3 and C2 atoms. while the loss o f CO involves the C4 atom. Their experiments and 

calculations supponed the existence of the NII02 bound complex (deprotonated at Nl 

with Cu bound to N I and carbonyl oxygen of C2) but also other-much higher energy-

isomers. 

The purpose of the present study is to explore the structures of copper (II ) 

complexes comprised of two uracils by studying the fragmentation of these complexes in 

the gas phase. Tandem mass spectrometry techniq ues, such as CID and C02 laser 

IRM PD of the ions trapped in a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass 

spectrometer, were used in combination with theoretical calculations to determine the 

structures of these [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)j" complexes. In order to better understand the 

structure of electrosprayed [Cu(Um-H)(Ura)[" it was deemed important to better 

understand the stfUcture(s) of the [Cu(Ura-H)I ' complex. Gas phase calculations of 

[Cu(Um-H)]' structures were also done and these results are also presented herein. Since 

the ions are born in solution, we also performed calculations using a solvent model to 

shed some light on which structures may be present in solution. Rajubi et al. ~ ' studied the 

solvent effect on the stability of the protonatt'd dimers of adenine and found that the 

solvent stabilizes the observed isomers such that those seen in the gas phase represent 

those in solutions 

6Q 



2.2. Methods 

2.2.1 Experimental 

All experiments were conducted on a Hruker ApexQe hybrid quadrupole-Fourier 

transform ion cyclotron resonance (Ff-ICR) mass spectrometcr equipped with an Apollo 

II eicctrospray ion source which is considered to be a failry soft method of ionization. 

The uracil and copper ( lJ) chloride used in this study wcrc purchasl"d from Aldrich and 

used without any furthcr purification. I mM solutions of uracil and coppcr chloride werc 

prcparcd in 18 Mil H,O. rCu(Ura-H)(Ura) r complexcs wcre electrosprayed from 1 mM 

solutions ofnuelcobase (10 ml) to which a fcw (5-10) drops of the I mM copper chloridc 

solut ion have been added. Thc solutions were introduced to the cJcctrospray source using 

a syringe pump with a flow rate 100 )IUhr. The spray shield and capillary inlet were 

biased at 3900 and 4400 V, respectively. and the capi llary exit was maintained at 300 V. 

A denector plate at 256 V directed ions perpendicular to the capillary axis through two 

sets of ion funnels. [6JCu(Ura_I-J)(Ura»)" complexes at m/z 286 (depending on the 

isotopomer). were mass selected in the quadrupole mass filler and stored in the 

accumulation/collision cell for 2 s prior to the transfer to the ICR cell. The source 

pres~ure was on the order of 10-6 mbar and the ICR pressure was maintained at 10.10 

mbar 

ClD experiments, external to the ICR cell were conducted by accelerating the ions 

between the quadrupole and the collision cell filled to _ 10.2 mbar with Ar at collision 

energies from 5·20 cV. lab framc or 0.6-2.5 eV in the ccntre of mass (c.o.m.) fralllc of 

reference. Sustai ned ofT-resonance irradiation collision-induced dissociation (SORI/CID) 



was done inside the ICR cell fOllowing a pulse of Ar to a pressure of 10-ij mbar. SaRI 

powers ranged from about 3.2 eV - 11.4 eV lab fmme, or 0.39-1.4 eV in the centre of 

mass fmme. In all cases SORI was done for 250 ms followed by a 2 s delay to allow the 

collision gas to be pumped from the lCR cell prior to detection, Various stages of SaRI· 

C1 D were used 10 identify the primary. secondary, and tertiary fragmentation pathways 

IRMPD was also used to perform softer fragmentation using a continuous 25 W Cal 

laser (10.6 ~lm wavelength) operating at 80% of maximum power. The IR pulse lengths 

were betwccn 0.1-0.4 s. 

2.2.2 Computational 

All calculations were performed using Gaussian 09.29 Initially, all the struclllres 

were optimized and vibmtional frequencies calculated using B3LYP/6-3 1-tG(d.p) le\'el 

of theory. Single point calculations were done on all optimized geometries using 

1l3LY P/6-311 +G(2df.2p) on C,N,D, and Hand 6-311-tG on Cu to obtain more reliable 

thermochemical values, which arc hereon called 133LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p)IIB3LYI'/6. 

31+G(d,p).1t should be noted though that the basis set for the single point calculations is 

6-311+G. All reported thermochemical data are 298 K values. All thermochemistries 

derived from the yibrational frequeneles were used without scaling and arc abbreviated 

as B3 LYP. Transition states were idemif1cd by the imaginary frequency in the correct 

reaction coordinate and by intrinsic reaction coordinate (lRC) caleulations. All solvent 

model calculations were done with the same level of theory and basis sets, initially 

optimizing the structures within the polarizable continuum model (PCM) with water as 

the dielectric and submitting these geometries to single point calculations. also within the 
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I>eM, with the larger basis set 

2.3. Res ult and Discussion 

2,3. 1 Positive 1011 Eleetrospray Spectra of Copper (11)1 Nucl eo base 

Solu tions 

A positive-ion electrospray spectrum of an aqueous mixture of copper chloride 

with uracil is presented in Figure 2.1. Species containing one or more copper atoms can 

be readily identified based on their isotopic distributions due to the 63Cu and 6~Cu 

isotopes, see Appendix I. The most abundant complexes observed arc [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura))' 

at m/z 286 and 288. In addition, the set of peaks with a maximum at mlz 322.0 is 

identified as [Cu(UrahCt)' based on the masses and intensities of the isotopic peaks 

Another set of peaks detected at mil 398.0 is identified as a [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)2( ion 

composed of three urudls. The masses and intensities of the isotopic peaks help to 

identify the set of peaks at mlz 461.0 to the [(Ura)2Cu2(Ura·H)/+ ion. The miz 247 peak 

is the sodium ion bound dimer, [( Ura)2Na(. While many different concentrations of base 

were used, as well as solvent combinations-pure or aqueous methanol or acetonitrile 

solutions-no monomer ion. lCu(Ura-H)r, such as that studied in previous work,! was 

observed. A possible reason for not observi ng ICu(Ura-H)]' is thaI our source might be 

softer, resulting in a undetectable source decomposition of the [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)( ions. 
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Figun' 2.1: Posilive-ion electrospray mass spectrum of an aqueous solution ofCuCb and 

uracil. 

In an attempt to spectroscopically determine the structure of [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)r. we 

tried to do wavelength-dependent IRMPD (lR speetrosocopy) with an OPO laser25 but 

the complex proved to be too strongly bound to dissociate with this low powered laser in 

contrast to other metal cutionizcd uracil complexes24•2' including [Pb(Uru_I I)(Ura)r.23 In 

further attempts to spectroscopically characterize [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)r we unsuccessfully 

tried to hydrate the ion in the hexapole ion trap of our instrument. )O We believe that the 

inability to hydrate ICu(Ura-H)(Uru)t could be due to the charge being dclocalized over 

the entire complex, unlike in Li'(Ura)/4 and M\Adeh complexes (M= Li, Na, K, Csi l 

whose hydratcd complexes have been studied previously by the same method. We 

decided to probe the structure of [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)f through fragmentation and 



computational stlldies. The remainder of this chapter is focused on the exploration of the 

structure of [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)]' through fragmentation methods (CID/SORVIRMPD) and 

electronic structure calculations. 

2.3.2 Res ults of Fragmenta tion Experiments on ICu(Ura-H)(Um)( 

Surprisingly, all experiments aimed at fragmentation of [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)]' in the 

ICR cell or externally resulted primarily in the loss of HNCO rather than of uracil , as 

was the case for source collisions in the previous experiments. 1 MSIMS spectra of the 

ICu(Ura-H)(Ura)]' complex were recorded at a number of different SORI collision 

energies. seen in Figure 2.2A. following isolation of mlz 286 inside the ICR cell. The 

main fragmentation products for [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)f arc loss of 43 Da and at 70 Da. 

corresponding to the loss of HNCO and HNCO/HCN. respectively. as seen in Figure 

2.2A. Minor products are observed at mlz 242, 202. 188, 160 and 104. At higher 

collision energics m/z 174 and 175, corresponding to losses equal to the mass of uracil 

and uracil-H, respectively. arc observed to grow and at even higher SORI-CID energies 

more extensive fragmentation is observed, as expected, with peaks at m/z 131 and 132, 

corresponding to losses ofHNCO and NCO radical from mlz 174.1 
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Figure 2.2A : MS/MS spectra of!Cu(Unl)(Ura-H)f complex were recorded at difTerent 

SOR I collision energies; a) 0.39 b) 0.66 c) 0.99 , and d) 1.39 eV (c.o.m.) by using SORI 

method in fragmentation 

2.3.2.1 MS" Experiments on jCu(Ura-H)(Ura)r'" 

To bener ascertain a comptete map of the fragmentation pathways, MS' 

experiments were eonducK-d and the main results are displayed in Figure 2.2B for the 

nomlal isotopomer. Isolation and SOR I-CID of mlz 243 produced by SORI -C ID of rnlz 

286 (Figure 2.2Bii) resulted in a virtually identical fragmentation pattern as that 

produced by SOR I·CtO of m/z 286 (Figure 2Bi). This means that m/z 286 dissociates to 

form m/z 243 as the primary decomposition pathway and that all other iOlls are grond-

daughter ions born from m/z 243. The presence ofm/z 242 in the SORI·ClO spectrum of 
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mlz 243 indicates that mlz 242 results from loss of H from m/z 243, rather than loss of 

~bNCO from 286. SOR[-CID ofmlz 216 results in a spectrum which contains m/z 188, 

160 and 104 as prominent product ions along with ions at mlz 174, 131, and 132, but is 

devoid of mlz 202 and almost completely bereft of mlz 175. The ions at mlz 202, and 

175, then, come mainly from mlz 243 losing 41 , and 68 Da, respectively. [solation and 

SOR[-CID ofmlz 174 resulted in a mass spectrum with no ions at mlz 160 or 104. so 

these ions IIrc certainly born from mlz 216. [Cu(Ura-ll)( was previously secn to lose 

NCO and HNCO producing ions at m/z 132 and 131, respectively, and a minor loss of 

CO producing mlz [46. 1 The present results arc completely congruent with these last 

observations. These SOR[-elD experiments were reproduced following isolation of 

[6sCu(Ura-H)(Ura)f (see Appendix 2). The results, with the 6SCu isotopomer, conlinned 

that all ionic fJ1lgments observed retain the metal Cu 
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Figure 2.21l: SORI MS/MS of the main fragment ions (1) mh 286 (i i) mh 243 (iii) mlz 

216, and (iv) 174. 

2.3.2.2 MSn Ex periments with 2_IJC Labeled Uraci l 

The SORI-CID experiments just described were repeated with uracil, which was 

isotopically labeled with I)C at C2. The results arc shown in Figure 2.2C. The parcnt ion 

is now at mlz 288 as ICu(Ura-H)(Ura)( is doubly labeled (e2 of each uracil). Losses of 

44 and 71 Do, corresponding to HNIlCO and HN'JCOI HeN. respectively, produce ions 

at m/z 244 and 217, each with loss of one orthe labels. When mlz 244 is isolated and 

submitted to SORI -CID. the main loss of HeN at mh 217 is observed. Minor losses of 

H to produce m/z 243. Heeo radical (41 Da) \0 produce mh 203. lind l-hC)NO (68 Oa) 

to produce mh ! 76 are also observed. These resuhs are aU consistent with the ions 

keeping the second 2_i3C label and the suggestion that mh 176. [Cu(Ura)t. probably 



contains an intact uracil. As in the non-labeled experiments for m/z 216, when mlz 217 is 

isolated and submitted to SORI -CID it docs not produce the ions at mlz 203, or 176 so 

that these ions arc produced solely from m/z 244. The m/z 217 ion loses 42 Da to 

produce mJz 175, which is consistent with the major loss from mlz 216 in the non

labeled experiments being the loss ofCll·bO-likely ketene-leaving [Cu(Ura-Hl]' It also 

loses 28 Da 10 produce m/z 189 and 57 Da to form m/z 160. The two minor 

fragmentation routes, m/z 217 - 189 and mlz 217 - 160 arc also observed as mlz 216 -

188 and mlz 216 - 160 in the non-labeled experiments. These resul ts show that loss of 

28 Da from m/z 216 docs not include the label and, ifit isCO loss, it musl be exclusively 

from Ihe C4 position. FunhcnllOre loss of 56 Da from m/z 216, and loss of 57 Da from 

mlz 216 in the C2 labeling experiments, show thaI this loss must conlain C2 and could 

have the following possible molecular fonnuli (COb CON2, ClI·bON, or C3H40 based 

on the massoflhe neutral loss. 
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Figure 2.2C: SOR I MSIMS of the main fragment ions of [Cu(Ura-2-IlC)rHf (i) mlz 

288 (ii)m/z244(iii)m/z217,and(iv) 175. 

2.3.2.3 MS" Experime nts with 3·)SN and 1,3. ISN Labeled Uracil 

The SORI -C ID experiments were repeated with 3.1' N labeled uracil. where both 

uraeils in [Cu(Ura-tl)(Ura)j' are labeled (Figure 2.2 D). The results of these e;.;periments 

show that the primary HNCO loss from [Cu(Ura-I-I)(Ura))' IIlso includes N3 as was seen 

in the tlNeO loss from [Cu(Ura-H)r1 Similarly, HCN loss from mlz 244 (orm/z 243 in 

the non-labe led experiments) does not include a label. These experiments also show thllt 

the mil 217 fragment ion fonns mlz 189 and m/z 160. In experiments with 1,3_ 1SN 

labeled uraeil (see Appendix 3). mil 218 loses 28 Da to form mil 190 and 57 Da to form 

m/z 161. Clearly, the 28 Da loss from m/z 218 route does not contain nitrogen. Although 

we cannot completely rule out that this neutral loss from m/z 218 is nOI C2H4 at this 



point, its most likely identiy is CO stemming from the C4 position, based on the Z_llC 

cxperiments. The loss involving 57 Oa from m/z 217 and mlz 2 18 in the 3_1'N and 1.3-

I' N experiments is interesting as it shows that this fragment contains only N3. Along 

wi th the results of the Z_DC experiments, showing that this fragment contains CZ, the 

only possible molecular fonnula would be CONCI"b, making the plausible assumption 

thatOZ is lost with C2. 

The ion at mlz 104 shows up in all the isotopic labeling e.\{perimcnts so far 

discussed (and thc normal isotopcexperiment), and therefore does not include nitrogen 

or C2. It's most likcly identity is Cu(HCCO)~ and it is probably produced by loss of an 

intact uracil moleculc from m/z 216. The fact that no mlz 105 isobscrved in any labeling 

e)(pcriments so far means that loss of deprotonated uracil is not competitive with loss of 

a ketene molecule from m/z 216 which presumably forms mlz 174. 
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Figure 2.20: SORI MS/MS of the main fragment ions ofICu(Ura-3- ,sN)2-H)' (i) m/z 

288 (ii) m/z Z44 (iii) mIz 217,and(iv) 175. 
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2.3.2.4 MS" Experiments with 5-d and 6-d- Labeled U.-acil 

In Figures 2.2E and 2.2F are the results of MS" e;\:periments on 5·d-labeled 

ICu(Ura-I-I)(UraW and 6-d-labeled ICu(Um·] I)(Ura)f, respectively. Results of both 

e.\periments produce mlz 245, retaining their respective labels, which is consistent with 

HNCO loss where H is originally from N3. Interestingly, there is a minor amount ofmlz 

244 in the 5·d e;\:periments, but in the 6·d e;\:periments there is no 244. but only 243 

which means that the minor secondary loss of h)'drogen atom from the product of 

primary HNCO loss is solely from the C6 position 

In the 5-<1 experiments, m/z 218 results from loss of HCN from m/z 245 whereas in 

the 6-d experiments the mlz 217 product ion results from loss o f DCN from m/z 245. 

This suggests that loss of HCN includes the HC moiety from the C6 position. The m/z 

245 ion also loses DCCO in the 5-d experiments to form mlz 203. In the 6·d 

experiments, mlz 245 loses a HCCO r'ddical to form mlz 204. These latter results are 

consistent with a HCCO radical loss where the HC stems from the C5 position. In both 

cases m/z 176 is formed from mlz 245 consistent with the complete loss of Ura-H 

forming ICu(Ura)I ', 

In the S·d and 6-d experiments, the main product from SORI·ClD of both mlz 218 

and mlz 217 is m/z 17S, which would be formed by loss ofOCCHD and OCCH1, ketene, 

respectively. The mlz 218 ion in the 5·d experiments and the mlz 217 ion in the 6-d 

experiments both lose uracil (S-d· or 6-d·uracil. respectively) forming mlz 105 and mlz 

104, respectively, a ketenyl·Cu complex ion, retaining a label in the S·d experiments. 

The S-d labeling experiments confirm that Ihe loss of2 8 Da from the mlz 2 16 ion in the 
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non-labeled experiments is CO. as 28 Oa is also lost from mlz 2 18 in the S-d and there 

are not enough hydrogens in the comp1c.>{ for mlz 28 to be the unlikely loss o f C2~k 

Finally. both the mlz 218 and 217 ions, in the S-d and 6-d experiments, produce an ion at 

mlz 161 , meaning that OCNOID is lost in the S·d experiment and OCNC~h in the 6-d 

experiments. 

2.3.2.5 IRMPD Experiments 

IRMI'O tends to be a softer process than C!D, meaning that the incremental energy 

deposition of - 10 kJ mor l per absorbed photon is lower than the - 30 - 130 kJ mor l 

(maximum in these experiments) that can be deposited per collision in SORI-CIO. The 

drawback for IRMPD is that the fragments themselves can absorb photons and 

di ssociate. In SORI only the ion of interest is exci ted (otT resonantly), so the only way 

product ions can be intemallyexc1ted is by lcaving the initial fragmentation process with 

internal energy. In Appendix 4. the mass spt."Ctra follow ing IRMI'O dissociation of m/z 

286.243.2 16 and 174 arc presented. These resul ts confirm that the major primary 

dissociution routes for each of the ions is m/z 286 - 243 - 216 - 174 - 131. The 

dissociution of mh 2 16, to produee m/z 174, however, is in competi tion with the losses 

of 28 Oa and S6 Oa to produce mil 188 and mlz 160 and to a mueh lesser extent the 

route formingmlz 104. 
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Figurt' 2.2£: SORI MSfMS of the main fragme nt ions of [Cu(Ura-d5h-Hf (i) mlz 288 

(ii) mlz 244 (iii) mlz 217. and (iv) 175. 
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Figu r<' 2.2F: SORI MSIMS of the main fragment ions of [Cu(Ura-d6h-Hf (i) mlz 288 

(ii) mlz 244 (iii) mlz 217, and (iv) 175. 
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2.3.3 Discussion 

2.3.3 .1 ICu(Ura-H)(Ura)r Siruci ures. 

There lire mllny possible isomeric structures for the ICu(Ura-H)(Ura)J' ion. Prior 

to discussing the mechanism for the observed JCu(Ura-H)(Ura)]' fragmentation, it is 

necessary to digress slightly to explore the possible structures for this ion. To get a better 

undcrstllnding of the [Cu(Ura-HXUra)J+ structure it is instructive to first know the 

structure of the [Cu(Ura-H)r core lind to then build upon this core a second uraciL 

Fonunatcly, Lamsabhi el at. I hllve studied the structures of the ICu(Ura-H)j+ complex, 

both experimentally using MS/MS and computationally using B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p). 

It was detennined that [Cu(Ura.H)f exists in various geometries but that the most stable 

isomer is the one where Cu is bound to deprotonated N I and 02 as seen in Figure 2.3. 

They also found thllt the copper alom can bridge between N3 lind 04 but this structure is 

more than 30 kJ mol' l higher in enthalpy than the minimum-energy geometry. A third 

isomer, where Cu is bound to dcprotonllted N3 and 02, is 45 kl mor l higher in enthalpy 

relative to the lowest energy structure and a tt-complex was found to be 177 kJ mor l 

higher than the lowest energy isomer. Several experiments lind theoretical studies hllve 

shown the acidity at positions NI and N3 arc similar in aqueous solution in contrast to 

the glls phase, where NI is the most lIcidie site with N3 deprotonation being higher in 

energy by some 60 kJ morl.n-J' Solvent model calculations were perfonned on the 

lCu(Ura-H)r complexes which reveal thatlhe NI02 and N304 structures arc vinuaJly 

isoenergetic. Funhennore, the N302 structure is only about 10 kJ mor l higher in 

enthalpy, lind the n-bound complex remains a high energy isomer being 190 kJ mor l 
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higher in enthalpy Ihan the N 102 structure as seen in Figure 2.3. 

Using electronic struclure calculations, Lamsabhi el a/.1 showed that the 

mechanism for loss of HNCO from [Cu(Ura.H)r occurred from the minimum energy 

NI02 structure, but 10 expiuin NCO radical loss, they assumed Ihal the x-bound 

structure, 176 kJ mo]"1 higher in energy, was the precursor. Due 10 the relatively high 

energy of the x-bound sirueture it is unlikely, in our opinion Ihat any exists in an 

observable quantity, even in the high-energy environment of the source region. Certainly 

this high energy isomer does not exist in enough abundance to account for the almost 

equal intcnsity of the HNCO and NCO radical loss routes in the CID mass spectrum of 

(Cu(Ura-H)]" However, a palh from the N304 structure to loss of NCO that includes the 

x-N3C5 structure as an intemlediate (Appendix 5) was revealed. This pathway docs not 

require the existence of the high energy x-N3C5 structure in the source, but only the 

existence of the N304 slrueture which was predicted by solvent model calculations to be 

isoellergctie with the Nl02 structure in the aqueous solution from which [Cu(Ura-H)r 

was electrosprayed. These computational results also account for the almost equal 

intensity of the NCO and HNCO loss routes from [Cu(Ura-I·I)]" in Ihe Lamsabhi el a/. I 

work since both the Nl02 and N304 structures arc predicted 10 be isoenergelic in 

solution. What this means for the work herein is thai, in our culculalions of (Cu(Ura

H)(Ura)r structures, we arc only really able to disregard the very high energy x-bound 

structures, but musl consider all structures with NI02, N304 and N302 type cores, 10 

which we add neulral uracil 10 formulate possible structures for (Cu(Ura-I-I)(Ura)[". 
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Figure 2.3: Isomers of [Cu(Ura-H)r' as detennined by theoretical methods as well as 

83LVP/6-31l+G(2df.2p) calculated Gibbs free energies, the relative enthalpies in 

parentheses. The Gibbs free energies and the enthalpies in parentheses in italic are for the 

solvent.phasecalculations. 

In Figure 2.4 a subset of the twenty-seven computed structures for the (Cu(Ura

HXUra)t complex are presented. All twenty-seven structures and their relative 

enthalpies and Gibbs free energies are provided in Appendix 6. To name the structures. 

the binding orcu 10 the deprolon81ed uracil (always on the left of the structure in Figures 

2.4 and Appendix 6) is given first. N304 means thai Cu is bound to N3 and 04 of the 

deprotonated uracil whereas NI means that Cu is only bound to NI. The second teM 

(following "r') indicates the binding of Cu to the non-deprotonated uracil. The tenn in 

parentheses indicates the tautomerization of the non-depf"()(onaled uracil and whether or 

not there is an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the two uracil moieties. (04-02) 
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means that the non-deprotonated uracil has a hydrogen on 04 and that this O-H is 

hydrogen bonded to 02 of the deprotonated uracil. (02Hc) for example. means that the 

hydrogen is on 02 of the non-deprotonated uracil and that the O-H bond is directed 

toward the other uracil (c) as opposed to being directed away from the other uracil (t). 

The twenty-seven isomers prescnted in Appendix 6 is not a comprehensive catalogue of 

all possible [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)r structures since the very high energy double imide 

tautomers are ignored. 

The three lowest energy structures all have fou r-coordinate Cu and an 

intramolecular hydrogen bond. N304!N302(04-02), N3041N304(02-02), and 

N3021N302(04-04) arc all very similar in encrgy (Figure 2.4). Allempts to optim ize of 

an N30 2!N304(02-04) structurc cndcd up in a proton transfer resulting in the 

N304!N30 2(04-02) isomer. Comparison of these three lowest energy structures reveals 

th(lt there is only a slight preference for the structure binding N304 on the deprotonated 

uraci l over N302. Considerably higher in energy are those stfllctures with three

coordinate Cu and structures whcre thcre is no hydrogen bond. For example, 

NJ02fN302(04H) is 773 kJ mOrl higher in enthalpy than the lowest energy structure 

and 70.0 kJ mor l higher in energy than a very close isomcr N302fNJ02(04-04), only 

dif1cring by a rotation of the uracil mocity. This shows the importance that the 

intramolecular hydrogen bond c(ln have in stabi lizing these complexes. The structures 

with uracil deprotonated at N3 are typically lower in energy than those deprotonated at 

Nl as is seen in Appendix 6. 
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Figure 2.4: Nine of the lowest energy [Cu(Ura-HXUra)]' structures, of the twenty-seven 

computed structures (see Appendix. 6 for all structures). Enthalpies Wld Gibbs energies 

(parentheses) are computed al the MP2I6_311+<J(2df,2p)/1B3LYP/6-31+G(d.p) level of 

theory Wld are in kJ mol'l relative to the lowest energy structure. 
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2.3.3.2 Mechanistic Aspects of ICu(U ra-H)(Ura)( CI D 

Experiments showed that the primary dissociation pathway is loss of HNCO from 

[Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)]' and that the loss includes one of the C2 carbon and one of the N3 

nitrogens. However. simpic cleavage ofHNCO directly from the lowest energy structure. 

(N304fN302(04-02), without extensive isomerization would include loss of N I since 

the N3's arc strongly bound to copper. I'rior to fragmentation, it is therefore necessary to 

isomerize to a structure where neutral !-INCO (including C2 and N3) can be lost and the 

remaining binding to Cu would stay intac\. This laller criterion is due to the observation 

that fragmentation of the uracil ring is preferential owr fission of the Cu-uracil bonds. 

meaning that the Cu-uracil bonding is quite strong. Some of the N I-deprotonmed 

isomers provide for facile loss of HNCO (including C2 and N3) while not interfering 

with the Cu-binding sites. 

Isomerization from the lowesl energy structures to an Nl-deprotonated structure 

would require extensive isomerization. involving proton (or hydrogen) transfer 

isomerization reactions and the barriers to these reactions \\ould need to be lower in 

energy than cleavage of uracil from the complex. as well as the observed primary 

fragmentation of the complex. loss of HNCO. A potential energy surface connecting the 

lowest energy structure, N304fN302(04-02). to an N 1/02 complex, specifically 

N I/02(NI-02) can be seen in Figure 2.5. Th is potential energy surface shows that the 

la rgest Gibbs energy barrier to isomerization is 211.2 kl mOrl. The 10west.energy 

dissociation pathway of[Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)]' to neutral uracil and [Cu(Ura-H)( (NI02) is 

calculated to be slightly higher in Gibbs energy. 218.3 kJ mOrl. Therefore. isomerization 
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is in fact preferred over loss of neutral uracil, according to these calculations. 
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Figure 2.5: Potential energy surface corresponding to manipulating the lowest energy 

possible structure to the complex N 1/02 (N 1-02). 

At this point mechanistic schemes for the observed fragmentations from [Cu(Ura· 

H)(Ura)t can be suggested. We begin with the NJl02(NI-02) structure. The proposed 

fragmentation pathways are presented in Figure 2.6 along with the suggested neutral 

fragments and a Gibbs free energy level diagram is shown in Figure 2.7. The same 

fragmentation schemes as shown in Figure 2.6 are provided in Appendices 7·11 . showing 

the position of the isotopic labels. The presented fragmentation schemes must account 
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for the loss or retention of isotopic labcls, which this scheme docs . 

Figure 2.6: Proposed fragmentation pathways for the observed fragments from [Cu(Urn

H)(Ura)r 

The parent ion. m/z 286, loses HNCO to form miz 243. II can be concluded from 

Ihe isotopic labelling studiesth<ll lhisprimary fragmentation inciudesC2 (and therefore 

02) and N3. This loss is similar to the loss seen from [Cu(Ura-H»)' and it seems 

reasonable to suggest that the present HNCO loss from [Cu(Urn-H)(Ura)f is from the 

Ura-I-I mocilY rather than Ura. While both an: possible, loss of HNCO from Urn is 
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energetically less favordb1e (202.6 kJ mOrl) than from Ura-H (173.2 kJ mor l , Figure 

2.7) . Also, the secondary and latter fragmentation routes, discussed below, suggest that 

HNCO loss is from (Ura-H). Figure 2.7 also shows that the loss of HNCO is significantly 

lower in energy (44.8 kJ mor l ) than loss ofa uracil molecule, 

The thennodynamic d ifferences, though, cannot account for the reason why HNCO 

is observed to be the main fragmentation route rather than loss uracil from [Cu(Ura

H)(Ura)r. Simple cleavage of uratil is likely a barrierless process, but is endothermic by 

about 284 kJmor l. We identified a complex between mil: 243 and HNCO which is bound 

by 57 kJmor l compared to complete loss o f HNCO (sec figure 2.7). Lalnsabhi et al. also 

determined the enthalpy barrier for loss of !-INCO from [Cu(Ura-H)]' to 235 kJmorl 

from the lowest energy structure, which is below the endotherrnicity of HNCO loss 

computed for ICu( Ura-H)(Ura)t. While we provided hand-wavy evidence to suggest 

Ihal the overall energy requirement for HNCO loss is lower than the energy requiremenl 

for uracil loss form ICu(Ura-H)(Ura)t, this must be Ihe case si nce HNCO is 

experimentally observed to be the main product from SORI-C ID and JRMI'D activation. 

The ion at mil: 175 is undoubtedly Cu bound to an intact uracil fanned by loss of 

the rest of the (U ra-H) moiety (OC)H1N) that was left after loss o f HNCO from the 

parent ion. This OC)~bN group fragment s in two other ways as well, by the loss of 

HCCO radical and loss of HCN . The major secondary fra gmentation was observed for 

mlz 243 through loss ofHCN formin g mlz 216. HNCO loss followed by HCN loss was 

also seen for [Cu(Ura.H)j'.' Isotopic labeling confirms that the loss of HeN route 

includes H from C6 which strongly suggests that C6 and Nl also comprise neutral HCN 
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loss. The HCN loss is from the remnants of the (Ura-H) moiety following HNCO loss 

which Icaves the [Cu(HCCO)(Ura)t structure. The loss of HCCO radical from m/z 24) 

forms mlz 202 which is most likely [Cu(NCH)(Ura)( The Gibbs free energy diagram of 

Figure 2.7 shows that HCN loss is )2.5 kJ mor l lower in energy than loss of HCCO 

which is consistent with HCN loss being the major fragmentation route for m/z 24). At 

this point it is not possible to tell whether mlz 175 is formed by a sequential loss of 

HCCO radical and then HCN from m/z 243 or in one step, losing OCJ~bN from mlz 24). 

Due to the small amount of mlz 202 it was not possible to isolate and obtain a signal 

following SORI-CIO. It was seen experimentally, though, that m/z 2 16 produces only a 

very small amount ofmlz 175 at best (Figure 2.28) but not enough to account for the 

amount seen in the SORI-ClD ofmlz 24). Calculations show that loss ofOC)H,N from 

mlz 243 is morc than 100 kJ mor l highcr in Gibbs cnergy than loss of HCCO radical 

[(368.5 kJ mor l with respect to N304!N302(04-02»]. This is far too high in energy to 

be competi tive with the HCN and HCCO routes for low energy ClD. It is therefore 

conc luded that mlz 175 is a product of fragmentation (loss of HCN) from mlz 202 as 

seen in Figurcs 2.6 and 2.7. 

The mlz 216 ion undergoes four competing fragmentations. The main 

decomposi tion route is loss o f l·bCCO, ketene. Isotopic studies show that one of the 

hydrogens comes from C5, and therefore C5 itself as well as C4 and 04. The other 

hydrogen must corne from one of the nitrogens ofmlz 2 16. It is proposed that a hydrogen 

from NI of the intact uracil is transferred to I·ICCO to ciiminate ketene formin g m/z 174. 

Experimentally we cannot confirm whether it is hydrogen from N I or N3 that is 



transferred, but thermodynamically transfer of hydrogen from N I is preferred in the gas 

phase (see Figure 2.3). Simple loss of intact uracil from mlz 216 leaves mlz 104. 

[Cu(HCCOlr and th is fragmentation is calculated to be about 32 kJ mol' l higher in 

Gibbs free energy than loss of ketene. The mil. 216 ion is also seen to undergo two other 

fragmentation processes, loss of CO and OCNCH2. leaving product ions at m/z 188 and 

160, respectively. The isotopic labeling studies conclusively show that CO loss is 

exclusively from C4. E:-.:perimentally we cannot determine whether CO comes from the 

]-[CCO moiety or from thc uracil ligand since both contain C4. However. loss of CO 

produces an ion which is 250 kJ mol' l on the Gibbs free energy level diagram while loss 

o f CO from HCCO, leaving a CI-I ligand, is 233 kJ mol' l more costly in terms of Gibbs 

energy. The last fragmentation process to be discussed is that which forms m/z 160 from 

mh 216. 11 is assumed that mh 216 is Cu bound to a uracil and ketenylligand. The I)C 

experiments show OCNCI-b includes C2 (and therefore 02) from the uracil moiety 

which excludes a sequential loss of CO from mlz 216 foll owed by NCH2 from m/z 188 . 

As well , llN experiments show that N3 is lost from the uracil ligand. The deuteriulll 

isotope experiments show thaI the neutral fragment contains a deuterium when 5-d uracil 

is llsed; therefore C5 and H5 arc included in the QCNCH, loss. It is proposed that this 

fragmentation involves an overall process by which the CH group from the HCCO ligand 

is somehow transferred to the QCNH group (02, C2. and N3) o f the uracil ligand 

resulting in loss ofOCNCH, neutral and the m/z 160 ion depicted in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. 

Thermochemically, the processes leading to mlz 160 and m/z 188 arc significantly lower 

on the Gibbs free energy diagram, 327.6 and 250.2 kJ mor l compared to 374_6 kJ mol' l 
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for the major loss, fonning ketene. In order for the mlz 160 and mlz. 188 fragmentation 

processes to be competitive with the other two, there must be significant energy barriers 

between them and the parent ion, mlz 2 I 6. This is reasonable since to foml both 

suggested products from mlz. 2 16 significant reorganization of the structure is required. 

The processes by which the mlz 174 ion fragment-by losing I INCO, NCO or CO-

has been discussed in detail previollsly.) 

Figure 2.7: The proposed neutral fragments with origin in a lowest energy structure 

[Cu(Ura-H)(Ura»)'. Relative Gibbs energy level diagram with respect to the lowcst 

energy structure arc in kJ /mol 



2.4. Conclusions 

Electrospray n ' ICR mass spectrometry of Cuz'/uracil solutions show that the 

major ion observed is [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura»)'. Unexpectedly. under SORI-CID and COl 

lascr-IRM PD conditions, these ions did not lose neutral uracil , but HNCO, as the primary 

fragmentation route. SORI-C ID experiments conducted with 2_DC, 3_ ISN, 1.3_,sN, 5-d, 

and 6-d, isotopically labeled uracil revealed that !-INCO loss involves the nitrogen and 

carboll from the 3- and 2- position, respectively, and coupled with MS" experiments this 

allowed for a detailed fmgmentation scheme to be suggested. Computational chemistry 

resul!s on the structures and energies of the ionic and neutral fragments were used as an 

aid to develop the fragmentation scheme. The experimental and theoretical results arc 

shown to be consistent with the proposed mechan isms for dissociation and it is shown 

that loss of HNCO is simply more facile than simple loss of uracil from ICu(Ura

H)(Ura)f, Twenty-seven different isomeric [Cu(Ura- H)(U ra)r structures were found 

and are presented. The proposed fragmen tation scheme involves extensive isomerization 

of the lowest-energy ICu(Ura-H)(Ura)( structure. 
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Chapter 3 

Fragmentation Pathways of Gas Phase 

[M(Uracil-H)(Uracil)( Complexes (M= Zn, Cu, 

Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Cd, Pd , Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and Pb) 

3.1. Introduction 

Since the discovery of the double helix structure (DNA),I many scientific studies 

have been perfonned on DNA to explore in more detail its structure and biochemistry.v 

Metal ions, especially divalent metal ions, play an essential role in the process of RNA 

folding, structure stabilization, and their biochemical aClivity.4~ Furthcnnorc, metal ions 

contribute to the formation and stabilization of DNA molecules by interacting with 

phosphate groups \0 neutralize their ncgalivecharges. Different divalent transition metal 

ions have different effects on the structure of DNA. Consequently, the presence of metal 

ions with a subsequent nuclcobase can afTecl the fonnmian of their tautomers, which arc 

involved in many biological processes.1 

The gas phase reactions between divalent metal ions and nuclcobascs have been 

studied previously by using mass spectrometry and theoretical calculations. Many of 

those studies illustrate that the behav ior of transition metal ions with DNA nucleobases is 

quite different than the behavior noted when using the divalent alkali earth metal ions. 

This dissimilarity in behavior may represent transition metals increased amnities toward 



nucleobases. ' In particular, many studies have focused on the interactions ornuclcobases, 

specifically uracil, thyminc, and their derivativcs, with diffcrent metal ions.9- 11 Rincon ct 

al.l~ have dctennined computationally the effect of Ni2+, Cu2+, and Zn2+ on the 

diketolketo-enol tautomerization o f thymine. Findings from their study indicate that 

metal dications lead to stabilization of the keto-enol tautomcr. 

Uracil and thymine present many diffcrcnt tautomcric forms with hydrogen being 

attached to ei ther the nitrogen or oxygen atoms. IS•17 Thc gas phase rcactivity of lead (II) 

ions with uracil and thymine has been studied using theoretical calculations, which rocus 

on the structure of the [Ilb(nucleobasc)-H]' ion." The most stable tautomer or 

[Pb(nucleobase)-Hl' ion in the gas phase is (2,4-dioxo), while the 2-hydroxy-4-oxo and 

2-oxo-4-hydroxy tautomeric confonners arc higher in energy than the 2,4-dioxo 

confonner. " Howcver, the energy differences between the structures are small, within 50 

kJ mor l , which may favor a fonnation of a mixture of structures in the gas phase as 

opposed to one definite structure. The most stable tautomeric fonns correspond to 

bicoordinated species, which involve the canonical fonn (2,4-dioxo) of uracil and 

thymine. Consequently, the global minimum structure is characterized by the interaction 

between the metal ion and both N3 and 04 atoms. In addition, the structures of 

complexes which involved a [Pb(Ura)-HJ' core huve been studied by infT(lrcd multiple 

photon dissociation (IRMI'O) spectroscopy in the gas phase. 19 The finding results 

showed that all the complexes (Ire deprotonated at N3 site where the lead bound to N3 

and 04 andlor to N3 and 02 atoms. The results suggested the formation of a tautomeric 

rorm in which the lead interacts with Nl and 02 is not a significant to the elctrosprayed 
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complcxcs. 

The structures and rclativc stabilities of complexes of uracil and the interactions of 

uraci l dcrivatives with different dicationshave been investigated. lo.n It has been found 

that dications such as Cu!·. Ni 2+, and I'bl ' complex with a nucleobasc. B, to form a 

monocation [M(I3-H)r~ in the gas phase. lt .2J.24 In this case, the doubly charged melal ions 

can oxidize thc base and assist in itsdeprotonation.2).26 Interactions involvingalkali-carth 

metal dications such asCa!; with uracil and itsthio+derivatives have also been studied 

using density funct ional theory (DFT) calcuJat ions:7 For uracil and 2,4-dithiouracil, Ca!~ 

attaches at posit ion 4. However, Ca2 • prefers 10 attach to the oxygen atom rather than 

sulfur in 2-thiouracil and 4-thiouracil. This observable preference of attachment can be 

explained by Ihe presence of electron dclocali;r.ation that occurs when the metal binds to 

position 4 and to the oxygen rather than sulfur. 

Many theoretical studies havc becn carried out focusing on the interaction between 

nucleobasesand mctal ions, butcxpcrimental stud ies are scarce. An example ofthcsc is 

the mangancse ion aflinitics which arc studied with different nuc leobases by using DFT. 

Pyrimidine bases contain many d ifferent binding sitcs which include mono-coordination 

on oxygen and nitrogen. and bi-coordination on Nand 0 or Nand N atoms. Mn2' ideally 

forms bi-coordination complexes with uracil and thymine and il binds betwecn N3 and 

04 to fonn the global minim lim-energy structurc.2S Zinc is one of the most abundant 

transition metals which is found in C)10plasm, and has a role in regulating genes.z" ·lO 

Marino ct al.ll studied the interaction between I.inc ion with purine and pyrimidine bases 

in the gas phase also using DJ<- r calculations. In the thyminc and uracil cases, the lowest 
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energy complexes arc bi-coordination. rather than mono-coordination, in which Zn2+ is 

ligated by N3 and the adjacent oxygen atom 04. 

This work focuses on detennining the primary fragmentation patterns of IM(Ura

t l)(Ura)r ions using SORI-CID and infrared multiple photon dissoc iation (IRMPD) as 

the sources of excitation. Our previous work revealed that fragmentation of [Cu(Ura. 

H)(Ura)l+ com plexes under similar condit ions did not resu lt in the direct loss o f uracil. 

The purpose of the present study is to explore the difTerences in the primary 

fragmcntati on of IM(Ura-H)(Ura) l+ for other +2 metal ions. The explanation of the 

experi menta l resu lts are aided by computationally examining the structures and 

energetics of the [M(Ura-H)(Ura)]' complexcs. 

3,2, Method 

3.2.1. Experimental 

All experiments were recorded on a Bruker ApexQe hybrid quadrupole-Fourier 

transform ion cyclotron re~onance (F l'-ICR) mass spectrometer. All the chcmicals were 

used without any further purificat ion. Uracil was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

Company. The following inorganic salts were used: zinc chloride (99% Fluka), copper(lI ) 

chloride (99% Aldrich). nickel( lI) chloride (>98% Sigma-Aldrich), cobalt(lI ) nitrate 

(>98% Sigma-Aldrich), iron(lI ) chloride (>98%,Fluka), Mangancse(lI ) ch loride (>99"10 

Aldrich), cadmium(ll ) nilrale(98% Aldrich). palladium(lI) chloride(99% Aldrich), 

magnesium sulfate (>98% Sigma-Aldrich), ca lcium ch loride(99% Sigma-Aldrich), 

Strontium Chloride (99% Sigma-Aldrich), barium chloride(99% Sigma-Aldrich), lead(lI) 

nitrate(>99"/o Fluka-Chcmika) 



Samples for the experiments were prepared by adding a few drops of I mM of an 

inorganic salt solution to 10 mL of ImM uracil in 18 Mil water (Millipore). All the 

!Hlmpb were sprayed at 100 "Uhr into an Apollo II ion source coupled to a Bruker 

ApexQe 7 tesla (FTICR) mass spectrometer. The desired [M(Ura-H)(Ura)f precursor 

ions were mass selected in the quadrupole mass filter and then allowed to accumulate for 

2-3 s before being transferred to the ICR cell. Collision induced dissoc iation (CIO) 

experiments were conducted by first isolating the isotopomer of [M(Ura-H)(Ura)f with 

the highest intensity and accelerating those ions into argon gas (pressure - 10.8 torr) 

under sustained off-resonance irradiation (SORI) conditions.12 SORI-CID experiments 

were performed by applying maximum labor.ltory-frame co llisional kinetic energies 

between 3.2-11.4 eV corresponding to (Vp•p 1.82-3.44 V) or center-of-mass ki net ic 

energies of 0.39-1.4 eV. In all experiments, SORI was conducted during 250 inS pulse 

then followed by a 2 s delay to pump neUlral argon from the ICR cell prior to detection. 

In addition. softer activation of Ihe parent ions was done using IRMPO. IRMPO was 

pcrfonned using 25 W continuous CO2 laser (10.6 !-1m wavelength) operating at 80% of 

maximum power. Short IR pulse lengths, typicall y. 0. 1·0.4 s were app lied. 

3.2.2. Computational 

The Gaussian 09 program was used for all the calculations.)) All geometry 

optimiza!ions were carried out using the B3LYP density functional method and 6-

31+G(d.p) basis set on C, H, N. 0 atoms and al l the metals e.>{cept Cd, I'd, Sr, Ba. and I'b. 

For more accurate energies sing le point calculations were perfonned on the B3LYP/6-

31+G(d,p) geometries using B3LYP/6-3 I 1++G(2df,2p) on C, H , N, and 0 and 6-3 J I+G 
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on ln, Cu. Ni, Fe. Mg, and Ca. were used. This procedure is denoted as B3LYP/6-

31 1+G(2df,2p)lm3LYP/6-3 1+G(d,p). Also, calculations on all species were carried OUI 

using thc ~me basis set for C, H. N, and 0 but for all the diva lent metal ions, the 

LANL2 Dl basis set was used. 

To gain further insight into these structures [M(Ura-H}(Ura)] ' , the binding energies 

wcre examined. For this purpose, the binding energies between neutral uracil and 

[M(Ura-H))', M= In. Cu, Ni. Fe. Cd. Pd .Mg. Ca. Sr 13a. and Pb were detcrmined 

3.3. Res ults and Disc ussions 

Our previous studies J4 showed that copper (11) ions react with uracil to form 

complexes of the Cu( ll ). deprotonated uraci l and uracil. a singly charged species. 

[Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)j' was the most abundant species formcd by the interaction betwt'Cn the 

Cu!' ion and uracil. These distinct comple.>{es have been investigated by using MS/MS 

experiments in combination with theoretical calculations to determine the mechanism for 

thc extensive fragmentation that was observed. The MS/MS spectra of [Cu(Ura

H)(Ura))' complex (mil '"'286) showed that the main ion dissociates by e limination of 43 

Da fo[Jowt"<! by 27 Da wh ich correspond to the loss of HNCO, and HCN, respectively. 

and not the direct loss of uracil. Extensive labelling e.>{perimems were also found to be 

quite useful in determining the details of the fragmentation rea ctions 

In this present chapter the fragmentation reactions of [M(Ura-H)(Ura)f complexes 

were invest igated using various d ivalent metals. Results obtained indicated that all of the 

mass spectra ofM2'/urac il samples reveal posit ive ions due to the presence of complexes 

of\M(Ura-H)(Ura)( specifically at m/z= 287, 286. 281, 282, 279, 278, 337, 329. 147, 



263,311.361 and 431 which correspond to [M(Ura-H)(Ura»)'complexes containing Zn, 

Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Cd, Pd, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba and Pb, respeetivciy. In all cases, the isotopic 

signuture of the difTefent complexes was used to confirm the identity of these complexes 

as [M(Ura-H)( Ura)[ '. 

3.3.1 SORIICID spectra of IM(Ura-H)(Ura)l+ 

Under SORI conditions, various fragmentation patterns were observed for the 

[M(Ura)(Ura-H)[+ ions. Examination of Figure 3.I(A, 13, and C) shows that [M(Ura

H)(Ura)r exhibits a speeiile dissociation pattern. The primaT)' fragmentation pathway for 

[M(Ura)(Ura-Hl]' ions (M = Zn, Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn. Cd, Pd, and Mg) is loss of43 Da 

corresponding to loss of HNCO. This fragment has been shown to result from the 

cleavage C2 and N3 atoms which is confirmed by using isotopic labeling of uraeils in 

[Cu(Ura_H)(Ura)]'.l4 These results also suggest a similar fragmentation pattern as the 

[Cu(Ura-H)(Ura»)' complex system which has been discllsscd previollsly. They also 

indicate that the divalent metals arc strongly associated with lIracil and are capable of 

forming a strongly-bound cluster such that cleavage of the uracil ring is preferable over 

scission of the metal-uracil bonds. 

MS/MS spectra of the [M(Ura-H)(UraJr ions (M = Ca, Sr, Ba. and Pb) yield quite 

different results under the same experimentul conditions, as seen in FiguTC 3.IC. These 

complexes dissociute losing 112 Da which most likely involves the elimination of the 

intacturaeiL 
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Figure 3. 1 A: SORVCID spectra of the [M(Ura-H)(Ura)J' complex obtained with (i) 

[Zn(Ura-H)(Ura»)', (ii) [Cu(Ura-H)(Ura)]'. (iii) rNi(Ura-H)(Ura)" and (iv) ICo(Ura

H)(Ura)]" recordl'tl with a SOR I power 0.656 eV 
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Figure 3.1 II: SORJ/C ID spectra of the [M(Ura-H)(Ura)j' complex obtained with (i) 

!l'liUra- H)(Ura)j', ( ii) [Mn(Ura-H)(Ura)]', (iii) ICd(Urd-H)(Ura»)' and (iv)[I'd(Ura

H)(Ura)r recorded with a SORI power 0.656 cv. 
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Figure 3. 1 C: SORI/C IO spectra of the [M(Ura.H)(Ura)J' complex obtai nt-d with 0) 

[Mg(Ura-H)(Ura)]+, (ii) [Ca(Ura-H)(Ura)]+. (iii) [Sr(Ura-H)(Ura)]' , (iv) [Ba(Ura

H)(Ura) j' ,(v) (Pb(Ura-H)(Ura)f recorded with a SORI power 0.656 eV. 



3.3.2 IRMPD dissociation of IM(Ura-H)(Ura)( 

lRMPD can also be useful for characterization of uracil·metal complexes. In 

IRMPD the excitation process can bc softcr. however, fragments can thcmselves absorb 

photons from the laser and dissoc iate. The lRMPD spectra revealed simi lar results as 

those obtained when using the SORI ·CtD. The main fragmentation observed was due to a 

loss of 43 Da corresponding to HNCO loss in the complexes IM(Ura. H)(Ura)] · (M = Zn, 

Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Cd, Mg, Ca) while in the complexes IM(Ura·H)(Ura)f (M =' Sr, Ba, 

and Pb) the intact uracil was observed as a primary fragment. as seen in Appendices (12. 

14). The most noteworthy differencc between the lRMPD experimcnts and the CtD 

c:>opcriments was observed with ICa(Ura-H)(Ura)f, as secn in Figure 3.2. When us ing the 

softcr IRMPD excitation, [Ca(Ura-H)(Ura)r, loses HNCO, howevcr, under SORI-CIO 

conditions uracil loss was observcd. This means that HNCO loss and uracil loss arc 

competitive as the primary fragmentation route for [Ca(Ura-H)(Ura)]'. This competition 

is interesting and will be discussed further. 
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Figure 3.2: (i) SORI/eID spc(;trum of the (Ca(Ura-J-I)(Ura)]" complex obtained with a 

SORI power 0.656 cV, (Ii) IRMPD spectrum oflhc [Ca(Ura-I-I)(Ura)]' complex. 

Loss of !-INCa occurs through a tight transition state whereas loss of uracil occurs 

through a loose transition state, in fael there is unlikely to be a barrier for loss of uracil 

besides the bond dissociation energy. Considering a situation such as that depicted in 

Figure 3.3. HNCQ loss as a lower activation energy, but due \0 the tightness of the 

transition state, it has a small pre-exponential factor. On thc olher hand. si mple loss of 

uracil is characterized bya higher activation energy und due the looseness of the reaclion, 

a largc pre-exponential factor. In the SOR I-CID experiments a maximum of 50 kJ mor ! 

of energy is deposited into the complex per collision whereas in IRMPD, the energy per 

photon is approximately 10 kJ mor ! (-1000 em-! for the C02 laser). In SOR I-CID. then. 
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significantly more energy can be deposited per collision and the internal energy of the ion 

rapidly exccl"{js the threshold for both uracil and HNCO loss, but where the rate constant 

for urac il loss is greater than that for I-INCO loss. In the IRMPD experiments, the 

excitation process is slower and the average internal energy of the ions observed 

dissociating must be in the range where the rate constant for uracil loss is significantly 

less than the rate constant for HNCO loss. 

(. J (bJ 

Figure 3.3: (a) Proposed energy profile for loss of HNCO and uracil from ICa(Ura

H)(Ura)t and (b) a rate constant vs internal energy scheme corresponding to the 

proPOSl-d energy profile in (a). 



3.4. Computationa l study 

In order to rationalize the experimental findings, we have used theoretical 

calculations to cxplorc the effect ofthc metal binding energy and describe the attachment 

of the metal to the most sUlble dimer complexes [M(Ura-H)(Ura))' (M'" Zn, Cu, Ni. Fc, 

Cd. Pd, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and Pb). The lowest encrgy [M(Ura-H)(Ura)]' structures all 

adopt a geomctry represcntcd by Scheme 3.1. The metal ion is ligated by N3 and 04 of 

the deprotonated uracil and to N3 and 02 of the intact umcil in its 04 tautomer. These 

complexes are also characterized by a hydrogcn bond between 04H on of the intact uracil 

and 02 on the deprotonatcd umcil. The attachment of M2' to the two oxygcn atoms and 

the N atoms of uracils lead to thc most stable isomer which fonns tctra coordinated 

complexes. These isomers coincide with previous theorctical calculations carricd out al 

the EBLYP Icvcl for copper complexes.34 The lowest energy structures for most of the 

[M(Ura-H)(Ura)] ' complexcs are characterized by a metal ion which lies in the same 

plane as the uracils (square planar). When M is Oa or Pb the geometry around the metlll 

ion was found to be square pyram idal. The Ni and Fe complexes are interesting as two 

different geometries might be expected depending on the electronic states, singlet or 

triplet. The results obtained indicate that for Fe, the singlet, tetrahedral geometry is more 

favorable by between 20-50 kl marl (depending on the level of theory, Table 3.1) than 

the square planar. For Ni, on Ihe olher hund, the triplet, square planar geometry is more 

favorable by 50·60 kJ mar l. 
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Scheme 3. 1: The lowest energy possible structures ror the [M(Ura)(Ura-I'l)r; M'" Mg. 

Ca, l3a, pb. Fe. Ni. Cu, Zn. and Cd 

The computed binding energies between neutral uracil and [M(Ura-H)r, (M = Zn, 

Cu, Ni. Fe. Cd, I'd, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and Pb (Scheme 3.2) have been calculated and arc 

presented in Table 3.1. The bindingcnergies have been calculated by using two different 

basis sets because the size or Cd, Pd, Sr, Ba and Pb metals makes it impractical and 

impossible to usc the all electron 6-31+G basis sct ror these metals. The LANL2DZ basis 

set is used to compare the binding energies or all the metals. While there are eXjX"Ctedly 

minor differences in the binding enthalpies computed using the two methods. they arc in 

general agreement in the energy ordering. For example, the rour complexes with the 

highest binding enthalpies rank in the order Ni > Fe > Mg > Zn using the all-electron 

basis sets. the order changes to Ni > Mg > Fe > Zn. The differences between the Fe and 

Mg binding enthalpies are only slightly more than 10 kJ mol' l using both calculation 

methods. A flip-flop in ordering also seen between Cu and Ca but in this case the 

computed differences in binding enthalpies are less than 10 kJ mol' l by both methods. 



Scheme 3.2 : The computcd binding energy between neutral uracil and [M(Um-I-I)]' 

M'" Mg, Ca, l3a, Pb, Fe, Ni. Cu. Zn. and Cd. 

To determine the geomctry of transition metal complexes, the degrce of splilling of 

the d orbitals is important and determines how orbitals are filled. Metals, such as Mn and 

Co, are capable of filling thei r orbitals in a number of ways and this makes it difficult to 

allempt to calculate all their possible electronic geometries. Therefore, in this paper the 

geomctries ofMn and Co were not calculated. 

As s!.."en above, the SOR I·CID decomposition of the Ca2~, S~' , l3a2' and Pb~ ' 

complexes with uracil show a quite difTerent primary fragmentation when compared with 

the other systems. For these four complexes the SORI·cm process leads to the loss of 

neutral uracil. In contrast, the primary fragmentation of all other complexes involves the 

loss of I-INCa, fragmentation of the (Ura-H) ligand. Our previous calculations show that 

the loss of Ii NCO from the lowest energy complex of jCu(Ura-H)(Ura) ]' 34 requires 

approximately 259 kJ mort whereas loss of uracil requires 284 kJ mOr l. We were unable 

to locate a transition statc for HNCO loss from [Cu(Ura· I-J )(Ura)f despite valiant efTorts. 

An enthalpy barrier for I-INCa loss from[Cu(Ura·H)r was found )' to be about 235 kl 

mort which is lower in energy than complete loss of I-INCa (259 kJ mor l ). It is 
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suggested that there is a similar energy barrier to loss of HNCa from [Cu(Ura- H)(Ura)]' 

which pcrhaps connects to an intermediate hydrogen-bound complex which was 

detennined to have a re lative enthalpy of202 kJ morl, as seen in Figure 2.7. 

The difference in behavior between [M(Ura- H)(Ura)( complexes when (M"" ln, 

Cu. Ni, Fe, Cd. Pd, Mg, and Ca) and when M '" Sr. Ba. and Pb can be explained, in part, 

in terms of the differences between the uracil binding energies. The computed enthalpies 

for loss of uracil from [M(Ura-H)(Ura)!+, whcn M '" Sr, Ba, and Pb, arc 237.9, 214.9 and 

175 kJ mOrl respect ively. In contrast, the computed uracil bindingenthalpies foral! other 

metals arc greater than or equal to 2M kJ mar l. For comparison. the enthalpy 

requirement for HNCO loss from ICu(Ura-H)(Ura)j" is 259 kJ mor'. While the energy 

requirement for loss of !-INCa will differ for each comple;.;, this work provides an 

explanation for why HNCO loss occurs predominantly for the [M(Ura-H)(Ura)]' 

comp]e;.;ese;.;cept forSr, 13a. and Pb. 

The uracil binding energy for [Ca(Ura-H)( Ura)j' is calculated to be slightly higher 

than for [Cu( Ura-H)(Ura)f In this case, that IRMPD excitation promotes HNCa loss we 

have established that this fragmcntation route has a lower energy requirement than loss of 

uracil but the energy requirements for the two fragmentation pathways arc similar. While 

[Ca(Ura-H)(Ura)!+ is an interesting example, it is still consistent with having a higher 

uracil binding energy than the energy required to lose HNCO 



llJL YP/6-J I+G(d.py / 
B3LYPI6-3 1+G(d.p)// 

113LYP/6-31 HG(2df,2p) 
B3LYPI6-311+G(2df,2p) 

LANL2DZ on all M 
Metal 

6H 6G(kJ/mol) 6H oG 

Ni (SQ) 368.3 304.2 294,5 

Ni tet 298.8 240.6 296.3 238,4 

Mg 341.6 285.1 342,9 286.8 

Fetc1 351.1 289,7 329,0 27 1.8 

Fe :SQ) 309J 247.8 307.1 246.1 

Z, 323.3 268.5 314.4 260,4 

Pd fsQ) 312.3 254.1 

C. 275.4 220.8 294.9 240.3 

C. 28).6 21 8.3 290.4 227.9 

Cd 286.0 229,9 

5, 237.9 190J 

S. 214,9 155.1 

175, 1 
Sq. square planar, tel. tetrahedral. 

Table 3. 1: The computed binding enlhalpies and Gibbs energies (kJ mOrl) between uracil 

and [M(Ura-H)r complexes (sec Scheme 3.2) as dctennincd by clectronic st ructure 

calculations 



The uracil binding energies should correlate with the size of the metal ion for an 

ion-dipole complex; the smaller the metal ion, the ~tronger the ion-dipole complex or, 

specifically the [M(Ura-H)t-Ura complex. Figure 3.4 is a plot of the computed uraci l 

binding energies v~. the efTective ionic radius of the M2+ ion. ){i The correlation is not 

perfcct, which is expected since there may also be some degree of covalent bonding. but 

thctrcnd is generally as expectcd. What is even more interesting i sthatthc iOllswith the 

thrce largest radii (and lowest uracil binding energy) are the three ions which 

prcdominantly lose uracil on SORI and lRMPD activation. The ions with the smallest 

ionic radii lose HNCO. Ca2' has an intermediate efTective ionic radii, 100 pm, and it is 

thc ion which is shown cxperimcntally to switch depending on the activation process. The 

predominant oxidation state for mercury is also +2, however. after many allempts we 

were unable to e]ectrospray a suflicient intensity of [Hg(Ura-H)(Ura)r -no [Hg(Ura-H)[' 

either-to perform lRMPD or SOR I activation experiments. The efTective ionic radius of 

!-IgH is slightly larger than Cah at 102 pm. Based on the results presented here, it is 

expected that [Hg(Ura.H)(Ura)[ ~ would lose uracil at least under IRMPD conditions. 
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Figure 3.4: A plot between the computed uracil binding energies YS. the effective ionic 

radius ofthc M2+ ion 

3.5. Conclusions 

Mass spectrometry reveals that e lectrospray of aqueous solutions containing uracil 

and divalent metal ions readily produce [M(Ura.HXUra»)' complexes. In this study. we 

have investigated the fragmentation reactions of these [M(Ura.HXUra)f complexes 

composed of various metals, M. Both SORI/CID and IRMPD activation when M"" Zn, 

Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Cd, Pd • Mg, results predominantly in loss o f HNCO as the major 

primary fragmentation route. In contrast, when M - Sr, Ba. and Pb the sole fragmentation 

pathway corresponded to loss of uracil for both SORI and IRMPD activation. These 

differences in fragmentation products are explained by looking at the characteristics of 

the binding energies of the complexes and/or the effective ionic radius of the metal 

dication. The computed binding energies between uracil and [M(Ura-H)f were computed 
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and the uracil binding energies generally eorrelatc inllcrsely to the ionic radii of the metal 

ions. The computed uracil binding energies for [M(Ura-H)( Ura)J' when M~' is a large 

dication (Sr, Ba, and Pb,) are substantially lower than the binding energies of all other 

[M(Ura-H)(Ura)f complexes and lose uracil as their sole decomposition pathway. When 

Ml+ is a small dication the uracil binding energies are much larger and the major 

decomposition pathway is loss of HNCO. That the binding energy between uracil and 

IM(Ura-H)J' correlates with the size of the metal dieation suggests that binding in the 

(M(Ura-H)(Ura)f complex is predominantly an ion-dipole complex between [M(Ura

H)1' and uracil. 

Interestingly the uracil binding energy of [Ca(Ura-H)( lies between the two 

extremes, the size of Cal. is interm!.:diate, and [Ca(Ura-H)(Ura)r is observed to 

decompose by loss of uracil under SORI activation conditions but loses HNCO under the 

softer IRMPD activation conditions. Qualitatively, it is assumed that thc switch of 

fragmentation pathways is due to SORI bcing able to access higher internal energies of 

the complex where decomposition ofuraei!' characterized by a high activation energy and 

large pre-exponential factor, is faster. For IRMPD, characterized by smaller energy j umps 

accesses the fragmentation pathway which has the lowest activation energ)" loss of 

!-INCO. 
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Chapter 4 

Structures of Electro sprayed [Pb(Uracil-H)t 

Complexes by Infrared Multiple Photon 

Dissociation Spectroscopy 

4.1. In troduction' 

The DNA molecule is responsible for a number of crucial roles in biology including 

the storage and transfer of genetic information, Noncovalenl interactions play a 

fundamental role in many scientific fields and these interactions allow metal ions to 

influence essential biological processes such as those involving DNA. I Like many 

biological molecules, the structure and regu lar function of DNA can be impacted, 

positively or negatively, by the presence of other molecules and ions. A significant 

amount of research has been devoted to studying Ihe impact that metal ions have on 

biologica l systems such as RNA folding, stabilization, and activi ty2.1 and have also 

shown the innuenti(ll impacl lhat metal ions have on biological molecules including their 

ro le in the nature and function of proteins, nucleic acids, and peptide hormones. Various 

• This Chapter has been accepted to be published as O.Y.Ali and T.D.Fridgcn. Int. J. Mass 

Speclrom 2011. J08. 167 
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metal ions interact with ONA and consequently can manipulate its structure.~ 11 The 

affect that these ions have on DNA depends largely on their binding location ' 2 and can 

lead to. for example. stabilization or competition for hydrogen bonding. When metal ions 

bind with nucleic acid bases they interfere with hydrogen bond interactions betwccn base 

pairs and provoke a subst:qucnt disruption in the double helix. 12•14 Depending on thei r 

nature, structural changes in DNA induced by the metal ion can have profound cffects on 

the transfer of genetic infonnation. 

Lead is a common mctal ion known to invokc a damaging effect on biological 

homcostasis.' ~ Thcrefore much literature has focused on its toxic cffects on human 

hcalth.' ~· ' 6 Thcse hannrul effects impact many major organs including the liver. heart and 

kidncys 

Sigcl and co-workers have published many interesting papers focusing on the 

interactions of Pbz+ ions in aqueous solution with phosphate. phosphonates, 17 and 

nucleotides."·' 9 On the other hand. other papers deal with the reactivity of Pb2+ with 

nucleobases in the gas phase.20·21 The reactivity of lead (II ) ions with uracil and thymine 

has been investigated by mass spectrometry in the gas phase.w Positive-ion elcctrosprdY 

spectra showed that the doubly charged complexes dissociate to give a singly ehargl-d 

[Pb(nucleobase)-H)' when the nuc1eobasc was uracil or thymine. This singly charged ion 

is the most abundant complex observed in the electrospray mass spectra and was studied 

by MSf MS . [Pb(Ura-H)]' and II'b(Thy-H)]+ both dissociate by elimination of isocyanic 

acid (HNCO). and the fonnation of the [PbNCO], ion. Salpin 1'1 (/1." 1 have also swdied 

the interaetionsbctwecn lead (II) and thiouracil derivatives (2-thiourllcil. 4-thiouracil.and 
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2,4-dithiouracil) which also form [Pb(nucleobase)-n]' ions (for numbering schcme for 

uracil see Scheme 4.1). MS/MS spectra were recorded at differenl collision energies 

revealing that the fragmentation of 2-thiouracil is different than 4-thiouracil. The 2-

thiouracil complex loses predominantly PbS while both 4-thiouracil and 2.4-dithioumcil 

lose completely reduced Pb as the primary fragmentation route. The 2-thiouracil complex 

also loses UNCS while the 4-thiouracil complex loses !-INCa. Even though the lowest 

energy strucilire in both has lead bound in a bidentatc fashion to Sand deprotonated N. a 

major fragmentation path. like in II'b(Ura-H)]' and [Pb(Thy-H)I'. involves breaking the 

N I-C2 bond and the N3-C4 bond. 

Scheme 4. 1: Numbering scheme for umcil. 

It is important to dctennine ion structures in the gas phase without the complications 

from bulk solvent. One of the most common techniques to study structures o f gaseous 

ions is infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMI'D) spectroscopy which has been 

revealing a number of sllTprises. 22 .2~ For instance. Atkins el (11.25 have studied the 

interactions of lead (II) ions with glycine in the gas phase by using IRM I'D spectroscopy 

in the N-H/O-H stretching region. Their results showed Ihat the amino acid deprolonales 

at the amino group rather than the e;«pected carboxylic acid group and that lead 



coordinates to the deprotonated amino group and the carbonyl oxygen, The present work 

has been conducted to determinc the structure of gaseous complexes composed of a 

IPb(Ura-H)I~ core, It was not possible to investigate directly the IPb(Ura-H)f core due to 

a combination of its high dissociat ion energy and the low power of the laser used in these 

experiments, Three complexes involving the [l'b(Ura-H»)' core were investigated, 

IPb(Ura-H)( Ura)r composed of two uracils as well as the singly and doubly hydrated 

tpb(Ura-H)r complexes, [l'b(Ura-H)(H20) 1~ and [Pb(Ura-H)(H20hl+. 

4,2. Methods 

4.2.1 E xperiment a l 

An ApexQe 70 Bruker Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-leR) 

coupled to a 10Hz Nd:YAG pumped o r o (KTP, Euroscan) was uscd for this stud y. 

Details of the coupling of these two instruments will be prescnted in a forthcoming 

article. Uracil and lead nitrate were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without any 

purification. Solutions of ImM uracil and ImM !cad nitrate were prcpared in 18 Mn 

Millipore water. The solutions were introduced in thc source using a syringe pump at a 

flow rate of 100 ).I1.Jh. E1cctrosprayed ions wcn;- stored in the hl'xapo!c accumulation cell 

for 1-2 s prior to being transfl'rrcd to the ICR ccll. To solvatc ions,26 the Ar flow to the 

hexapole cell was stopped and water vapour was allowcd to flow into thc hexapole cell 

The ions were expected to have an ambient internal energy since they were stored in the 

hexapole for accumulation and/or solvation at _ IO·2 mbar. 

Ions were irradiated by using the tunable infrared laser for 1-4 s. The more weakly

bound and faster dissociating ions, ie. the doubly hydrated, were irradiated for the 
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shortest time, I s. Typically, the laser was scanned at 2 em-I intervals to produce the 

IRMPD spectra. The IRMPD emciency is defined as the negative of the natural 

logarithm of the parent ion intensity divided by the sum of the fragmcnt and parent ion 

signals. 

4.2.2 Computational 

Calculations were carried 0111 by using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs.27 

Structures were optimized and infrared spectra were calculated with the 6-31 +G(d.p) 

basis set for C, H, N, and 0 atoms while the LANL2DZ basis set and relativistic core 

potential wcre used for the Pb atom. Single point MP2 ca lculations were perfomlCd on all 

the optimized structures using the same basis set and core potential for Pb and the 6-

311++G(2d,p) basis sets on C, H, N, and O. This method is abbreviated MP2/6-

311++G(2d.p)/1B3LY P/6-3I+G(d,p) in the rest of th is chapter and these calcu lat ions are 

uscd to compare the 298 K enthalpies and Gibbs energies of the isomeric species. The 

vibra tional frequencies used to compute the zero-point energies and thermochemistries 

were unsealed. The infrared spectra m:re a ll sealed by a factor of 0.967 to compare with 

the experimental spectra. The predicted II{ absorption bands are further convoluted by a 

Lorentzian function with a width (FWHM) of 10 cm·1 to compare with the experimental 

spectra. 

4.3. Results and Discllssion 

4.3.1. Comparison of lRMPD Spectra of IPb(U.-a-H)(Ura)(, [Pb(Ura

U)(H20 )I+, and IPb(Ura-H)(HzOh l+ 

The lRMPD dissociation pathways observed for the ions under study were as 



follows: 

rrb(Ura-HXUra)f ~ [Pb(Ura-H)], + Ura 

[I'b(Ura.HXHp)r ~ [l'b(Ura-I-I»)' + 1-1 ,0 

[Pb(Ura.I-I XH ,O)l J' ~ [Pb(Ura-H)(I·I,O)r + lip 

In the case of the latter. doubly hydrated [pb(Ura-H)]', a sC\:ond loss of water was 

also observed due to the absorption of the laser by the primary fragment ion. The 

experimental IR speetra for [Pb(Ura-B)(Ura)]', [1'b(Ura-H)(H,O)]" and !pb(Ura· 

H)(H20hr in the 3200-3900 em·1 region arc presented in Figure 4.1. The spectrum of 

[Pb(Ura-H)(Ura)]' shows only a single sharp feature centered at 3485 em· I which can be 

assigned to N-H stretching vibrat ions. As there are eXpC\:led to be at most three N-H 

bonds. such a simple spectrum might be indicative of a somewhat ··symmctric" structure 

for this complex containing lcad. uracil and a dcprotonated uracil. 

The spC\: trum for [l>b(Ura-H)( ~hO)r is composed of only two sharp bands. One is 

centred at 3484 cm·l , vcry sim ilar to the band observed in the II'b(Ura·H)(Ura)j' 

spectrum. The second band at 3701 em· I is most likely due to the water. Since there is 

only one absorption for the water molecule, it is quite likely that this is a free O-H stretch 

and the other O-H bond is involved in hydrogen bonding with the dcprotonated umcil. 

The spectrum for [1'b(Ura-I·I)(I·hO)2r has the same two features as those observed for 

[1'b(Ura-I·I)(H20)f. centred at 3491 and 3718 em· l . A third sharp feature appears centred 

at 3637 em· l . A founh, less prominent, but broad absorption is observed to occur at 

sl ightly higherencrgy, totheblueofthe3718em·1 feature. 

The C-H slretching vibr'oIlions arc predicted to be weak and out of the range of the 

present experiment «3200 em· I ). Each of these species and their structures arc discussed 
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in tum, in the fo llowing sections 

[Pb(Ura-HXHlO)lJ' -

[Pb(Ura-H)(Uralr 

wa~enumber5Icm" ' 

Figure 4.1: Comparison of the IRMPD spectra of [Pb(Ura-H)(Ura)(. [Pb(Ura

H)(H20)]'. and [Pb(Ura-H)('"'20),r . 
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4.3.2. [Pb(Um-H)(Um)!' 

In Figure 4.2, eight of the lowesl energy structures for [Pb(Ura-H)(Ura)t aTC 

presented. The first four structures arc sim ilar in that lead is four-coordinate between 11'0'0 

carbonyl oxygcns and two dcprotonatcd nitrogcns. These first four lowesl energy 

structures are all deprolonated at thc most acidic nitrogen. N3,21.J} of the Icll uracil. The 

right urncil of N3041N302 has seen a shift or the hydrogen from the N3 to 04 and there 

is a hydrogen bond between 0411 of the right uracil and 02 of the left. Also, lead in 

N3041N302 is bound \0 deprolonalcd N3 and 04 orthc left uracil and dcprotonatcd N3 

and 02 on thc right ring. N3041N304 is almost identical except the hydrogen from N3 

of the right uracil has been transferred to 02 which results in a hydrogen bond to 02 of 

the left ring and lead is, again, bound to deprotonated N3 and 04 of both uraeils. 

N3041N302 is lower in Gibbs energy than the N3041N304 isomer, but only by 3.2 kJ 

mOrl making them vinually isocnergetic. The next two structures. N3021N302 and 

N302fN304, arc 7.7 and 8.0 kJ mor l higher in G ibbs energy. respectively, than the 

lowest energy stfllcture. The right uracil in N3021N302 has seen the hydrogen from N3 

shifted to 04. and a hydrogen bond between 0411 of the right uracil and 04 of the left. 

In N3021N304, hydrogen has been shifted from N3 to 02 of the right hydrogen and the 

resulting 02 H is hydrogen bound to 04 of the left uracil. Lead is bound to N3 and 02 of 

the right uracil in N3021N302 and to N3 and 04 of the right uraeil in N3021N302. 
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Figure 4.2: Eight of the lowest-energy suuctures of [Pb(Um-HXUra)f. The 298 K 

relative enlhalpies and Gibbs free energies (in parentheses) reported in kJ mor l were 

calculated at the MP2I6-3 11++G(2d,p)/1B3LYP/6-3H-G(d,p) level of theory. All species 

have a single positive charge. 

As can be seen in Figure 4.3, the predicted spectra for the two lowest energy 

sUUctures are almost identical in the 3200-3900 cm- l region and both are ;n agreement 

with the experimental IRMPD specuum. The observed and predicted hands are actually 

composed of two N-H stretching vibrations, but they are predicted to be only -8 cm· l 

separated from one another, accounting for the observation and prediction of only one 

feature. The predicted spectra for N302IN302 and N302IN304 are identical to one 

another and thus the latter has been left out of Figure 4.3 for clarity. The two N-H 

stretching vibrations for structure N3021N302 are predicted 10 be - 16 cm-l apan, 

resulting in two slightly resolved hands. It is really uncertain whether our laser could 

resolve these two hands, but we do note that the observed feature is quite sharp. For all 
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three structures, the hydrogen bond is strong resulting in shifts of the O-H stretch to 

below 2800 cm" in all cases, below the limit of the available laser. Spectroscopically the 

two lowest energy structures cannot be differentiated, and perhaps N302fN302 and 

N302fN304 cannot be differentiated either. However, N302fN302 and NJ02fN304 arc 

unlikely candidates as major contributors to the IRM PD spectrum based on their higher 

relative energies-they are predicted to be present in less than I part in 20 each compared 

to the lowest energy isomer. 

The N304 /04c, N304/041 and N304/02c isomers (c and t refer to cis and trans-

depending on whether uracil has an N-H bond or a C-H bond, respectively, pointing 

toward the [Pb(Ura-H)]' core). in Figure 4.2. see lead binding in a three-coordinate 

fashion. In each, lead binds to the N3 deprotonated nitrogen and 04 of the deprotonated 

uracil, and to one of the carbonyl oxygens on the second uraciL They are all higher in 

Gibbs energy by between 22 and 31 kl mol" compared to the lowest energy structure 

which, on thermodynamic grounds, make them un likely contributors to the observed 

spectrum. Isomers N304/04c and N304/04t have lead bound to 04 of the second uracil. 

while in N304/02c, it is bound to 02. Structures N304/04c and N304/02c have 

in tramolecu lar hydrogen bonds between the two uracils. As seen in Figure 4.3, these 

weak intramolecu lar hydrogen bonds result in a red-shift of the N-H stretch that is not 

observed experimentally. Similarly, the calculations predict different positions for the N-

H stretches for N304/04t and N304/02c, but that is not observed experimentally. The 

lowest em:rgy structure where uracil has been deprolonated at Nt. NI02/04c is 42.8 kJ 

mor ' higher in Gibbs energy than N304fN302. Based on energy it is unlikely to be a 
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contributor to the spectrum, and it can be ruled out spectroscopically as well since the 

hydrogen bonded N-H stretch is not observed, nor are the multiple N-H stretches which 

are predicted by the calculations. There are many other structures as seen in Appendix 15. 

All of them can be ruled out spectroscopically, and due to their thermochemistry relative 

totheloweSienergyisomcr. 

--- ~ N I02lO4c 

--- \\ N304/02c 

I \\ N3()t1(}l t 

l/ ~ \\ N304/04c 

~ \\ N302IN302 

~ N304/N304 

~ N304/N302 

Figure 4.3: Experimental IRMPD spectra of [Pb(Ura-H)(Ura)f compared with 

83LYP!6-31-t<J(d,p) spectra for [Pb(Ura)(Ura-Hf structures shoWIl in Figure 4.2. 
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4.3.3.IPb(Ura-H)(H,O)r 

Based on the experimental JRMI'D spectrum containing a feature in the N-H 

stretch region (3484 em'l ) and one in the O-H stretch region (370 1 em'I), the structure o f 

[Pb(Ura-H)(H20)( is most likely one in which we have the same lowest-energy [Pb(Ura-

1,1)], core as for [Pb(Ura-H)(Ura)f, discussed in the previous section, where uracil is 

deprotonatcd 31 the most acidic site2l ,)3 , N3, so that the band at 3484 em'] is the N I-H 

stretch, Also, the position of the O-H stretch, 3701 cm,l, is intermediate between where 

the free water symmetric and antisymmetric stretching vibrations (3657 and 3756 cm'l , 

respectively)J4 might occur. The water is most like ly panicipating in a hydrogen bond 

acting as a hydrogen bond donor. In Figure 4.4, N304/wb02 (wb means water is 

"bridged", or hydrogen bonded, in this case to 02) has lead bound to N3 and 04 lind 

water bound to lead lind acting as a hydrogen bond donor to 02. Slightly higher in 

energy, N302/wbQ4 differs only in that lead is bound to 02 and water is hydrogen 

bonded to 04. 
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Figure 4.4: Seven computed structures for [Pb(Ura-HXH20)r. The 298 K MP2I6-

311 +G(2d,p)/1B3LYP/6-3I ++G{d,p) relative enthalpies, and Gibbs energies (in 

parentheses) in kJ morl are provided for each structure. All species have a single positive 

charge. 

As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the computed lR spectra for the lowest energy fo r both 

of these structures agree well with the experimental spectrum and it is impossible to 

distinguish between the two spectroscopically in the 3200-4000 em'l region. The band at 

3701 is assigned to the free O-H streich of water. Based on the relative thermochemistry, 

it is not expected that N302lwb04 contributes to the experimental spectrum by more 

than 10"10 compared to N302lwb02. The main difference which would allow 

spectroscopic differentiation might be the hydrogen bonded O-H stretch which is 

predicted to occur at 2825 and 233Ocm·1 for N302lwb02 and N302/wb04, respectively. 

The huge difference is due to the hydrogen bond for structure N302lwb04 being stronger 

since 04 is more basic than 02. The waler bend is predicted to occur at 1572 and 1622 
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cm·1 for N302/wb02 and N302/wb04. respectively, and Ihe OUI of phase C=O stretch is 

expccled al 1534 and 1464 cm· l • respeclively, which could also be used to aid in 

distinguishing thesc two isomers (see Appendix 16). 

N304/w is 7.1 kJ marl higher in Gibbs energy than N304/wb02 and also has a 

water bound to lead but il is not parlicip3ling in any hydrogen bonding. It is obvious from 

Figure 4.5 that the predicted spectrum for this structure is nOI in agreement with the 

experimental IRMPD spectrum , Similarly, the taulomerie structures NI02/w·04H and 

NI02/w, which arc much higher in energy due to being deproton1lted at NI, can be ruled 

out sJX.~troscopieally. N304/w-02H is a talltomer of N304 /w where hydrogen 

transferred from NI to 02 (lrld can be ruled out spectroscopically. Structure N304/wN 1 is 

some 46 kJ mor l higher in Gibbs free energy is the only structure considered where a 

water is nOI bound to lead bUI is bound by a hydrogen bond to NI H. This results in the 

NIH stretch being red-shined 10 3115 ern' I which isjusl beyond the useful output of our 

laser. The water symmetric and antisymmetric stretching vibrations, predicted to be at 

3674 and 3791 cm· l, respectively, arc not observed. All but the two lowest energy 

isomers. N304/wb02 and N302/wb04, can be ruled out on spectroscopic and 

thennochemical grounds from beingpresenl in8nysignifie8ntamollnl. 
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NJ04fwNl 

N3041w-02H 

i NI02lw 
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N3041w 

N302lwb04 

NJ04fwb02 

Figure 4.5: Comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectrum for (pb(Ura-H)(H20)t 

and the predicted lR spectra for the computed structures in Figure 4.4. 

4.3.4. IPb(Ura-H)(H,Ohl+ 

Like (pb(Ura-H)H20t, the two lowest energy structures of [pb(Ura-H)(H~ht are 

based on lead bound either to deprotonated N3 and 04 or to deprotonated N3 and 02 

refer to Figure 4.6. Furthermore, N304lwb02Iw and N302lwb041w can be considered to 
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be formed from a water molecule adding to N304/wb02 and N302/wbQ4 in Figure 4.4, 

respectively. The predicted infrared spectra of these two lowest energy complexes arc 

identical in the 3200-3900 cm'! region, and so cannot be differentiated spectroscopically 

in this region (see Figure 4.7). 

Do the ca1ctllated infrared spectra compare favourably with the e.l{perimental 

IRMPD spectrum? The resolved bands in the experimental IRMPD spectrum of [Pb(Ura

H)(H20 )2r at 3491 and 3718 COl '! can be assigned to the N-H stretch and the frec O· H 

stretch of the watcr molcculc that is bound to lead and hydrogen bonded to eithcr 04 or 

02. These assignmcnts arc the same as those made for [Pb(Ura-H)(I·hO)r. The band at 

3637 COl' ! agrees quite well wi th the symmetric stretch of the out of plane water bound to 

lead in both N304/wb02/w and N302/wb04/w. The 3637 cm'! band is also in a simi lar 

position to the symmetric O-H stretch of water bound to Li(Ura) ' at 3635 cm'] J' , to 

Li(Thy)(Ade)' at 3658 cm" Jl>, and to M(Ade)', where Mis Li, Na, K (a1l-3640 em·').J7 

In the IRMPD spectrum there is also a broad absorption that grows more intense 

proceeding to the red o f 3900 cm'] and which can also be seen to contribute to IRMPD 

intensity between the 3718 and 3637 cm" bands. It has been observed in the past that the 

anti symmetric O·H stretch of water bound to metal ions observed by consequence 

spectroscopy is broadened and not nearly as intense as would be expected by an 

absorption spectroscopy measuremenl.JUI.19 This phenomenon has been explained. 39 

Briefly, consequence spectroscopies such as IRMPD spectroscopy rely on intramok-cular 

vibrational-energy redistribution ([VR) /ollowing each photon absorption in order to be 

able to absorb multiple photons and cause dissociation. If there is not good lVI{, then the 
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mode is not available to absorb further photons. Anharmonic calculations for 

Li(Ura)(I·bO)' and Li(Ura)(H20h ' predicted cubic coupling constants for the 

antisymmctric stretch can be as much as 3·4 orders of magnitude smaller than those for 

they symmctric stretch.]! It is our premise that the anti symmetric O-H stretch predicted to 

be at 3753 ern-I is observed as IRMPD intensity between 3600 and 3900 ern·] but is 

masked by the very intense fl\.'e O-H stretch of the hydrogen bonded water. Furthermore, 

while we cannot rule out N302/wb04/w spectroscopically, based on the calculated 

thermochemistry its presence is expected to be g % less than that of N304/wb02/w at 

298 K. 

In N304/wb02/ww and N304/wb02/wN I. the second water is hydrogen bound 

as a hydrogen bond acceptor to eithcr the first water or to NIH, respectively. These 

structures are considerably higher in energy than the two lower energy ones and are nol 

expected to be present in any quantity measureablc spectroscopy. NI02/w/w is 

deprotonated at Nl, lead is bound to NI and 02, and both water molecules arc bound to 

lead; it is H much higher energy structure. The computed infrared spectra for these three 

species arc clearly not in agreement with the experimental IRMPJ) spectrum and can be 

ru led out as contributors. 

A slight blue shift in the position of the free O-H stretch of the hydrogen bonded 

water molttule is observed between the singly and doubly solvated species, 3701 em·1 

[Pb(Ura-H)(I·bO»)' and 3718 for [Pb(Ura-H)(H,0)2]' and deserves discussion. This blue 

shift can be explained as the positive charge is shaT<_-d not only by one water molecule as 

in IPb(Ura-H)(H20)r, but by two water molecules in fPb(U ra.H)(I·I,Ohr. The simple 
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Mulliken charge distribution shows that the water molecule in (Pb(Ura-H)(Hi»t has a 

charge of 0.126. Adding a second water molecule reduces the overall charge on the first 

to 0.071. This also results in a weaker and therefore elongated hydrogen bond, 1.597 A vs 

1.642 A respectively, for the singly and doubly hydrated species. The extra electron 

density provided by the second water molecule in [Pb{Ura-H)(H20ht results in a 

slightly stronger O-H bond of the first water molecule and a slight blue shift in the 

position of the vibrational mode. 

.. ~.~ .... .. ...... ~ 
? .. : !I .., ...... .., . "' . .., 

N304/wb02Iw N302Jwb04lw 
0.0(0.0) 6.4(6.6) 

.... " . ( 
~ .... , ' . "'iii · .. • "'''' ' .., 

.... , .... 
II · • 

.. . , 
' \ ::' ) '\ --. ' .. • 

N304/wb02/ww N304fMlO2IwNl N102Jw/w 
38.9(353) 42.1(33.1) 59.7(52.0) 

Figure 4.6: B3LYP/6-3 HG(d,p) structures of five [Pb{Ura-H)(Hi>ht structures. The 

298 K MP2/6-311++G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6-3 1+G(d,p) relative enthalpies and Gibbs energies 

(in parentheses) in kJ mor! are provided. All species have a single positive charge. 
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Figure 4.7: The IRMPD spectrum for (Pb(Ura-HXHzOhf in the 3200-3900 em' l range 

compared to the computed spectra for the five complexes shown in Figure 4,6, 

4.3.5 Structure of(Pb(Ura-H)r 

We were unable to obtain spectra for [Pb(Ura-H)J\ likely due to the high energies 

required for dissociation. This is a limitalion ofIRMPD spectroscopy, especially using a 

table-top OPO laser. However. our results.. especially on fPb(Ura-H)(HzO)J~ and !Pb(Ura-
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1-I)(I'bOht clearly show that there is no spectroscopic evidence for structures of these 

ions which contain the NI deprotonated isomer wi th lead auached to NI and 02 like 

NI02 in Figure 4.8. Remember that the hydrated ions arc fonncd by storing 

electrosprayed [Pb(Ura-l-I}f in the hexapole accumulation cell with a high pressure (- 10' 

I mbar of water vapour). which shou ld be a fairly soft association process with many 

thennalizing collisions to soak up the energy of association. The three lowest energy 

structures of [Pb(Ura-I-I)]' are shown in Figure 4.8. Based on the thermodynamics it is 

clear that N304 is by far the lowest energy complex being 15.3 kJ mo]"1 lower in Gibbs 

energy than N302 at the MP2/6-311 ++G(2d,p)IIIJ3LYP/6-3 1+G(d,p). The relative 

thermochemistries for these structures agree well with the previously reported B3LYP/6-

3 11+G(3df.2p) ealculations.20 It is true that association of water tends to equalize the 

energies of the N304 and N302 "eores" as seen by the relative energies of structures 

N304/wb02 and N302/wb04 as well as N304/wb02/w and N302/wb04/w in Figures 

4.4 and 4.6. respectively. This is not true for the NI02 core as seen by structures NI02/w 

and NI02/w/w in Figures 4.4 and 4.6. respectively. Our experiments especially. as well 

as our calculations, suggest that the structure of [Pb(Ura-I-I)]' which is electrosprayed is 

that ofN304. 

Guillaumont el af.2D studied the CID fragmentation of electro sprayed (Pb(Ura-I-I»'. 

The major dissociation routes observed were loss of isocyunic acid and the formation of 

PbNCO' . Isotopic labeling studies also showed that isocyanie acid loss was exclusively 

loss ofN3 and C2. The other major CID product ion, PbNCO-, al so exclusively incl udes 

N3 and C2. In order to explain these major CID products, isomers N302 and NI02 
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(Figure 4.8) were assumed to be present in the mixture of ions electrosprayed, even 

though their energies are substantially higher than N304. 

~ • ~ .... ~ • .. 
~ • ~ -.- ~ 

• N304 N302 N102 

0.0(0.0) 11.J(1/.7) JI.J(JO.7) 

IS.9(1S.3) 26.0(25.4) 

Figure 4.8: Three lowest energy 83LYP/6-31+G(d,p) structures for IPb(Ura-I~)r. The 

298 K MP2f6-311++G(2d,p)/1B3LYP/6-31+G{d,p) relative enthalpics and Gibbs energies 

(in parentheses) as well as the 83LYP/6-31+G(d,p) energies (in italics top), all in kJ mor l 

are provided. All species have a single positive charge. 

lbeir calculations20 of the potential energy surface showed that PbNCO+ can be 

easily explained as arising from N302. Although the N302 isomer is significantly higher 

in energy than N304 under CID conditions, it is quite plausible that N302 can be fonned 

as an intennediate from N304 en route to PbNCO~. lsocyanic acid loss was only 

considered to be accessible throogh the NI02 isomer which was said 10 be present in the 

mixture ofelectrosprayed ions. Our experiments do not support this conclusion in that we 

see no evidence for the NI02 isomer, certainly not in enough abundance thallhe major 

dissociation route siems from il. It is not the intent of this work to explore the potential 

energy surface for [Pb(Ura-H)]' dissociation, but we suggest that there is probably an 
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accessiblc route for N304 to lose I-INCO under cnergetic CID conditions and would be 

consistent with thc HNCO fragment coming from N3 and C2 of ]Pb(Ura-H»)'. 

4,4. Summary 

The structures of [Pb(Ura-H)(Ura)]+, ]Pb(Ura-H)(H20)(, and [Pb(Ura

H)(H20hf have been explor(-d using IRMPD spectroscopy in the N- I-I/O-H stretching 

region and by compU\(lt ional methods. In all cases. the computed spectra for the lowest 

energy structures agree very well with the experi mental IRMPD spcrtrum. All these 

structures involved a [Pb(Ura-H)]' core which is deprotonated at N3 and has leud bound 

to either N3 and 04 or N3 and 02 . Our results suggest thut the [Pb(Ura-H)r structure 

that is deprotonated at Nl and lead is bound to N I und 02 is not un observable 

contributor to the electrosprayed complexes. 
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Chapter 5 

Infrared Characterization of Hydrogen-Bonded 

Propylene OxidefEthanol and Propylene Oxide/ 2-

Fluoroethanol Complexes Isolated in Solid Neon 

Matrices 

5.1. Introduction '" 

Hydrogen bonding is a vital component in many biochemical processes and it is 

prominent in many fields ofchcmistryand physics. Manyfundamcnlll I studies hal'c bccn 

done to examine hydrogen bonding interactions between species such as alcohols,l-1 

hydrogen halides,S.9 and wUlcrl ()' 1J which have resulted in determining Ihe structures of 

Ihese complexes in both the gas phase and under malrix isolation conditions. 

The study of hydrogen bonded complexes reveals important information on 

intermolecular interactions. For example Sang and Kiml4 have published studies of the 

infrared spectra o f tile 1:1 dimethyl ether-methanol complex in sol id argon matrices. 

·rhi~· chapter has been ~'lIblllille(IIQ be published (IS 0. Y Ali. E. JI'H'l'r anll 7: D. 

Fridgen. Vibrational Specll1)scopy. 2011. 



Upon complexation, red shifts in the O-H stretching vibration for methanol and bluc 

shifts in the CH l stretch for dimethyl ether were observed. Comparisons with calculations 

wcre taken as strong evidence that the most stable I: I dimethyl ether-methanol complex 

assumes a ncar linear structure about the hydrogen bond and that the symmetry planes for 

the monomers were nearly planar. Comparing the O-H shifts between similar hydrogen

bonded complexes (ie. water/dimethyl ether, acetone/methanol), a correlation was noted 

between the proton affinities (ie. basicities) of the hydrogen bond acceptor and the red 

shift of the 0-1-1 stretch. Zhang et aLI ! studied the weakly bound complex between 

acetone and water in which water is hydrogen bonded to the carbonyl oxygen of acetone. 

They observed red-shifts for the carbonyl strctching mode of acetone and the hydroxyl 

group O-H stretching modes of water. They suggested a structure for the I: I acetone

waler complex where water is hydrogen bonded to the carbonyl group of acetone (see 

Scheme 5. 1). This structure was con finned, in part, by comparing the experimental 

infrared spectra and ab initio calculated infrared spectra. Acetone-methanol complexes 

have also been studied in argon matrices at 9K.' 6 In this study acetone and methanol 

fonned a 1:1 binary complex. From the observed new red shifts of the hydroxyl group in 

methanol and the carbonyl group in acetone, combined with ab initio calculations Kim 

and Sang suggested a hydrogen bonded structure very similar to the acetone-water 

complex (see Scheme 5.1). Many other 1:1 hydrogen bonded complexes such as 

formamide-water,I7·!9 formam ide-methanol, 11. 19 and fonnamidc--hydrogen fluoride 

complexes2o have been studied. All formed structures similar to the acetone-water and 

acetone-methanol complexes 



Schl'mc 5. 1: Structure of the acetone-water hydrogen bonded complex 

Propylene oxide-ethanol and propylene oxide-2-fluorocthanol complexes have been 

used to illustrate Fischer's lock-and-key prineiple? 1.22 In these eomplexe~, ethanol or 2-

fluoroethanol acts as the proton donor in a primary O-H ..... O hydrogen (J-l) - bond and 

provides the shape of key. However, propylene oxide acts as the H-bond acceptor and can 

be viewed as a solid lock. The propylene oxide-e\hanol complex has six possible 

hydrogen bonded conformations and the rotational constants of all of them were 

investigated. Theoretically. propylene oxide-2-fluorocthanol has fourteen conformers. 

however, experimentally only the rotational spectra of Ihree conformers. two anti and one 

syn. have been observed. 

14) 



To achieve the detailed SlTucturc by intcraction of oxygen atom in propylene oxide 

and hydroxyl group. we have studied the infrared spectra of mixtures ofpropylcne oxide 

and ethanol in cryogenic m(ltrices. In addition, density functional and ab initio 

calcu lations have been used to interpret the observed spectra. 

5.2. Methods 

5.2. 1. Experim ental 

The bulk of the matrix isolation (lpparatus (I t Memorial University was obtained 

from Drs. John Allison and Georgc Leroi (then) from the Department of Chemistry at 

Michig(ln State Uni versity.ll.l6 Since many modifications have been made, a complete 

description is provided here. 

A schcm(ltie of the matrix isolation apparatus is providcd in Figure 5.1. The 8 inch 

diameter stainless steel vacuum chamber is pumped by an APD cryopump providing base 

pressures of 10.8 to 10.9 torr. The 1 inch KBr cold window is mounted in a copper 

window holder using indium metal gaskets to providc cont(lct betw~'en thc KBr and 

window ho lder. The window holder is mounkd to the cold head of a Sumimoto Mode l 

SDRK 20S DW cryocoolcr system also using indium metal gaskets. The cold head is 

cooled to 4.2 K by a CK W·21 c losed--cycle helium refrigeration system. The temperature 

is monitored wi th a Lakeshore Cryotronics 330 controller and a DT-470 Si-diode sensor. 

The temperature controller is also used to warm the sample window up fo r anneali ng 

experiments. 

The radiation fro m a Nicolet 6700 Fourier transfonn infrared (J.- nR) sjlC\:trometer 

is takcn externally from the spectrometer, is reflected off mirror M I (90· off (lxis 

'" 



paraboloid, 15 em focal length, 7.5 em aperture) to a second mirror, M2 (90" off aids 

ellipsoid, 56 cm focal length, 3.2 ern aperture). M2 directs the radiation through a 2.5 cm 

Kl3r entrance window, the sample, and a 2.5 cm KBr exit window after which it is 

renected offM3 (nat mirror) and M4 (90" ofhxis paraboloid, JO em focal length, 7.5 cm 

aperture) and through a biconvex ZnSe lcns (2.5 cm diameter, 2.5 em focal length) onto a 

Thermo mercury-cadmium-telluride (Mer-B) detector. All spectra reported here were 

recordcd between 4000 and 500 em' I at 0.5 em-I resolution with 1000 scans averaged. 

Propylene oxide (99% purity), ethanol (anhydrous ethanol), ethanol-d6 (Aldrich, 

99.5% purity), and 2-fluorocthanol (Aldrich, 95% purity) were subjected 10 three freeze

pump-thawed cycles to expel dissolved gases and mixed in a stainless-steel reservoir as 

vapour. Gaseous solutions of ethanol/propylene oxide/neon or 2-nuorocthanol/propylene 

oxide/neon were mixed in ratios of approximately 111-15/3000. The mixtures were 

deposited at a rate of 1.6 cml/min. Spectra were recorded following a deposition period 

of about 14 h. The matrix was annealed at 10 and 14 K each for an hour, an IR spectrum 

recorded after each annealing step. 

5 .2.2. Computational 

Ab initio calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 03 program.27 The 

structures and vibrational frequencies of the isolated monomers, ethanol, propylene 

oxide, 2-fluorocthanol, the propylene oxide-ethanol complexes and propylene oxide-2-

fluorocthanol complexes were optimized using B3LYI'/6-311 ++G(2d,2p). Single-point 

calculations were done at the MI'2 level of theory on all optimized geometries using the 

6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set. Relative thennochemistries reported arc composed ofMP2/6-



311 ++G(2d,2p) electronic energies with thermal corrections from the B3LYP/6-

311 ++G(2d,2p) frequency calculations, called MI)2!6-3 11++G(2d,2p)11B3LYP/6-311 ++G 

(2d.2p) from here on. 

MeT detector 

M1 

Nicolet 6700 FTiR 

Figure 5.1: Schematic of matrix isolation instrument!ltion showing the optical 

configuration for FT-infrared spectroscopy. 
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5.3. Results and Discussion 

5.3.1. Infrared Spectra of Ethanol, d6-Ethanol, and Propylene Oxide: A 

Scaling " Equation" 

Infrared spectra are rcported for clhanoland cthanol-d6 in nl.."On matrices at 4,2 K in 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2. In all cascs, thc use of highly diluted samples (ethanol/neon -= 1/3000 

ratio) produecd only the monomer of ethanol, no dimers were observed. At higher ethanol 

conccntrations (ic.112500) small amounts of cthanol dimcr were observed. Since the 

intent of this work was to obscrve hydrogcn-bonded cthanol-propylene o:-;:idc dimers it is 

advantageous to begin with an cthanol concentration just below that where dimcrs arc 

observcd. Both confonncrs of ethanol, diffcring in thc oricntat ion of the 0 1-1 bond with 

respect to the CCO group wcre observed. Ethanol has been the topic of several 

spectroscopic studies using microwavc/! infrared,2"·J2 and Raman techniques. JJ The 

absorptions for ethanol observed in neon arc essentially the same as those observed in 

argon34 cxccpt for the symmetric Ct'b stretch and the O-H stretch which are both shifted 

to a highcr wavcnumber by about 17 and 20 cm-I , respeetivciy, 

In Table 5.3. the 4.2 K neon matrix infrared spectrum of propylene oxide is 

summarized. Only monomeric propylenc o:-;:idc was observed, evcn up to propylene 

oxidelneon ratios of 1/200. This is in contrast to the observations of ethanol aggregation 

due to the lack of strong intermolecular (hydrogen bonding) forees between propylene 

oxidemo1ecu les. 

To our knowledge the neon matrix infrared spectra of ncithcr cthanol nor propylene 

oxide have been reported. The purpose here is not to compare the neon spectra with those 

,,, 



taken in other media or phases although the previous argon spectra14 and our neon spectra 

fo r ethanol are listed in Table 5.1 and the assigned matrix spectrum for propylene oxide is 

in Table 5.3. Rather, using the experimental and computed spcctl"ll for ethanol, d6· 

ethanol, and propylcne ox idc, our intent is 10 obtain a reliable scaling "equation" for the 

0 3LYP/6-31 1++G(2d,2p) calculated spcctl"ll. It is anticipated that these scaled 

calculations will be beller suited to ass ist us in identifying bands for the ethanol-

propylene oxide complex. Scaling com puted vibrationlll frequencies is required to correct 

fo r errors due to Ihe approximations made in Ihe electronic structure calculation and 

because the vibrational modes arc assumed to be harmonic in the calculation of these 

values. II has been observed that high frequency vibrations ( ie. O-U, N-H and C-I-! 

stretehing) typically requi re more extensive scaling for higher frequcncy vibrations,JS·19. 

than for low frequencyvibrations.40 

The concept of a scaling equation has been used previously by Gornicka et al J6 

and Palafox 41 to compare theoretical and experimental spectra ofcytisine and benzene, 

and simi larly used for the proton-bound dimer of aeetone. 42 Since two parameters arc 

typically required 10 gel good lils for both higher and lower-frequency vibrations, we usc 

a Iwo-parameter "lit"' of the computed dala to the experimental data. The 

B3LYP/631 1++G(2d,2p) calculated band positions were iiI 10 the experimental band 

positions for ethanol, ethanol·d6. and propylene ox ide. We have used a tll"O parameter. 

lirst-order equation 10 fit the data. The iiI obtained is 

~.",. = 27.8(±4.4) + O.956S(±Q.0023)~c Eq.S. l 
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where the superscripts, 5E and c. represent scaling equation and calculated, respectively. 

The computed and experimental data were also fil to a single parameter scaling factor for 

comparison. This scaling factor was detemlined to be 0.969. A plot of the computed 

frequencies vs experimental frequencies and equation 5.1 can be seen in Appendix 17. 

In Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, the experimental band positions are compared 10 those 

calculated using the scaling equation (5E) and the sca ling factor (SF). It is evident that 

the scaled values agree significantly better with the experimental data for all three 

species. In fact, the average absolute error (and absolute standard deviations) in the 

scaling factor corrected values arc 17.3(±1 1.9), 13.4(±9.3). and 14.9(±6.1) em' I for 

ethanol. d6-ethanol and propylene ox ide, respectively. Using the scaling equation the 

average absolute error (and absolute standard deviation) arc 9.2(±9.3), 8.6(±6.4), and 

4.0(±3.5) cm· l • respectively. for ethanol. d6-ethanol and propylene oxide. Overall the 

average absolute errors were determinl-d to be 7.1(±7.0) em' I for the scaling equation and 

15.0(±9.2) cm·1 for the scaling factor. The better agreement between e.xperiment and the 

computed values scaled by the linear equation was deemed to be significant and was 

used. The computed vibrations were also fitted with a three-parameter (quadratic) 

equation, but the aver,lge absolute error between the experimental and sca led vibrations 

was found to be similar to the linear fit. 7.2 cm,l, and the absolute standard dl.:viation was 

not that much better, ±5.9 cm-I, than the two parameter linear fil. 

In Figure 5.2 the neon matrix infrared spC\:trum of propylene oxide is shown in the 

700- 1550 and 2900-3100 cm,l regions and arc compared with the spectrum calculated 

using B3LYP/6-311++G(2d.2p) and scaled using equation 5.1. Clearly there is excellent 



agreement with experiment when the computed wavenumber positions are scaled with 

the scaling equation. 

wavenumber I em·' 

Figure 5.2: FTIR spectrum of neon matrix isolated propylene oxide in the 700 to 1550 

em-l and 2900 to 3100 em-l range. 
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Apl)ro~ Error 
dtnril)!ion S ~:' 

1'(011 ) 

v,(CII) 

v,(OI) 

v,(e ll) 

v,(CII,) 30.5 

v,(CIl :) 

Ii(CII ,) 

5,(CII ) 

5.(Cl h) 

w(CII, ) 

b,(CH) 

(,,(CII,) 

5(OH) .2.2 

1(01,) + I(CII,) " 
",COIl) + r{C H,) 

vtCCO) + r{ell,) 

v(CCO) 

1(01,) + I(CII,) 

a) referencefor Armalrix 
b) this work 
c) B3LYPI6-3 11 ++G(2d,2p) 
d)scalingcqll31ion 
e) obs(Ne) -scaled 

S ~:' 

371l8.7 

1271.7 

~: rror 
SF(Il.969) calc' N~' 

S ~ .. 

3729.0 3848.3 3680.6 

·23 .6 301 4.8 2991.2 299H 

2984.6 

3~2.6 29~~.9 2939.2 

30 15.2 

1493.1 

1463.3 

1488.0 14~ 9.3 

1450.1l 14 13.3 

,., 1371.5 

109 1.3 

30.4 1028.5 

891.9 

Table 5.1: Observed and calculaled (scaled) lR absorplions for the anti conformer of 

ethanol. All positions in COl·) 



Apprv1 lirrvr 
dn criplio n S[ ' SIi ' Error St'(0.96) u k ' O"'N,' sF' 

>'(00) 1.9 2714.9 2801.8 27 15.6 

v,(CD,) 2234.1 2)05.6 2244.~ 

v,(CD,) 2228.9 2300.2 224(1.4 

v,tCD:) 2241.1 218).7 

v,(CD,) 

v,(CD,) 

w(CD,) 

6(,CD,) 1148.5 

5,(CD,) 

5,(CDJ) 1062.8 

5,(CD,) ]052.8 

6(,00) ]018.1 1018.1 

t",CD,) 

v(CCO) + riCO,) 915.1 

riCD,) + riCO,) 890.0 

,.( CCO) ~ riCO,) 

v(CCO) 

riCD,)+r(CD,) ""' .. 0.9 580.9 

a) this work 
b) B3LYP/6·311++G(2d,2p) 
c) scaling equation 
d) obs(Ne)-scaled 

T~ b le 5.2: Observed and calculated (scaled) absorption for the d6 isotopomer o f ethanol. 

All positions in em" . 
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Apllro\ducripliOll 
t:rror Error 

SF(O.969) Calc· Ob, 
Ob.N, . 

St:' ,,. ...... 
v,(ell,) -5 .9 -17.8 

v,(ell,) + v,(Oi) -18.0 

v.(CH) -21.2 

v,(CH)) -20.S 2996.H 3092.7 2976.3 2970 

v,(CII,) -20.7 

v,(OI)) ·10.2 

&(01,) '3 

Ii(CH,) + O(CII ,) '3 

~.( CII ,) 

Ii(CII) 3.9 15.7 1440.6 

~.( ClI,) 3.2 ]410.8 1372.3 

O(CII) 15.9 ]290.6 1266.S 

r(CII) 23.3 1152.3 

3( CClI) + w(Cli,) ]6.3 ]130.3 

r(CH,) 13.3 

3(CCI I) + o (CB,) 1092.6 

r(CH,) 

r(CII,) + v,(CCO) 939.3 

r(CII,) 

v,(CCO) 27.8 836.2 

",(CCO) 

.) lhiswork 
b) B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) 
t) obs(Ne) -scalcd 

Table 5.3: Observed and ca lculated (scaled) absorption for propylene oxide. All positions 

incm" 



5.3.2. Tbe Etbanol-Propylene Oxide Hydrogen Bonded CompleJ:. 

There are six confonners ofthe ethanol-propylene oxide complex.2! In Figure 5.3, 

the six confonners are presented along with the MP2I6-311++G(2d,2p}/1B3LYP/6-

311++G (2d,2p) computed relative energies. Based on these predicted relative energies it 

is likely that all would be present. In fact, all were accounted for in the gas-phase by 

microwave spectroscopy?! In the present experiments. the hydrogen-bound dimers are 

likely born in the gas phase just before or upon deposition of the matrix so it would be 

expected that all confonners would be present in these matrix isolation experiments as 

well. 

AmiG+- Ami(>. AntiT ,., ,., ,., 
:~-J 

(0.0) (0.0) (2.S) 

,~ ... ~" ~ , :~j 
~. ~~~ ,~ .4~~ J'J , , 

s",,,, s",G- S~;T ,. U 
(0.3) 

,~J 
(0.4) ~ (0.6) ~ 

~~ 
, ..... J • ...1 

~, ,~, ... ~ ~.J "J , , ~, " 

Figure 5.3: Six confonners of the ethanol-propylene oxide hydrogen bonded complex. 

The MP2i6-3 I I ++G(2d,2p}/1B3LYP/6-3 11 ++G(2d,2p) relative free Gibbs energies and 

(enthalpies) in kJ mort are also provided. 
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In order to prepare the ethanol-propylene oxide hydrogen bonded com pIe .\{. propylene 

oxide vapor was added to a 1:3000 ethanol:neon mixture. At this concentration ofcthanol 

there wcre no ethanol homodimcrs obscrved, but at highcr concentrations dimcrs were 

observed. Mixtures with various concentrations of propylene oxide were used. In Figure 

5.4 (A) the experimental neon matrix infrared spectra. in the hydrogen·bonded O-H 

stretch region (3350-3650 cm'!) are presented, The bottom trace (a) is the spectrum taken 

following deposition of the 1:3000 ethanol:neon mi:-.;ture and trace b was recor<k-d 

following deposition ofa 1:200 (15:3000) propylene oxide:neon mi :-.;ture. Traces c, d, e, 

and fare the spectra taken after deposition of the 1:3000 ethanol:neon with 2, 3.3, 5 and 

15 parts, respectively, of propylene oxide. A broad band centred at 3505.3 cm'! is 

observed to grow in with increasing propylene oxide conce!ltration and a shoulder to Ihe 

red of this main band is observed at 3464.3 cm"!. This main band is assigned to the O-H 

streich which is sign ificantly red-shifted from Ihe ethanol monomer (3680.6 cm' l) due to 

the hydrogen bonding interaction. The O-H stretch is predicted 10 absorb between 3532 

and 3543 cm,l for (he six conformers which would not be expected 10 be resolved in these 

experiments, The observed position of the O-H stretch agrees quite well with these 

compuled values (see Figure 5.4 I] and Table 5.4). The resolved shou lder al 3464.3 cm'! 

has no activity upon annealing for an hour al 12 K with respect to the main band. It is 

possible Ihat this band is due 10 a trimer involving two propylene o:-.; ides or thaI il is due 

10 a diflcrent malrix site which is stable even at 12 K. 

All the new bands observed in these experiments are lisled in Table 5.4 and all arc 

tentatively assigned. The new bands in the 500-920 em,l region arc displayed in Figure 



5.5 compared with the predicted speetrum for the AntiG+ conformer. 

! 

L 

_~be<lcm·' 

Figure 5.4: A) Infrared spectra in the 3350-3650 em'! region ofmixtl!res deposited at 4.2 

K, (a) ethanol: neon 1:3000 (b) propylene oxide: neon 1:200, and at the ethanol: 

propylene oxide ratios in neon of (c) 1:2:3000 (d) 1:3.3:3000 (e) 1:5:3000, and (f) 

1:15:3000. 8) Infrared spectra in the the 3350-3650 em'! region of mixture deposited at 

4.2 k, (i) EtOHIPOlNe I :15:3000, (ii-vii) the predicted frequeneies of OJ-I mode in all 

possible geometries of EtOH/PO complexes 
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A[I[lroximale 
d~sc riplion 

v(OH) 
v(OII),ilcshifi or lrima 

5,(CIlJ ) 

COHbcnd 
v(CCO) + r(CIJ,) 
v(COII)+r(CII,) 
'~CCO) + r(CIl ,) 

v(COH)+r(ClI,) 

'~CCO) 

Caku la led 

3532-3543 

1377-1381 
1303.8 (8nliT) 

1300.4 (synT) 
1093 (anliT.s)nT) 
1085 (anliG+, antiGo. synG+, syn G-) 
1042 (anliG+, antiGo. synG+. syn G-) 

1033 (amiT.s)'nT) 

H71-884 

622-627 

350S.3br 
3464.3br 
1380.8 
1303.2 
1297.8 

IIOS.lsh 
1088,4sh 
1059.4 

1{)46,2 

881.1 

566.6 

Table 5.4: New bands observed after deposition of [:15:3000 ethano[:propylene 

oxide:Ne,their tentative assignments. and comparison with the calculated and scaled 

(equation) infrared spectrJ 

J ' 
~ 1'---

- J Jy u 

wavenumbercm-' 

Figure 5.5: Neon matr ix infrared spectra of a) [ part in 200 propylene oxide, b) I part in 

3000 ethanol and c) 1:[5:3000 ethano[:propy[ene oxide:neon in the 500 to 920 em' I 

region. 
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In Figure 5.6, the 1020-1400 em· 1 region is displayed and compared with calculated 

spectra for all six eonfomlers showing some tentative assignments. The magnitudes of 

the errors between the observed and predicted fundamentals are the same in sign and 

similar in magnitude to those seen for the monomers. For example, the primarily CCO 

stretching vibrations betwccn 1040 and 1060 cm ·1 in the complexes arc predicted to be 

- 15 em' I to the red of the observed bands, sim ilar to the difference betwccn predicted and 

observed CCO band of ethanol. Few of the predicted infrared bands arc actually observed 

because many of the fundamentals associated with the monomers shill only slightly upon 

complexation, thereby masking the bands associated with the hydrogen bonded complex. 

For example, the strong band predicted to occur at 820 em' I (sec Figure. 5.5) is masked 

by the strong band associated with the CCO asymmetric stretch of propylene oxide at 

838.1 em·l which is also predicted to occur at 824 cm·l . 

While it was not possible to differentiate between the six conformers of the 

ethanol.propylene oxide complex in the O-H stretch region. it was possible to somewhat 

distinguish them in the 1000 to 1400 region (Figure 5.6) where primarily CCO stretching, 

COH stretching and COl-! bending vibrations occur. For example, the absorptions at 

1105.1 and 1046.2 cm· 1 can be assigned to the primarily CCO stretch and COH stretch, 

respectively, of both the antiT and synT conformers whereas the two at 1088.5 and 

1059.4 cm· 1 arc assigned to the COH and ceo stretching modes, respectively. of the 

other four conformers. Unfortunately they cannot be distinguished any further. The two 

barely resolved maxima at 1303.2 and 1297.8 cm ·1 can be assigned to the COH bending 

vibrations of the antiT and synT conformer, respectively. 
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: bdu ,,-- 1'----'-- I'-' 
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, Jt~~U~ ~"'-' 
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. 
wavelXlmber I em- ' 

Figure 5.6: Neon matrix infrared spectra of i) 1 part in 200 propylene oxide, ii) I part in 

3000 ethanol Wld iii) 1:15:3000 ethanol:propylene oxide:neon in the 1025 to 1400 em"1 

regions. Also shown are the computed spectra for the a) AntiG+, b) AntiG-, c) AntiT, d) 

SynG+, e) SynO-, and t) SynT structures. 
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When mixtures ofethanol-d6 and propylene oxide in neon al a ralio of 1:15:3000 

were deposited on the cold KBr window at 4.2 K, new peaks were observed to appear 

(see Table 5.5 and Figures 5.7 and 5.8). The O-D stretch is observed at 2591.9, 

significantly red-shified from the O-D stretch in isolated d6-ethanol (2715.4 cm· l ) 

indicating a hydrogen-bonded species. The HID observed for the complex is shilled a 

factor of 1.352, quite similar to that compllled for the hydrogen bonded complex, 1.363, 

and that observed between ethanol and ethanol-d6, 1.355. The only other mode observed 

for both the H and D isotopomer complexes was the COHID bend with observed and 

computed isotopic shills of 1.251 and 1.260, respectively. Like the rully 11-1 experiments. 

only a rew new bands were observed. These bands and their assignments are listed in 

Table 5.5. 

Based on these matrix experiments and the associ3ted calculations, we have 

observed and partially characterized, by infrared speetroseopy, the ethanol/propylene 

oxide hydrogen-bonded complex in a ncon matrix. 
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approx imate 
dHcription 

v(OD) 
v(OD) site shit\? 

"CCO) -I- "~CD,) 

<\(CD,) 

v(CO) 

calcula ted 

2585-2592 

1166.6(antiG+. antiG·.s)·nG+,s)·nG·) 

1130.4 (antiT.synT) 

1082.1 (antiG+, antiG·. "ynG+. "yn G-) 

1034. 5 (antiT,synT) 

964.1 (antiG+. amiG·. ,ynG+. 'yn G-) 

Obsen 'ed / cm" 

259 L9br 
2564.7br 

1183.7 

1125.8 

1083.4 

1070.5 

973.4 

T~ blt' 5.5: New bands observed after deposition of 1:15:3000 db-ethano l: propylene 

oxide: Ne, thei r tentative assignments, and comparison with the calculated and sealed 

(equation) infrared spectra. 

o·'w .~0. 1 b 

~ c 

0.0 

-0 .1 

wavenumber em-' 

Figu rt' 5.7: FTIR spectra in the 2500 to 2700 em" region of a) I part in 200 propylene 

oxide, b) I part in 3000 d6-ethanol and c) I: 15:3000 d6-ethanol:propylene oxide: ncon as 

well as the computed spectra for the six hydrogen bonded complexes. 



0.' 

950 1000 1050 11 00 11 50 1200 1250 

wavenumber em-' 

Figure 5.8: Neon matrix infrared spectra of i) 1 part in 200 propylene oxide, ii) I part in 

3000 d6.ethanol and iii) 1:15:3000 d6-ethanol:propylene oxide:ncon in the 1025 to 1400 

em,l regions. Also shown are the computed spectra for the a) AntiG+, b) AntiG·, c) 

AntiT, d) SynG+, e) SynG-, and f) SynTstructures. 
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5.3.3 The 2- Flu oroethano l-Propylene Oxide I-I ydrogen Bonded Comp lex 

2·Fluorocthanol (FE) has two main conformers depending on the torsional angles 

T{K-C,F and TIl-O-C-C. which are gauche and trans, Furthennore, the fluorine atom can 

cnable wcak intramolecular intcractions with the hydroxyl hydrogcn atom and the 

fluorine which comprises a third conformer. The IR spectmm of pure 2,fluorocthanol in a 

neon matrix shows a strong band at 3653.8 cm,l and a weaker resolved shoulder at 

3657.6 cm,l assigned to the gauche and trans confonners, respectively.~J There was no 

evidence for the intramolecu larly hydrogen bonded confonner. 

When samplcs of FE/POlNe gas wcre deposited on the KBr substratc at 4.2 K five 

ncw features were observed to grow that were not present in either of the pUTe 2· 

fluorcethanol or propylene ox ide spectra (see Table 5.6). Among these new bands was the 

O·H stretch ofrE which was observed to shift substantially, 191 cm,l to 3462.9 em' I on 

complexing with propylene oxide (Figure 5.9). 

The structures of2·fluorocthanol complexes arc divided into three groups: compact 

gauche. open gauche. and trans confonners (sec Appendix 18). The compact gauche 

structures arc calculated to be more stable than the open gauche and tmns confonners, by 

about 8 kJ mOrl (sec Append ix 19). In facI, the only structures observed in the 

microwave spectroscopy experiments were the three compact structures anti G-g+. anti 

G+g-. and synG+g·. The experimental spectra in the 950·1150 em·1 range arc compared 

10 the computed spectra of all 14 isomers in Figure 5.10. From these spectra it is by no 

means possible to distinguish between the isomers. but Ihe experimental spectra for Ihe 

hydrogen bound complex arc certainly consistent with the structures observed in the 
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microwave spectra 

Approx imate 
description 

Oll str 

CO Sir 

3481 .6 

CCOstr 1075.6 

C· F Slr 1016.4 

CCF bendiCCO bend SOI.S 

Calculated Observed / em·1 

3462,9 

1094.2 

1082.4 

1040.9 

S08.2 

Ta blr 5.6: New bands observed upon codeposition of 2· f1 uorocthanol and propylene 

oxide in solid Ncon at 4.2 K. 
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wavenumber em-1 

Figure 5.9: ,,- nR spectra in the 3300 to 3600 em-I region ora) 1 pM in 200 propylene 

oxide, b) I part in 3000 2-0uOTOClhnno l and c) 1:1 5:3000 2-fluorocthanol:propylcnc 

oxide: neon as \Veil as the computed spectra for the six hydrogen bonded complexes. 
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I 
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l<' igurc 5. 10: FTIR spectra in thc 9S0-115Ocm"1 region of fluorocthanol:propylcnc 

oxidc: ncon complexes as well as the computed spectra for the founcen hydrogen bonded 

complexes. 
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5,3,4, Towards a " Universal" Correlation of the Position of the 

Hydrogen Bonded O-H (X-H) Stretch in Hydroge n Bonded Complexes 

It is useful to be able to predict the positions of hydrogen bonded O-H stretching 

yibrations from available properties of the monomers of which the hydrogen bonded 

comple.\{ is comprised; a sensible correlation can provide further insight into the cause 

and effect of the shift upon complexation. To this end numerous authors haye correlated 

the positions of hydrogen bonded 0-1-\ stretching vibrations with the proton amnities 

(PA, Eq. 5.2) of various hydrogen bond acccptors. 14 

A + H ' "AH' -6.,H =- PA 
Eq.5.2 

This is reasonable since the acceptor isa base(lnd is partially (lccepting a hydrogen 

which has significant proton chamcter. Upon complexation, the hydrogen bonded O-H 

stretch shifts to the red and it has been observed that as the proton amnity of the base 

increases, the red shift increases.l~ However, this correlation is obviously only useful for 

one hydrogen bond donor and many acceptors. 

Since the hydrogen bond donor is an acid it might Dc reasonable that for anyone 

base there may be a correlation between the red-shift of the hydrogen bonded 0-1-1 stretch 

(lnd the gas-phase acidity (GA) of the hydrogen bond donor, 

Ir + H' "BI-I -6., H "" GA 
Eq.S.3 

In Figure 5.11 the reduced hydrogen bonded O-H frequency (yj) is plolted against the GA 

of various hydrogen bond donors for complexes where the hydrogen bond acceptor is 

either water or dimethyl ether. The reduced frequency is defined in Eq. 5.4 
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jl, = Vo V~ v 
Eq.5.4 

whcrc Yo is thc wavenumber position of the O-H stretch of the monomer und Ii is the 

hydrogen bonded O-H stretch. The reduced frequency is used, rather than simply the 

position of absorption, since different monomers can have quite different O-H (or X-H) 

stretches. It is evident from FigureS.11 that there isa relationship bctween the gas-phase 

acidity and the redu{,:ed frequency ; as the hydrogcn bond donor becomes more acidic- a 

smuller value lor GA-the red shift in the complex hydrogen bonded 0-1-1 stretch 

Base' H, O 
Ba .... (CH,l,O 

gas-phaseaciditylkJmOr ' 

Figure 5.11: Plot of reduced frequency vs gas-phase acidity for varioLls mutrix isolutcd 

hydrogcn-bound dimcrs with water or dimethyl ether as the hydrogen bond donor. 



rhe goal here is to dcfinc a relationship for all combinations of hydrogen bond 

donors and acceptors over a broad range ofhydrogcn bond donor and acceptor strengths. 

Thc cnthalpy of proton transfer (tll'lH) bctwecn the hydrogen bond donor and aeccptor is 

defined as the enthalpy change for the following reaction in the gas phase 

AH + B ~ A- + BW Eq.5.5 

This leads to the followingexprcssion for the enthalpy of proton transfer . 

..... ",H = GA - PA. Eq.5.6 

On the right hand side of Figure 5.12 (filled circles) the rcduced frequencies for 

more than sixty different hydrogen bonded X-H stretches (X=O, N, halogen) arc plolted 

against the enthalpy of proton transfer (sec also appendix 20). Clearly as the proton 

transfer reaction becomes more favourable--Iess endothermic-the red shift of the 

hydrogen bonded X-I-! stretch (or the magnitude of the redueed frequency) increases. At 

higher proton transfcr endothcmlicity (region I in Figure 5. 12, >600 kJ mOrl) the 

relationship can be estimated as linear. Bctween the values of 400-600 kJ morl (regions II 

and 111), approximately, there arc data points for seven hydrogen-bound dimers that do 

not fall into line with this linear trend observed for the more endothermic proton transfer 

reactions. Atilt et aJ. 44 with II similar plot to Figure 5.12 (a "vibrational corrdalion 

diagram") composed only of hydrogen-bound dimers where the hydrogen bond donors 

were hydrohalic acids. had tirSI observed this maximum in reduced frequency (region 11). 

The maximum represents an upper limit in the reduction of the position of the X-H 

stretch from its original non-hydrogen bonded position. It is followed by a reduction in 

the reduced frequency. so that as the enthalpy of pro Ion transferdccreases(region III). thc 
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position of the X-H stretch begins increasing again toward its non-hydrogen bonded 

value. Ault et al.44 explaincd the observation of a maximum as the point whcre the 

hydrogen-bonded hydrogen becomes a completely shared proton. 
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~ 
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HCJiNllJ 

, , , , 
Iillr/Nll J IlNq,.lNlh , . , 
Itl, 

IiCI!N(C1t" 

, 
HBrlN{Clh)J . 

Ilflll{ClJ,J,co , 
HNO'\{CHJCl I,),O 

• ~CII(CHJ),o 

\ ( " .!. 

0;' _ _ ... 

o::~~i~i i :..~, 

400 600 800 1000 

entha lpy of prolon transfer I kJ mor1 

I<"igure 5. 12: Plot of reduced frequencies vs the enthalpy of proton transfcr for various 

matrix isolated hydrogen bonded comple.l{cs (filled c ircles) and gas-phase proton-bound 

dimers (open cirdes) . Thccurvcsarcloguidclhccycandarcdiscusscdinthetext. 



As the endothermicity of proton transfer decreases, the proton has been 

transferred to the neutral base producing an ion pair bound through the proton. The 

yibrational mode which is being observed for these ion pairs is the hydrogen bonded x

H+ stretch where XI'!' is hydrogen bonded to an anion. While the proton transfer from the 

acid to the base forming free ions is endothermic, the fayourable energetics of fOnlling an 

ion pair makes the transfer possible. We have computed structures for each of the 

complexes with an enthalpy of proton transfer in the range 400-600 em-I, (Appendix 21), 

as well as the HNOfN2 and I-ICI/H;:O complexes, the latter two fall into region I of 

Figure 5.12. Thesc calculations arc in quite good qualitatiye agreement with the 

explanation of Ault et a]"l4. Pertaining to the obscrved maximum in reduced frequency. 

The HCI, 1·lI3r, and UNO) hydrogen bonded complexes with ammonia clearly share the 

hydrogen. A probably equally accurate description of the shared hydrogen is a shared 

proton. In the HCI and HBr complexes with trimethylamine the acids arc indeed 

predicted to have transferred their protons to the base (region II ). An interesting point is 

also seen in Appendix 22, which is a duplication of Figure 5.12 except with the predicted 

reduced frequencies for the X-I-! stretch, compared to the experimentally observed values. 

For the HNOfN2, HBr/H20 hydrogen bonded complexes (type I), with higher enthalpies 

of proton transfer experiment and theory agree very well. For HNOfN, the predicted and 

experimental positions for the X-I-! stretch ure 3470 and 3488 cm,l , respectively, and for 

HBr/H20 the predicted and e.xperimental values arc 2298 and 2310 cm· l , respectively. 

For the hydrogen bonded complexes in region II , where there is more extensive sharing, 

and thc calculations do not do nearly as well. The predicted and experimentally observed 



X-H stretches for the HCIINHJ complex arc 2048 and 705 em-I, respectively, and for the 

Hl3rlNl-h complex they arc 1583 and 1390 em-I, respectively. Clearly for these 

complexes, where the potential for the X-II stretch is expected to be very anharmonic. 

there can be no confidence placed in these types of calculations based on the hannonic 

approximation. The poor agreement between calculation and experiment is even true for 

thc complex of HC) and N(CHJh which resembles an ion pair, but for the Hl3rlN(CHlh 

complex where the proton is more fully transferred to the base, the observed mode much 

belter resembles a '"more" harmonic N-H+ stretch. the calculations do a more adequate 

job. The N,H' stretch is observed at 1870 cm'l and is predicted to be al 1931 cm·l. 

There arc no known nelltral hydrogen bond donor and acceptor pairs that would 

have identical or even similar values for gas-phase acidities and proton affinities which 

would result in l'!.n H=O. Symmetric proton-bound dimers (Scheme 5.2) composed of a 

proton and two identical bases would have a zcro cnthalpy of proton transfer. The 0-1'1+

o symmetric stretch of homogcnous and heterogenous proton-bound dimers have been 

studied in the gas-phase by IRMPD spectroscop/2AS.46 and by Ar_tagging.47 The efleet of 

the difference in proton amnities on the 0-1-]+-0 symmetric stretch has also bet'n sllIdied 

computationally.4S·49 The results of these studies conclude that for a heterogenous proton-

bound dimer, as the difference in proton amnities increases, the asymmetric stretch 

approaches a value equal to an O-H streIch. The range of proton amnity differences 

studied is from 0 to - 500 kJ mor l, the span not covered by neutral hydrogen bonds. In 

Figure 5.12. the position of the D-I·f-O asymmetric stretching vibrations for all the 

proton-bound dimers previously studied are plolted (open circles, region IV). The data for 



the proton-bound dimers (lnd hydrogen bonded complcxes fit togcthcr quite nicely if one 

ignors the complcxes of regions It and Ill. Jt is also interesting to compare the proton-

bound dimers on the leftmost side of the plol in Figure 5.12 with the hydrogen-bonded 

complexes in region 11. In bolh, the hydrogen, or proton, (Ire shared almost equally 

between the two complexes and in both sets the reduced frequency approaches a 

maxiumum of aboul 0.8, lending more evidence that the hydrogen-bonded complexes 

such as the one between Hel and N H), arc equally sharing the proton 

Scheme 5,2: Symmetric proton-bound dimers composed of a proton and two identical 

bases. 

5.4. Conclus ions 

Hydrogen bonded complexes between propylene ox ide and ethanoL d6-ethanol, 

or 2-fluoroethanol have been charactcrized by matrix isolation spectroscopy in ncon 

matrices at 4.2 K. A two-panllneter scaling equation-rather than a scaling factor-was 
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derived to relate the observed infrared absorptions of ethanol, propylene oxide, d6-

eth(lnol lind 2-nuorocthanol, to the calculated infrared absorpt ions. With this scaling 

equ(ltion we are bener equipped to assign bands to the hydrogen bonded eomple:\cs based 

on the computed spectra. 

The hydrogen bonded X-H stretching frequencies have been correlated to known 

physical properties of both the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor. The gas phase acidity 

and proton amnity, of the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor, respectively, have been 

used to obtain an enthalpy of proton transfer, which is shown to correlate well with the 

observed red shills of the hydrogen bonded X-H stretches for more than 60 hydrogen 

bonded complexes. Hydrogen-bonded complexes with enthalpies o f proton transfer 

between the (lcid and base which (I re endothermic by between 400 and 600 kJ mol' l (Ire 

shown to "share" the hydrogen/proton in a manner very simil(lr to homogeneous proton-

bound dimers or proton-bound dimers composed of bases with similar proton amnities 

More data on hydrogen-bound comple:\es of acids and bases with enthalpies of proton 

transfer less th(ln 600 kJ mol'l would be worthwhile to develop a more predictive 

relationship between the thermochemical values and the position of the X-H stretch. 

Theoretical studies on these comple:\es would also be beneficial. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future work 

Mass s~tromclry and matrix isolation techniques are valuable methods thaI can 

be used to provide an in depth understanding of structure of complexes as well as yield 

proper identification and characterization of both the ionic and the neutral s(JC\:ics. 

Theoretical calculations in conjunction wilh experimental results produce accurate 

structural representations of lhese spccics.lmcrmok-cular interactions. particularly 11011-

cova lent, playa significant role in determining the confonnations and stabi lization of 

ions found in many biological processes. Therefore, classifying the structures and 

stabilities of ions produced through interactions between nuck-obases and metal ions is 

central to undersumding how these ions influence biological processes. 

The interactions between the copper (II) cation and uracil in the gas phase have 

been stud ied by Fourier transfonn ion cyclotron resonance (FrICR) mass spectrometer. 

ICu(Ura)(Ura-l·ot ions are the most abundant species resulting from the interaction 

between copper (II) and uracil. These complexes have been examined under diffcrent 

methods offragmentation such as SORIfCID and lRMPD. to characterize their structures. 

To give a picture of the de<:omposition pathways within the diffcrcnt specics. dcnsity 

functional thcory calculations have been performed for all the structures at B3LYI'/6-

31+G(d.p) level of theory. Furthermore. Single point calcu lutions were done on all 

opt imized geometries using B3LVP/6-311+G(2df.2p) on C,N,O. and Hand 6-311+G on 

Cu to obtain more accurate thennochemical data. The potential energy surfaces for the 
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fragmentations were calculated at the same levels of theory thaI were used for geometry 

optimizations. MS/MS experiments show that the lowest energy dl"\:omposition pathway 

for [Cu(Ura)(Ura-H)]+ is nOlloss of uracil, but is loss of HNCO and followed by the loss 

of HCN. This loss has been confirmed by using isotopic labeling spec ies which indicate 

thatthe N3.C2 and very likely 02 centers are expellcd. 

To investigate how the metal ion-uracil complexes depend on the metal identity, a 

series of different divalent metal ions were examined with uracil nuclcobase. MSIMS 

experiments show that the primary decomposit ion pathway for all [M(Ura.H)(Ura)]' 

except where M= (Sr, Ba, and Pb) is not the loss of uracil, but is the loss ofHNCO as a 

primary fragment. It was observed that under CIO and the softer IRMPO conditions 

(Sr(Ura·H)(Ura)J', [Ba(Ura-H){Ura)]' and [Pb(Ura-H)(Ura)]' behave quite differently 

and these complexes dissociate by losing uracil directly. Also, the decomposition 

pathway for (Ca(Ura-H){Ura)t under JRMI'D conditions show a loss of HNCO, 

however, when using SORI-CIO a loss of uracil is observed. The binding energies 

between neutral uracil and [M(Ura-H)]' , M= Zn, Cu. Ni, Fe, Cd, I'd, Mg, Ca, Sr, l3a, and 

Pb have also becn calculated. The differences in the uracil binding energies are consistent 

with the e.\perimentally·observed dilTerences in fragmentation pathways. 

The IRMI'D spectroscopy technique is another technique which is used to 

determine the structUTC of gaseous ions. Othcr purposes include gaining insight into the 

structure of the interaction bctween ura" il and lead (II) ions by using IRMPD 

spe"troseopy in the gas phase in the 3200-3900 cm"' region. The IRMPD spectroscopy 

experimcnts will greatly enable us to sort out various structures and to associate 



structures to the st ructures probed in the experiments. 

The structures o r three ion molecule complexes or IJlb(Ura-H)J' have been 

explored by IRMPD spectroscopy in the gas phase. A complex of II'b( Um-H)( with 

uracil. IPb(Ura-H)(Ura)]'. or the singly or doubly water solvated complexes. [pb(Um

H)(I'bO)( and !pb(Ura-H)(H,O),J' . have irradiated with tunable infrared radiation in the 

N-HlO-H stretching region (3200-4000 cm· l ) to produce IRMPD spectra which were 

compared with IR spectra computed using EBLYP/6-3 1+G(d,p) for various isomers. In all 

cases. the computed spectra for the lowest energy structures agree very well with the 

experimental IRMPD spectrum. All these st ructures involved a II'b(Ura-H)( core which 

is deprotonated at N3 and has lead bound to either N3 and 04 or N3 and 02. Our results 

suggest that the [pb(Ura-H)J' structure that is deprotonated at NI and lead is bound to NI 

and 02 is not an observable contributor to the electrosprayed complexes. IPb(Ura

H)( Ura)]' was round to have a tetradentate coordinated lead while the water molceules in 

[pb(Ura-H)( H20 )]' and !pb(Ura-H)(H20 hl' were determined to be direct ly coordinated 

to lead. the first also hydrogcn bonded to onc carbonyl oxygen. 

Matrix isolation technique. like mass spectroscopy. is a valuable tool for 

investigating the types or mo lecular complexes. This technique in combination with 

spectroscopy is a convcnicnttcchniquc which can be used to study both weak and strong 

molecular complexes. In addition, combination o f the experimental resu lts with 

theoretical calculat ions a llows e lucidation of the nature o f intennoleeular mode and to 

determination of the vibrational assignments o fthc complexcd molttules. 

The hydrogen bonding between alcohols as proton donors and propylene oxide as a 

18' 



proton acceptor were studied in neon Illatriees. The infrared ubsorption spectra of 

hydrogen-bonded complexes of propylene oxide with either ethanol or 2-fluorocthunol 

have been recorded in neon m(l[rices. The results indicatc that hydrogen-bonded 

complexes wcrc formed with propylene oxide as the hydrogen bond acceptor and either 

ethanol or 2-fluorocthanol as the hydrogen bond donors. The features assigned to the O-H 

stretch were red-shifted by 175 and 193 cm"1 for Ihe ethanol and 2-fluorocthanol 

containing complexes, respectively. The dilTerence in red shifts can be accounted for due 

to the greater acidity of2-flurocthanol. Deuterium isotope experiments were conducted to 

help confirm the assignment of the O-H stretch for the complcxes. As well, structures and 

IR spectra were culculuted us ing B3LYP/6-31 1++G(2d.2p) calculations and were used to 

compare with the experimental spectra. The usc of a ··scaling equation" rather than a 

sealing factor was used and is shown to greatly increase the utility of the calculations 

when comparing with experimental spectra. An examinution o f the O-H stretching red 

shifts for many hydrogen-bound complexes reveals a re lationship between the shift aod 

the dilTerence between the acidity of the hydrogen bond donor and the basicity of the 

hydrogen bond acceptor (thc enthalpy of proton transfer). Doth hydrogen-bonded 

comple.>;es and proton-bound complexes appear to have a ma.>; imum in the reduced 

frequency value which corresponds to complexes where the hydrogen/proton is equally 

shared between the two bases. 

Investigation of the interactions of metal ions with nucleotides and nuclcosides 

provide important informution for a variety of biological process. including the ubility of 

the in teractions between metals and nucleosides to influence the stabilization of the 

'84 



double stmnd helix in DNA. Based upon work done in this thesis, future studies can 

focu s on expanding the study of the fundamental interactions of metal ions. This can be 

done by selecting differ!;:nt nucleobases as well as different metals from those used in this 

thesis, such as thymine. Future work could focus on determining the metal ion attachment 

and binding site of various nucleotides and nucleosides. Furthermore, MS/MS studies can 

help identify the structures of the gas phase metal ion-nucleotide systems. 

Results obtai ned from the interaction of lead and uracil in this work can be used in 

future lRMPD spectroscopic studies to identify isomers that arc sim ilar to the 

experimental results but arc fo und within a different region. Other studies wi ll focus on 

investigating the structure of the interaction between uracil and divalent cations such as 

l3a, Sr. and ea by using IRM PD spectroscopy in the gas phase 

On the other hand, the intermo lecular interactions between different proton donors 

and various proton acceptors will be studied in the solid matrices. Further work involving 

the scaling used in this thesis could provide a foundation to developing a universal model 

tha t could allow the prcdictiOll ofl R spectra exclusively based on theory. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I 

(i) ES I FTICR mass spectrum showing the accurate mass and isotopic distribution for the 

ICu( Ura-H)(Ura)t complex (ii) the theoretical mass spectrum for the [Cu(Ura

H)(Ura)t complex 

285.9756 

(i) 

I 
285.9758 

I 
;>87.9739 

! 
'"" 
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Appendix 2 

SORlIC IO spectrum of the ICu(Ura-I-I)(Ura)f complex obtained after isolating (i) 

[ ~J Cu(Ura-H)(UT(l)t and (ii) [6sCu(Ura_H)(Ura)[' 

173.950 174.956 

.::.I. / 201968 
159.9~6 187_963 

300 mil 
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Appendix 3 

MSIMS of the main fragment ions of!Cu(I,3.1~-Ura-HX1,3-1~-Ura)t (a) mlz 290.5 

(b)mlz218.3 

,., T ,., i' T 
"' 

.' ", T T l 
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A ppendix 4 

IRMPl) of the main fragment ions (a) mil 286 (b) mil 243 (e) mil 2 16. and (d) 174 

(ii) 

1110 

160 174 
1 1 188 

l',l" 
1146 

2110 

24J 

I 
286 

I 

300 mil. 



Appendix 5 

Potential energy surface corresponding to the loss of NCO with the origin in global 

minimum energy as detennined by theoretical methods as well as B3LYP/6· 

311 +G(2df,2p) calculated Gibbs !Tee energies , the relative enthalpies in parentheses 

, 0 
,,~. >I 

""';~ ,,~"' ... " a o . 
riO 0 , 0 0 + . .... . ~ 1 

' . ,,., .. 
I kJ mor' 0 (17U ) 

173.6 J "" (17S..4)~.~. ~~~. 
(180.1 ) 

~,.. 
".~ .~ . • 

J~.~ . 

". ", . -Q '. 0 ' 0 J. 0 .~. n.. ".11 ~ 
(lUI " . Q . ... 
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AppendiI6 

Twenty-seven possible structures or (Cu(Ura-HXUra)f. Enthalpics and Gibbs free 

energies (parentheses) are computed at the MP2I6_311+G(2dr,2p)/1B3LYP/6_31+G{d,p) 

level ortheory and are in kJ marl relative to the lowest energy structure. 

N3041N304(02.Q2) N304IN302(04.Q2) 
2.0(2-5) O.O{O,O) 

,~~:. a,:~{ 
.~ ~ 

N304J04(NJ..04) 
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',"!.~~: •• : •. ... ~ ,, ~, 
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N304JN302(04-

0" 
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10.4(69.7) 101 .1 (Q.') 

N3Q4K)2(N3-<M) 
7 •. 7(6-4.6) 

N304.Q2(Nl-02) 
52.2(464) 

' ...... ~ .. : go . . ' .~ . ' 
.~ ~~ , 

N3OW2(N3-<M) 
77.1(69.4) 

'. : 
. ~/ ~ .• ~,?,,~;. ::~~:. a ,:::~. 
N304.Q2(NI-<M) N304I04(C5-CM) 

75.8(65.3) 570(44.9) 

N30202(NI-04) 
601.9(58.6) 

:~~: ... ~\""'. 
NlO2IN302(04Il) 

77.3(67.6) 

N30204(C5-02) 
80.9(67.3) 

:::: .. :~~ .. ~', 
N3OW2(Nl.Q2) 

911.1(116.5) 



.. ::::. !::::' ' .. , .. 
. ~:;; . 

~ ... ' ... .. . • ... ;,t , .'. . .. ~ 
. ; .. ... ~ ', . .: .. .... 

.~.:.. :::·t: . ...... 
: ., ... .. : ., 

Nl02IN304(02HI) Nl02IN302(0411c) N1Q21N302(04Ht) N1Kl2(Nl-02) N1Kl2(N3-02) 

119.9(106.4) 9O.6(77.S) 92.9(82.2) 81.9(68.1) 77.1(62-4) 

'. '; ~. :~~. . .... "' .... ;. 
........ 

1' '* . ... : ' 
!. ..... . ... : .. . ., . 

. :~:~~. ' .. .: ...... .. ... ::5.: ... · . ::. .~ . : .. :::.:. . 
NlO2JN304(02lk) NII04(CS-02) N1104(N3-02) 
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Appendix 7 

Proposl-d fragmentation pathways for the observed fragments from [Cu(Ura-2- IJCMI)j' 

complex. 



Appendix 8 

Proposed frag mentation pathways for the observcd fragments fro m [Cu(Ura·3·l sN)2-Hlr 

eomplcx. 



Appendix 9 

Proposed fragmentation pathways for the observed fragments from [Cu(I,3.'lN· Ura· 

H)(1.3· llN-Ura)r complex 

195 



Appendix 10 

Proposed ti"agment!ltion pathways for the observed fragments from ICu(Ura-d5h -I"l)f 

complex. 



Artpendix II 

Proposed fragmentat ion pathways for the observed fragments from [Cu(Ura-d6)l-H)r 

complex. 



Appendix 12 

IRM PD speetra of the IM(Ura-Hl(Uralt eomple.1{ obtained with (il [Zn(Ura-Hl( Ura»)'. 

(ii) ICu(Ura-Hl(Uralf, (iii) [Ni(Ura-H)(Uralf and (iv) ICo(Ura-H)(Ural]' 

(i) 

(ii) 

287 

'" IINCO I 1-
286 

"~I 216~1 

282 

239 liNea I 1--. 
300 mil. 



Appendix 13 

IRMPD spt:ctra of the [M(Ura.H)(UraW complex obtained wi th (i) IFc(Ura- H)(Ura)f, 

(i i) [Mn(Ura-H)(Ura)(,and (iii) [Cd(Ura-H)(Ura)f 

279 

til 

2 1~1 

337 

(iii) 21~1 



Appendix 14 

IRMPD spectra of the jM (Ura-H)(Ura)]' complex obtained with (i) jMg(Ura-HXUra)]'. 

(ii) jCa(Ura-H)(UraW. (iii) jSr(Ura-H)(Ura»)' . (iv) [Ba(Ura-H)(Ura)]' , and (v) IPb(Ura

H)(Ura)]" 

263 
(ii) 

'50 220 I 
I 17819~ I~ 

'" 

I 
36 ' 
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Appendix 15 

Sixteen possible 83LYP/6-31+G(d,p) structures of [Pb(UraXUra-H)r. Relative 

enthalpies and 298 K Gibbs energies (in parentheses) are provided in kJ mOrl. The top 

values in italics are the 83LYP/6-31+G(d,p) thermochemistries and the bottom values are 

the MP2/6-311++G(2d,p)//83LYP/6-31 +G(d,p). 
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Appendix 16 

Comparison of the B3LYP/6-3 1+G(d.p) predicted IR spectra for the two lowest energy 

computed [Pb(Ura-H)HzOt structures in the 1400-3200 em-I region. 

NJ02Iwb04 \.. 

), N3041wb02 

\.. --, ...... 
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Appendix .7 

Plot of experimental vs B3LYP/6-311 ++G(2d,2p) calculated band positions. The firsl

order fit is given by equation 5.1. 
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Appendix 18 

Structures of 2-fluoroethanol-propylene oxide complexes. The relative enthalpies and 

free energies are tabulated in appendix 19. 
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Appendix 19 

Thermochem istries of 2-fluorocthanol-propylene oxide comple.~es. The shaded rows 

are structures which huve been observed and whose rotational constants have been 

obtained from microwaw.'speclra 

HJ Ly P/6-J II ++I:(2d.2p) 

GJMI'2 Kt ill iH Entha lpy 
Kt IMti n t: nthallly.nd 

Structu ... ' "' (Rt lati,<t F~ 
(Rt lati\·t FTft Ent rgya t 298 

' c) 
I::nugy)l kJ mQr ' 

IkJmor ' 

Compact antiG+g- 2.22(-2.62) 0.1 (l.S9) 

Compact antiG-g+ 0.0(0.0) 0,0(0.0) 

Compact synG+g- 0.09(0,51) 0.66(4.35) 

Compact synG-g+ 3.6S(-1.BI) 2.41 (3.58) 

OpenantiG+g+ S.O~ (S.17) 6,97(8.31) 

OpenamiG-g- S,O~ (7.69) 7.1(8.14) 

Open synG+g+ 9,13(8.59) 1.91(5.72) 

OpensynG-g- 8.34(8.77) 7.53(9.69) 

TransantiTg+ 7.45(-1.35) 7.64(1.93) 

TmnsantiTg- 7.48 (-1.55) 7.66(3.67) 

Tmnsantin 6.7S{-4.44) 7.89(3,77) 

TmnssynTg+ 7.22(-0.33) 8.12(5.03) 

TmnssynTg· 6.96(-0,04) 8,17(5.98) 

TmnSliynTt 6.44(-1,51) 8.32 (2.97) 
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Appendix 20 

Table of X-H stretching vibrations for monomers and hydrogen bound complexes, 

reduced frequencies, gas-phase acidities, proton affinities and the entha lpy of proton 

transfer for various species included in Figure 5.14. 
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The computed hydrogen bonded complexes of Hel, HBr, and HN01 with ammonia, 

trimethylamine, nitrogen, ammonia, and waters. 
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